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FOREWORD

The World Bank over the past four decades has been deeply involved in the energy
sector of the developing countries. One of the major policy objectives in the reform of the encrgy
sector has been the need to improve the performance and efficiency of the sector insititutions in
the countries. The report provides an overview of the energy sector's performance over the last
decad in ten countries in East and South Asia.

The report provides information on the energy and electricity growth patterns in each of
the countries with a particular focus on sector performanc The performance indicators cover
technical , financil and commercial operations of the utilities over the last decade. The
performance within each country is also shown in the context of international comparators as
well as the operations of other countries in Asia, thus providing a ready source for coss country
comparisons on a consistent basis.

The report is based on data provided by a number of organization, countries and staff
members and their cooperation is deeply appreciated. It is planned to extend this work in the
future to include other countries in the region and also increase the depth of coverage. We would
welcome comments from the readers.

Harold W. Messenger

Director

Asia Technical Department
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ABSTRACT

The Country Energy Sector Performance Reports comprise an overview of the energy
sector's performance over the last decade in ten countnies in East and South Asia. It is intended to be a
ready reference for Bank staff and outside organisations in monitoring the ener activity in the
developing countries of Asia and in makling cross countxy compaisons. It is based on on the World Bank's
internal documents and exernally published sources.
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Standard Conversion Factors

= 42,000 cf Natural Gas
= 1.59 MT Coal

1 MTOE = 0.33 MT LNG
= 4,000 kWh Electricity (Generation)
= 11,860 kWh Electricity (Thermal Use)
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ASIA ENERGY PROFILE

ENERGY SECTOR PERFORMANCE

Introduction

1. The Country Energy Sector Performance Report provides an overview of the energy sector's
performance over the last decade in ten countries in East and South Asia It is a part of series of reports on
Asia's Energy sector.' The Asia Energy Profile series include the present report on Country Energy Sector
Performance; the Asia Energy Pricing Survey Report, based on a survey carried out in 1993, and a report
on energy demand projections and investment requirements. These reports are intended to provide a ready
reference for Bank staff and outside organizations in monitoring the energy activities in the developing
countries in Asia and in making cross country comparisons.

2. The major objective of the Energy Sector Performance report is to provide an integrated
overview of the energy sector in the country over the last decade. A particular focus of this report is on the
energy and electricity growth patterns over the last decade and the sector performance indicators-
technical, financial and commercial.

3. Each of these country reports traces the development of the energy sector in a
country over the last decade in relation to economic growth. Changes in energy and electricity
consumption per capita as well as the energy intensity and elasticities over the last decade are indicated.
The structure of energy supply and consumption patterns over a ten year period provide a synoptic view of
the changing shape of the sector. A brief description of the key institutions in the sector, including in
particular the work being done for demand supply management, provides the backdrop for the growing
role of the private sector. The performance of the sector over the last decade is delineated using technical (
system losses, plant load factors and reserve margins), financial (operating and debt service ratios, rates of
return and self financing ratios), and commercial (customers and sales per employee, average collection
period) indicators. The performance within each country is shown in the context of performance of other
countries in Asia and international comparators, where available, have also been indicated.

4. The basic data for these reports has come from the following sources:

- World Development Report, 1993
- World Table, 1993
- IMF International Statistics
- Asian Development Bank Statistics
- World Bank Project Staff Appraisal Reports
- IENED Reports

The Asia Energy Sector Perfofmance report has been prepared by Anil Malhotra ( Energy Advir. AST). P. Sinuspnsat
(Summer Intcrn) and Peter Eglingion ( Consultnt).



5. While care has been taken in selecting the information and verifying its accuracy,
readers are urged to exercise care in interpreting and in making comparisons across countries since often
statistical methods, coverage and definitions may vary. As may be seen from the reports, the coverage for
all countries is not complete and additional data as well as any corections sent in by the countries or staff
will be incorporated in future editions of these reports.
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COUNTRY REPORT
CHINA Per capita energy supply increasedat an average rate of 6.8% p.a. over the

past decade, while the growth rate of per
1. ENERGY AND THIE ECONOMY capita electricity consumption was 7.1%.

The country's economy contains a high
With the large population sbze of share of heavy industries. In addition, the

about 1,150 million, China has been a inefficiency energy pricing system in China
largest energy consumer among Asian provokes a wasteful and excessive use of
developing countries, and iS the third energy. As a result, per capita energy
largest producer of commercial energy in consumption is relatively high, compared
the World. The average annual growth of to other countries in the same income
GDP during the period 1980-1991 was level.
9.4%. The rapid growth is attributable to
the economic reform policies and high Energy Elasticity and Intensity.
investment rates. However,
macroeconomic imbalance and high Energy and Electncity Intensity
inflation rates were reduced the growth 3=

rate to about 4.5% in 1989 and 5.2% in n 250

1990. 2= M0

I1WO 1500

Basic Energy and Economic IndicatorsLaM 0
1991 Growth 0...*x

Rate' w5

Population (million) 1,149.5 1.5% o o
Urbanization 60S- 190 19s 1984 1986 198 19WD

GDP (million USS) 369,651 9.4% SOURCE. Asioa EFPofil The Wo.'idBa,B

Energy Consumption ('000 TOE) 692,000 5.3%w
Electrical Generation (GWh)

SOURCE: WoildDDeiopoengRepor,. The W'ofd The commercial energy
Isvanualt gTowth rate of19SO1991 penod consumption per unit of GDP has declined

In 1989, total primary energy supply considerably during 1980-1990. The
amounted to 710 million TOE, with coal energy intensity was 2.56 KgOE per
providing 74%, oil 19% and hydropower $GDP in 1980 and reduced to 1.71 KgOE
4.3%. Non-commercial energy is about per $GDP in 1990. However, compared
one-third of commercial energy to most of developing countries, this figure
production, and oil imports provide 7% of was still high (e.g. India 688 Kg'OE/$ and
the country's export earnings. Korea 537 KgOE/$). The heavy energy

consumption with respect to the low GDP
Energy and Electricity per Capita was attributed to a variety of natural,

600 .400

500 macroeconomic and technical factors
400 L ~2118p~cwP 3 9 0 including high residential energy use, high

;1 *00 ' ri;iiii EiwGY SUDDb s share of industrial output, and the
L30o P-C 200 structure of industry sector (low-value

~.9o ,-0 products in energy-intensive
Soo _3 ghcItOb Erl<S a1 manufacturers).

0 0
1930 19t2 194 1946 19818 1990

SOURCE: AJ,a Er.rgP-ofd., The World Sak
!GDF - 1987 couar, ddiod-s
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CHINA

Energy Elasticity raw coal, of which it exported only 16
OIL GAS COAL ELEC MODER ilin os

ENERGY million tons.
Elasticity - 0.57 0.91 0.5

SoURCE. Caad f O 1980 i 1990 da. A Ewy Ppeik.. We r d China's ultimate recoverable
Bank

reserves of crude oil have been estimated
The economic reform, structural at some 80 billion tons, of which 16% are

changes towards commercial and small proven. The country produced 138 million
industry, and technology improvement tons of crude oil in 1990, and the target
have induced a reduction in energy output for the year 2000 is 200 million
requirement per unit of output. This tons.
translates to a decline in energy intensity
and a low energy elasticity with respect to China's natural gas reserves are
GDP. China has an energy elasticity estimated at 33 trillion cu. m., of which
coefficient of only 0. 5. 2.6% are proven. About half of the

natural gas produced is non-associated
2. STRUCTURE OF ENERGY gas. In 1990, China produced 15 billion
SECTOR cu. m. of natural gas.

Energy Resources' Hydropower potential is estimated
at 1,900 TWh/year, but only 9% has been

Resource Base developed. Firewood and crop stocks
account for 57% of the 224 million TOE
of rural energy supplies.

..0 ... ... ,..,-...-.

i t- 0 0 -. MU: of Energy Supply

c e-de Oil. ^ Resou-ces Proven Primary Energy Supply
am-

Resources Proven ,, 5- : 0i
Coal. million tons 900,000 270,000
Crude Oil, million tons 80,000 12,800 om
Natural Gas, billion cu m. 33,000 858 -i
Hydropower, TWh/year 1,900 - . - .- _

SC E Z idS',Esxi"4,~~~~~~~~~~~10 ...... . .. ............o------t :5:$0 SOURCE; TheWo4ddBank¶jEsmEnt.,j .....
0

1910 19g 19ti 19t6 1918 1O

China is well endowed with natural S Th.ddBak

resources. The country has large coal Primary energy supply. amounted
deposits with recoverable reserves of to 1,246 million TOE in 1990. Of this,
about 900 billion tons, of which 30 percent 77.2% were commercial fuels. Coal
are proven. There are now twelve dominates China's energy primary energy
provinces and autonomous regions with use, accounting for 76% of total
more than 10 billion tons of coal reserves; commercial energy use in 1990. About
Shanxi and Inner Mongolia each have 24% of the coal were used in power
reserves of over 200 billion tons. In 1990, generation and most of the remainders
the country produced 1 .1 billion tons of were consumed directly by industry and

residential sector.
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CHINA'

Electrification
Sectoral Energy Demand

Rural Electrification
Modem Energy Consumption by Sector

W0 ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~7&et

500 .. .... .

r *00 ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~. .. .... . . .... 
=5O .. , . .. : .. -- . . , ...... .. ........

O0 . :::-:.:::- :. :.....:- SOUJRCE. Elee-e* Ukie Deot Book ADP
i98D 19t2 194 1986 1968 199

SOVRCE: AMa Eerv P,ofi IrhVo iWEB

Electricity provided in remote rural
The industry sector have been a areas comes mostly from small-scale hydro

dominant commercial energy consumer, power plants, as a result of the
accounting for about 64% of the total, Governments rural electrification policy
followed by residential sector with 18.9%. em ment's devele n olicy
Growth in commercial energy use within ephasizing the development of local5othe major sectomers ias remarky uniform. energy resources. In 1989, mini-hydro,
the major sectors was remarkably uniform small thermal, and diesel generating sets
The annual average growth rates fior had a total installed capacity of 19 GW,
energy consumption in transportation, and mini hydro plants alone had a capacity
industry, and residential sector were in a of 12.4 GW and an annual generation of
range of 5.0-5.2% during 1980-1990. 34.3 TWh. Approximately 94% of

townships and 85% of villages are

Efnergy Prices and Powver Tariffs electrified.

Retail Price
US currency 3. SECTOR INSTITUTION

Petroleum Products
Prem. Gasoline The Ministry of Energy (MOE),
Reg. Gasoline established in 1988, has primary
Kerosene
Diesel responsibility for policy, planning and
Fuel Oil regulations to promote the rational

SOURCE: Dwata a- ot-,la. development and use of energy resources.

Average Power Tarff for Each, Corstsr Category It also oversees various entities responsible
'5 Bog Ds"aM-o arC for energy operations in China. The State

i Energy Investment Corporation (SEIC),
10 also established in 1988, handles project

financing in the coal and electricity
subsectors. SEIC, responsible for

_______i onlending funds for projects of national

8 O importance and representing the
SUC MIMIWy 1989 1969 19S0 I 1 19C Government in the joint financing of

SOU2RCE: Mm-m,y of E1.tn Pu_-
projects with other parties, is expected to
operate as a revenue earning entity. Both
MOE and SEIC operate with the quidance
of the State Planning Commission (SPC),

5



CHIANA

which has ultimate authority for project insufficient contribution towards new
approval, budget allocations, and financing investment.
arrangements.

Power Sector Investment and Private
MOE oversees all strategic aspects Sector Participation

of power development, including six
regional power administrations which Investment in Power Sector
coordinate the operations of the power
systems and prepare long-term
development programs for the approval of *
MOE. There are 22 provincial and _

municipal power bureaus under the
regional administrations operating as part ' ..
of the regional power systems and eight r az 3 & -

other bureaus which operate in isolation. Sa e

A number of investigation and design .t
institutes are affliated with MOE, as are

the 16 construction companies involved power sector was domnnated by the direct
themaily n buldin . . Government funds. However, during
prmrl in buidig pwe prjets 1980s, the Governmnent Investment
Several universities, colleges, and research 190,te Gvm ntieset
and trailnngivertes cls, anderch declined significantly as a share of total
andstraining cf MOEntr. as fl udr h investment. The Government expenditures

auspices of MOE. accounted for 54% in 1981 and, then,
reduced to 16.7% in 1988. This reflects

Regulatory System on Tariffs successful Government's efforts to

China's current electricity pricing enhance local financial responsibility. At
Chins cpresent, domestic bank loans and self-

system is a complex combination of "old raised funds are playing a major role in
rates", "new rate", and various surcharges, ower sector investment and account for
which has been put together, through around 25.1% and 270% of the total,
various incremental adjustments, to
improve cost recovery. The base prices respectively.
which form the basis for the revenue of DSM Activities
provincial power companies now consist
of (a) basic fees, stemming from the 1976 The basic framework for
national power tariff, (b) some additional implementation of the government's energy
charges arising from an averaging in of conservation policies, including the
higher prices charged for power from institutional network, and the underpinning
some new plants recently constructed by of the system of standards, quota
these companies; and (c) fuel surcharges,
which are adjusted each year to reflect

mechanisms, has been established through
increases in fuel costs. Although the gap
is narrowing, the average revenue derived and g enes. Probably th os

'. .. ~~~~and guidelines. Probably the most
from these prices is still lower than long- important to date is the State Council's
run marginal cost of supply and, by itself, "Temporary Regulations for Energy
the revenue collected still provides Conservation Management," issued in

6



CHINA

January 1986. The Regulations
established, sanctioned or included
instructions for the following:

Setting up the institutional framework
including the central, local and
enterprise-level;

. Linking of energy conservation
program promotion with energy supply
management;

. Improving energy management in
industry and efficiency of household
energy use.

. Promoting more energy efficient
technology;

. Establishing enterprise awards for
energy conservation and a number of
penalties for non-compliance; and

. Promoting information dissemination
and educational activities.

7



CHINA

4. SECTOR PERFORMANCES 2

China's gross power generation
Technical Performance Indicators grew at a rapid rate of 7.55% p.a. during

the period 1980-1990. Despite massive
Gross Generation electricity sales and huge service areas,

O. 621 C " total system losses have been substantially

xo0 X f C less than those in other developing
ACO - ... ... countries. The losses have been in a range

,0 |t$;0 ;;004 -00- ti00 0jXf 4lt0tt - 0 04-- -0 0- are attributable to a Governmnent strategy
0 iso t9ss> 19U s issa 19d ! to encourage local mnini-hydro projects

SOURC EI.jnc rihI.s DI~ ~providing power In the nearby rural

System Losses regions and, thus, significantly reduce the
__) size of transmission and distribution

j ,> ,,,/2 > ~~~~networks.

.*

10 ~ A4n Q(Kfr4t - tZ%

1980 i9tl2 1984 19857 1ser8 19W1
.SOURCE. ElI.cz,c UuJaiuiDv; Boo,ks ADS

L_oad Factors
80

10 .

1980 1982 198U 1985 198Et 1990

SOURCE: Doraw aw o,odahlVe

Reserve Margin
so

2D

t0

19eo .. a 1913 o t 19887 1988p 196tO

SOURCE. DoI or. n.o ,roIoald.

.. .. . . ... .. ... .. ... . 8



CHIN4

Financial Performance Indicators

Average Tariff Self Financing Ratio
10 90

Kmx Kar ndaS 50k SlOD 8 S 1 Mu (r

8 76l~~~~~~~~~~~~~CANI 70

t[6 .61 S 9 . _ ;50

4 3~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~02 1m 0 Xi . (:Sr:i- : -

0 -10:
FY86 FY57 FYa8 FY89 FY90 FY91 FY83 FY85 FY87 FY82 FY91

SOURCE A#iaEwnyrqflLk., TJh.WwUBa SOtR¢a DO.w .uom as&bk

Operating Ratio Until recently, the average price of
I mm (Ir4d) electricity has remained constant, in real

0.9 0 terms, since the 1960s at around 2-3 cents
oa 0. per kWh. The power pricing are largely
0.7 based on tariffs set in 1976. Neither the
0.6 level nor the structure of tariffs reflects the
0.5 differential cost of service arising from

0.4 FY83 FY85 FY67 FY8 FY91 consumption during peak load periods and
SOURCE. Eei,cg, U,d,,i, Dasn Book A4DB power distribution at various voltage

Debt-Service Ratio levels. However, the recent rises in the
, electricity prices helped power utilities to

Mu (Widarmes) inwns Sl *.51 increasingly recover operation costs and
generate internal cash for capital

2 - investment.

I n (I1 - .2

FY83 FY85 FY87 FY86 FY91

SOURCE: Data ar, not awbk

Rate of Rettun on Awrage Net FRed Assets

30~~~~~~~~~~2825 InWm0 St. b12% 20.84

20 20 //~~~~~~~19\~~17%

15 ' (U~

10

5

(In ( Idi
-5

FY83 FY85 FY87 FY89 FY91

SOURCE: Data are ,,oi awli.
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CHINAA

Commercial Performances Indicators

Total Employment , Average Collection Period
lcow
gm Tom asO Ss8

am .......

Wm .

20Ct~~~~~~~~~~~. . . .. ...
1W0

FY8;3 FY84 FY85 FY86 FY87 FYY8 FY8s FY90 SOURCE: Dmma anot a ma raaMm
SOURCE: Elcn'c U,,IIti" Data B80o ADa

Customers per Employee The power industry in China
_co __________i employs about 1.8 million people, of

3CtO - which about 50% are working in six
regional administrations: Central China,

200 - ;: ; :;) ;400 East China, North China, Northeast China,

1OD Northwest China, and Southwest China.
Mni ( iu del 442 However, there is a shortage or trained

FY83 FY84 FY85 FY86 FY87 FY8s FYs8 FY0 manpower, particularly technical and
SOURCE: Data ,.o:eai administrative staff. Only 12.1% of the

total employees are supervisory staffs.
Sales per Emplyee

30m - i j 0 .2 W07M : 0 ;MOE has initiated a long-term
2 5m W(Kae.) program to upgrade the skills of the staff
2= f 0 ; iV; at all levels. The program is carried out

pnmarily by the provincial power bureaus
low Chff* and regional power administrations. The

As~A n s90- training component of the proposed
FY80 FYS1 FY82 FY53 FY84 FY85 FY86 FY87 FY88 FY8s FY85 project is designed to support the MOE

SOURCE El.et,r, Uui,m,, Data Book, ADB

program, and assist in developing

Training Cost per Employee manpower to meet the project's human
resource needs.

SOURCE. Data ar not a-abl.
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CHINA

4a Sector Performances: Utility East China Electric Power
Comparison Administration represents the largest

power producer in China. In 1990, it

Technical Performances generated 167,441 GWh which accounted
for about 26.9% of the total, followed by

Gross Generation Central China 23% and North China
13.2%. The average growth rates of

: ~ power sales in all Regional Power

Administrations, except North China, are

approximately in the range of 7.5-8.5%.

,_ C-W :,;S..'' :kr.;,^: Zo.g .y M . "S r *

SOURCE: Elec* Utlidty Date Book

System Losses
Regnas CUTSlO

50

40

30

20
129%

10-

0
1960 19 1964 1965 1968 1960

SOURCE. Dais a,v not awelsabe

Load Factors

50

40-

30
1960 1962 1964 1965 1968 1990

SOURCE: Data no, avilae,l

Reserve Margin
%9.go' CirMansom

so

40 -

30

20-

1900 1962 1964 1968 19" 1990

SOURCE Data -taot dob.
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CHINA

Financial Performance

Average Tarff Self Financing Ratio

FY&3 FY85 FY91 FY8S FY91

SOURCE. Ej,-cOUihoyDwa Book SOURCE. Data ov .w dahk

In the recent years, average power
Operating Ratio tariffs have been gradually improved

throughout the country. East China
.. - Corporation's tariff increased dramatically

during 1986-1991 at a rate of about 12%
p.a. while the national average tariff
increased at 7.2% in the same period. The
increases significantly improved

sIE: iieirlcUriltyDotafitt ECEPUC's operating revenues which grew
SOURCES EIw,lc Urn/ity Data Book

by 46% during 1989 -1991. However,
despite this progress, the operating ratio

Debt-Service Ratio deteriorated from about 0.72 to 0.77,
R.gaM CXwit indicating that the increase in its operating

cost, 50% in two years, outpaced the
2.4 _increase in average revenues. As a result,

2 - Esz-:::; jE the rate of return based on historically
,- valued assets also declined from 10% to

01 7.8%.
FY83 FYa5 FY87 FYa8 FY91

SOURCE. Dow am ogoda - e

Rate of Retum
RegarMl Cvse

2

10

FYt 3 FY8 FY87 FY89 FY91

SOVRCE. Daf. are,:a-, abi.
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CHINA

Commercial Performances

Total Employment Average Collection Period

700
500 .

3 00 ......... _ 
200 ::-..-.;: --:? __

FYP3 FY84 FY85 FYa8 FY8 FY88 Fyao pY9; ml mT ma ml ml m7 ml mn r m m mT

SOURCE Electrmc Uli tims Date Boo ADB SOURCE: D. rn..war 

Consurrer per Employee
Among the Regional Power

- - - Administrations, East China had the
.. E - - highest sale-per-employee ratio of 728

MWh in 1990 which was surprisingly
greater than the corresponding figures in
Thailand, Philippines, and Indonesia.

I,.. ,, In. , ,,,- Electricity sales in East China grew at a

rate of about 8.7% in 1980s while total

employment remained relatively steady.

Sale per Employee As a result, the sale per employee
increased at a rate of 5.6% during the
same period. This improvement was

.,.- / Lr.-6 mainly due to its capacity expansion
X_ strategy which utilized a lot of large power

units into service and advanced technology
adopted to provide additional generating

, ", capacity.
SOURCE- Elcrimc Utldtis Daa Bo..& ADB

Training Cost per Employee

SOURCE. Data are not a"dlaUe
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5. ENERGY DEMAND PROJECTION & PLANS

Energy Demand Forecast
China 1990 - 2005

1500 2000

Energy IntensityHyrC

wu 1500 o
0 1 000 o

' 0~~~~~~~~~~~~~~'

E 500 0
500 ,

0 0
1990 1991 1992 1993 1994 1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 2000 2001 2002 2003 2004 2005

SOURCE: ASr, E,t t

Electricity Demand Projection
China I990 - 2005 (including looses)

1600_ 

3500 250

31 00
2 00

3300-

6 3200 Peak Demand, MW

1100~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~0

900 Generaion Requirement, GW h -s

600 0
1990 1991 1992 19931 994 1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 200 0 200 2002 2003 2004 2005

SOURCE: AS7r, Eti,.w.I

be misleading because of problems in
Energy intensity (in GDP) in China measurement of GDP. It is thought that

is much higher than in other Asian GDP is significantly under-measured and
countries. This results from the previously it was probable even more so.
predominance of the use of coal: 1. 1 These factors make forecasting of China's
billion tons in industry and about 800 energy demand particularly hazardous: as
million tons in electricity generation. In the Chinese economy modernizes.
addition, all energy types are used
inefficiently. During the 1980s energy Assuming a rate of economic
intensity decreased and the implied GDP growth of 6.0% to the year 2005,
elasticity was only 0.5 but this trend may electricity generation is forecast to

14



CHINA

increase at 6.1%/yr, petroleum demand at end of the study period. Detailed planning
5.1%, gas demand at 6.6% and coal in power expansion on a nation-wide basis
demand at 4.2%/o/yr. This forecast has a is not readily available due to the massive
slow rate of growth of petroleum power requirement and various
compared to other countries at the same uncertainties. However, coal-fired power
stage of development. It is assumed that plants are expected to fulfill the majority
the proportion of hydro in the mix of fuels of the capacity requirements.
to power generation remains constant at
the present level of 19.2%. Total energy ECEPUCs Investment Requirement
intensity continues to increase slowly.
Total modem energy in 2005 is forecast to ECEPUC's Capital Requirement
be 1238532 OOOtoe compared to the level by ofF

of 726171 OOOtoe in 1993, implying a x_
GDP elasticity of 0.75 compared to the .
recent historical rate of 0.5. The i 

proportion of coal is forecast to decrease 4 A X
from about 76% to 70%. 0 FY_I Y __ _ __

m FwIr tnnt m B5arW MC aCd

SOURC>: S4R~ fl_p..g,gHyd..r.c FHJc1. M,,M 993
Electricity generation requirements

are forecast to increase by about 138000 ECEPUC's Capital Requirement
MW from 1993 to the year 2005. This 4dF

capacity will be made up primarily of coal-
fired plant, some gas-fired and additional I

The esdimted econondc cost of unsered demand 0 i=
is .Y FYSI FYltt FYft Y7' FY"t
Dmatav wq ,.oe,-lahS M wr DoU Sw-ca Mo CtwS

SOURCE, S4A rt, n,p _ HyF oekcfcoJ.cl, MAich 1993

Power Capacy Additions (MU)

Existing Addition During the period of 1992-2000,
Hydroa37,881 til 2000 ECEPUC is projected to maintain highHydro 37,W4 - ~ ~ fgrwt ncsstaedb
Steam Power Plant rates of growth necessitated by the

Heavy Oil / Diesel 10,876 - prospective robust economic growth in
Coal / Natural Gas 102,713

Geothermal China, particularly in the East China
Nuclear - region. Based on relatively conservative

Total 113,589 126,400 assumptions, energy sales are expected to
SOURCE: M.amry fEn,wv. China (my-e) increase by about 104% over 199.1 levels,

representing a compound annual growth
Table above shows the roughly rate of about 8.2 %. ECEPUC's annual

estimates of the capacity additions investment program is expected to expand
required by 2000, forecast by China's by 230 % over the period, an annual
Ministry of Energy. It is expected that the increase of 14.2%. Net fixed assets in
generation capacity will expand at an operation are projected to grow by about
average rate of 9-10% per annum during 341%, an annualized growth rate of about
the period 1992-2000. The total installed 18% during the period. Moreover, to
capacity will reach 240,000 MW by the meet forecast acute power shortages,

15



CHINA

sharp increases in both the quality and
costs of purchased power are expected. It
is now projected that the cost for
purchased power will grow by more than
28% per annum and constitute over 28%
of ECEPUC's operating cost in 2000
compared with 13% in 1991.

The present Chinese financial
system prevents a power entity from
financing more than nominal amounts of
its investment program from internal cash
generation. On the case of ECEPUC,
about 70% of the cash available for
investment is earrnarked for renovations
and distribution improvements through a
special fund allocation system. The
proposed Bank loans will meet about 1.6
% of ECEPUC's financing needs over the
period 1992-2000.

6. KEY ISSUES

The main energy sector issues in Chinese
economy are

e energy shortages, due to higher-than-
expected economic growth and
difficulties in energy production and
transportation;

. high energy intensity and inefficiency
in energy end-use;

. the dominance of coal use and
associated environmental problems;

. the need to improve scale and
technology in energy industries;

. the inadequacy of energy pricing
policies; and

* the weak investment funding system.
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COUNTRY REPORT Energy and Electncity per Capita

INDONESIA 2sE

-,2ee Pvr _ sx

1. ENERGY AND THE ECONOMIY Lw CwtL 400

Indonesia's population reached 50 . K e

181.3 million in 1991 with a high growth o 200
Ine un InM 19" Ins Mo

rate of 1.8% per year averaging from 1980 SOURCE A:AWhP.filo, WMB,

to 1991, compared to a 5.0% annual GDP
growth in the same period. The country's Per capita energy and electricity
GDP amounted to US$ 116,476 million, in consumption have been steadily increasing
1991, with more rapid progress occurring at the rate of about 6-8 and 15%
in the second half of 1980s, particularly respectively. Per capita modem energy
1989 and 1990 (about 7.5%). However, consumption in 1990 anmounted to 252.9
in 1991, growth was slower (6.2%) due to KgOE (251 KgOE in Philippines, and 617
the deteriorating global economic KgOE in Thailand). Electricity end-use
environment and a variety of domestic per capita in 1990 was about 154 kWh
pressures such as high inflation rates and (338 kWh in Philippines and 690 kWh in
declining investment growth. Thailand).

Basic Energy and Economic Indicators
1991 Growth Energy Elasticity and Intensity.

. Rate'
Population 181.3 1.8% Energy and Electricity Intensity
Urbanization 31 5.0% 7W nryadEetdiyltn-s
GDP (million USS) 116,476 5.6%
Energy Consumption ('000 TOE) 50,583 4.8%
Electrical Generation (GWh) 40,144 15.6%
SOURCE: WolddDw,ps.I Rpon, T7whe JVodd aok - 2 KOO
* a mui growth rate of 198901991 paMoX

Despite a series of fundamental 2.

reforms to restructure and diversify the 1W

00
economy, and provide incentives for non- °o 1C . 964 1966 1968 1o

oll/LNG manufacturing and exports, oil SOURCE. "a E,. Puf-0..W

and gas sector continue to play a major Energy intensity has remained
role in Indonesian economy. Oil/LNG around 0.46-0.49 KgOE per $GDP since
exports provide revenues of about $10.7 1984. The governent efforts to diversify
billion in 1991/92, constituting roughly the economy by expanding non-energy
36% of total exports. The expectation of intensive industries led to a decline of the
GDP growth range from 6-8% per annum
for the nineties, with industrial GDP cgrowth in energy intensity. However,

0-4'eranm electricity per GDP Increased at agrowing at 10-14% per annum. significantly higher rate. Electricity

intensity grew from 0.01 KgOE per $GDP
in 1980 to almost 0.025 in 1990. This is a
result of the rapid rate of electrification
and the fast development in service sectors
which primarily consume electricity.
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1992 implies a reserves to production ratio
Energy-GDP Elasticity of about 2100:1.

OIL GAS COAL ELEC MODERN
ENERGY

Elasticity 1.03 2.0 - 3.04 1.06 According to the recent survey by

SOURCE C4kul 190 to 1990 a ia E. A, eo World Energy Council, the country's
B5k proven and potential oil reserves amount

Even though, during 1980s, to about 1.5 billion tons, of which proven
electricity consumption increased in a high reserves are 756 million tons. With a
rate (about 15%), the use of oil in power production of about 80 million tons in
generation did not increase as fast. Coal 1991, this implies an RIP ratio of 19:1
and natural gas substitution since mid
1980s has been a key reason of the Natural gas resources total 6,050
declining growth of oil consumption. As a billion cu. m. (5.4 billion TOE), of which
result, the GDP elasticity to oil 1,800 billion cu. m. (2.4 billion TOE) are
consumption was low (1.03), considering proven reserves. Due to their non-
that Indonesia is an oil exporting country. associated characteristic, most of the

natural gas reserves can be developed
2. STRUCTURE OF ENERGY independently from oil production. The
SECTOR largest natural gas field is located in

Natuna, in the South China sea. Among

Energy Resources the proven and potential gas reserves,
there are about 234 billion cu. m.

Resource Base recoverable reserves in smaller structures.
- "00 With the current gas production of 58.6

billion cu. m., the R/P ratio is 31:1.

The geothermal reserves are
estimated at 10,000 MW of which 5,500

,.-~~~77777MNW is on Java. Indonesia also has
E:1n_,wju_ O considerable hydro resources, with

Proved Reserves In Place Recoverable greatest potential (35%), lying in Irian
Coal, million tons - 32.063
Crude Oil, million tons - 726 Java.
Natural Gas, billion cu m. 1,804
Hydropower, MW . Mix of Energy Supply

SOURCE: Wod EWoEeV Co,,cd

Indonesia is endowed with a large 50 Primary Energy Supply
and diverse energy resource base including .0
crude oil, natural gas, coal, hydropower, c4w
and geothermal. The country's coal
reserves are estimated at about 32 billion
tons, located primarily in Sumatra (23 10
billion tons) and Kalimantan (9 billion 0
tons), with a large share of high-quality SOr1CE:9Asa EnergyProf4les Th9eWorldBank

sub-bituminous and bituminous coal. The
actual coal production of 15 million tons in
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Indonesia's energy consumption Energy Prices and Electricity Tariffs
has been growing rapidly in recent years. US currency Retail Price
The primary modem energy supply Peroleum Poducts July 1,1993
increased from about 20 million TOE in PreumGaoi 32et
1980 to about 35 million TOE in 1990 or Kerosene 10.54 cent/litre
an average rate of 7% per annum. The Diesel 17.24 cent/litre
country's energy consumption structure Light Fuel Oil 11.49 cent/litre
has been dominated by oil which accounts sOUwc, Dv.#.voef0dndGm

around (52.5%) and natural gas (36.1% of
* . . s ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~Awrage Poer Tart! for Ead, Cu7er Category

the total modem energy supply). 
Although coal consumption in the past
represented only a small portion of .
country's energy needs, the trends indicate 1 R-d.*

an accelerated expansion of the use of coal
in recent years.

Sectoral Energy Demand 1968 1966 1967 1968 1969 19S 1991 1S
SOURCE PILH

iVModem Energy Consumption by Sector Elecftifcadion

30

25 ,. Rural Electrification
,20 5

E15 _ ~~~~~~~ ~ ~~~~~~0 7 7 1 E 1 .

40

0 _2_
1960 1982 1984 1966 1968 19 K

SOURCE;As.wE-,.vAP,rof#. Th.WaidB, 10

Total modem energy end-use in 0 l 4 1967 . . . , 
1990 amounted to about 31.5 million TOE SO cvlc UIj,D.aBookDB

which increased by 4.7% from 1989. The
largest consumer was the industrial sector, Electrification (32%) ratio
demanding 33% of the total, followed by remaied low, companng to other
transportation sector 30%, residential and countries with the same level of GDP.
commercial sector 19%. Surprisingly, the However, in recent years, Indonesia has
modern energy consumption of residential made a substantial improvement in
and commercial sector remained steady in household electrification. The number of
early 1980s and even decreased in late rural villages having access to electricity
1980s. The portion of residential and increased from 10,700 (17%) in 1985 to
commercial energy consumption was 23,100 (37%) in 1990. The annual
32.8% in 1980 and declined to 19% in increase rate of electrification can be
1990. calculated at 16.8% over the 1983-1990

period.
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3. SECTOR INSTITUTION which oversees PLNs operations and
reviews PLN's investment programs,

The principle agency responsible budgets and tariffs. The Electricity Act
for implementing Government policies in also permits establishments of private
the energy sector is the Ministry of Mines power producers, distributors and
and Energy (MIME). MME coordinates all licensees. The role of private power
activities in the energy sector and generation, transmission and distribution
supervise the state enterprises in the of electricity for public and private use is
sector: Pertamina (oil, gas and clarified in the Presidential Decree issued
geothermal), P.T. Bukit Asam (coal), in June 1992.
PGN (gas distribution) and PLN
(electricity). Other ministries and agencies In spite of PLNs rapid
are also involved in the sector, for development, in 1992, it had an installed
example, the Ministry of Public Works is capacity of 9,200 MW, but provided for
responsible for hydropower resources just over half of the electricity used by
surveys and the operation of multipurpose industry. Private installed capacity was
hydro plants and the National Atomic 5,900 MW, of which only 1,900 MW was
Energy Commission is responsible for connected to PLN.
nuclear development. An inter-ministerial
National Energy Board (BAKOREN) Regulatory System on Tariffs
coordinates energy policies and
development with those of other sectors. The electricity tariffs are normally
BAKOREN is supported by a Technical determined by PLN with the approval of
Committee (PTE) consisting of senior DGEED. The tariff schedules, which
officials of different departments, chaired became effective February 1, 1993,
by the Director General of Electricity and comprise of 24 consumer categories.
Energy Development (DGEED). Time-of-day pricing is in effect for

medium and large industrial consumers,
The electricity subsector large commercial consumers, large social

comprises: i) PLN, State Electricity institutions, and for large office buildings.
Corporation; ii) captive plants installed by The level of the tariffs (including
private parties for their own use; iii) three connection fees) is set close to the average
Government-sponsored rural electric LRMC of supply. Howqver, cross-
cooperatives; and iv) a large number of subsidies exist between different consumer
informal micro enterprises providing groups in favor of small consumers.
electricity clusters of customers in rural
villages not served by PLN. All agencies
are operating under the provision of the
Electricity Act in the government
regulation. The regulation of the
subsector is the responsibility of the
Minister of Mines and Energy, assisted by
the Director General of Electricity and
Energy Development (DGEED). DGEED
is the chairman of the Supervisory Board
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Private/Public Sector Ratio categories. The energy charges are
suitably differentiated during peak and off-

Investment in Povwer Sector peak times for these consumer segments.
PLN's five-year cooperate plan also
identifies explicitly target levels for savings

..... ... from demand management, of about 317

[EH . ' ' ',' GWh by 1996/1997, using a variety of
1: -. t . | | ... ----...direct measures. Institutionally, PLN has

............ constituted a Conservation Steering
19st 1981 19t2 1983 1964 IM5xas 199 s7I 19M I I9SMtf

-= GMWTvrmwt = A+Aft C3LWCommittee to coordinate, plan, and
SOURCE: Ei.thw Uuhtd, Data Book ADS implement targeted efficiency

improvements on the supply- and demand-
In the past, the private involvement sie In prcua,teDmd

in power sector was modest and not sid e n patiua the Demand
measurable. However, in the recent years, M snageme gr within tisottee

the rivae sctoris bcomng a actve s responsible for designing, pilot testing,
the private secto is becorring anaand encouraging implementation of full-

segment by providing a variety of services g geo

to PLN such as construction of its support of the demand management
facilities, serving contractors for a number pprt of the demand
of operations and maintenance activities,
and providing services such as meter
reading, bill collection and distribution
lines maintenance. The government has
also scheduled several power generation
projects (total capacity of about 6,000
MW) for private sector investment on a
basis of Build, Own, and Operate. Other
potential areas of private sector
involvement include: the rural
electrification programs; cogeneration by
industries, purchasing of electricity from
captive generators, and franchising
geographical areas to licensees to generate
and/or distribute electricity.

DSM Activities

PLN is addressing efficiency
improvement in end-use, both indirectly
through pricing, and directly through
technological and behavioral interventions
in the manner in which electricity is used at
present. The electricity tariff structure is
designed to reflect the long run marginal
cost of supply, especially for large
industrial and commercial consumer
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4. SECTOR PERFORMANCES 3 There has been a considerable
technical improvement in Indonesia's

Technical Performance Indicators power sector during the past decade. This
progress is evidenced by a high growth of

Gross Generation power generation, a reduction of system
34,i12 GM losses, an increase in load factors, and a

30 Xlarge reserve margin.

........... The system losses have dropped
10 , R. ' from 25% in 1985 to around 20% in 1990,'-'.-~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~....... '-'''- -.''.-'''''' .....

______________._._._......_-______ despite the large expansion of transmission
0

i0o l*t 1*t4 tim t*Et tC and distribution system and geographical
SOURCE. EJcWtn UIiktiui Dmej Boat ADD difficulties. Load factors have been in a

System Losses favorable range (above 60%) during the
__ last decade. In 1990, the load factor

.0 9.2% reached 67%.
30

At == 2ffi4 PLN's reserve margin has been

10 Ma (K.12% reasonably high, considering the high
Ia inwrtd" sv. e%400% increase in electricity demand. The

0 19V lg1t 19S 19M 199 margin remained around a range of 35-
SOURCE. Ekecfc U:ilities Diaz Book ADD 45% for the past decade.

Load Factors

X . X :S 00 l4: 0 ~~~~~~~~~~7.4182

M, (N): 3

40

32
198D 1982 19s4 1985 198 190

SOURCE: ElClnc Unila,e, Data B.k ADB

Reserve Margin

40
30- --------- - =

10-

10

1980 1982 1984 1988 1988 1980
SOUR~CE:E., - Vjidj- Deja Bok, ADB
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Financial Performance Indicators

Average Tariff Self Financing Ratio
10 90

t8 tbX(~~i74 3 7S /- h 0

6 \_ 58tchWX.-/<" 

L4n1(Cur 2018

2 10>r>_ 7ckI /;

FY86 FY87 FY88 FYa9 FY90 FY91 Ffa FY85 FYi7 FYth FY91
SOURCE. A- E- Profil. Th*W-B-k r 54UCE: Ealecti Utilsim Date Book ADB

Operating Ratio Prior to 1985, in the absence of
ROR targets from the international lending

0o9 - _90 institutions, the Government's policy on
0.8 - 0(1 electricity tariff permitted PLN's
0.7 X operations to function at or near financial
0.6 \ break-even. The Government provided
0.5 _, n 5 substantial equity contribution towards
0.4 FY83 FY85 FYI? FY89 FY91 PLN's sizable capital investment during

SOURCE. Elecft* Ui ... D,ta BaoA, 4DB this period. In 1986, PLN's financial

Debt-Service Ratio position improved slightly with a positive
rate of return and 23% self-financing ratio.

Irnw1ndal S. 1.5

3 r4mme(Ma) . z39However in 1987, as a result of the
2- \ \/ devaluation of the Indonesian currency in

September 1986, PLN's financial
performance worsened considerably. In

oY87 FY91 addition, the proportion of oil-based
FY&3 FY86 FY87 FYN9 FY91

SOURCE. Elecrrkic Utiw Daia oak ADS generation substantially increased due to
the serious drought of 1987. Self-

30 Rate of Retirn on Average Net Fed Assets financing ration, consequently, dropped to
25- imwr,"" sv &IS.2e8% only 4%.

20

15 _ 19.7% A slight improvement was shown
10 in 1988-1990. PLN's profitability was

, 1. -10 a 6% restored. The rate of return reached 10%
0 b4n(Irdn) in 1989 and 6% in 1990, while self-

5 FY3 FY85 FY87 FY89 FY91 financing improved to 40% and 30% in the
SOU RCE. El.t,r,c Unhl,l s Data Book. ADS* * 

same period. This was due mainly to the
electricity rate adjustments in 1989 which
increased the tariffs by an average of about
20%.
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Commercial Performances Indicators

Average Collection Period
Total Employment

P2N 812
o .0 . ... ............ ,,.- 

]e40 'iR"'E,S ...,; . ,S''t;-Lp. 
10 ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~. . :- ..... ... . : . ''.: ..... mm7m mmm

0 _SOUR ..-.. i.-.. -._...CE: Da.a.are.no.-availa..e
FY8. FY84 F85 FtstY88 FY8t7 FYt88 FY88i FY90

SOUJRCE: Eieciric U,ltAh I Dai7 SOD&, ADR

As of the end of March 1992, PLN
Customers per Employee had 53,882 employees, of whom 42,194

co >,~~34 are permnanent staff. Total PLN

3xt ^tze> tnittwisri1=250 employment has been relatively stable
: : -; j .217.1 since 1985 or only 0.5% increase annually

20C . . . while electricity sales increased at a rate of

....... ... ... . .. .. . .. .15% . This indicates a significant progress
. in personnel management. Consumers per

FlY83 FYM FY85 FY88 FY8o7 FY88 FY85i Fn90 employee improve from 100 in 1983 to
STOURCE Elatt'te Unht,ea Data &,akiADS 217 in 1990. Sales per employee also

went up at about the same rate (from 223
Sales per Emplyee to 525 MWh per staff).

,,2500 ' x(Ka*} .; 4 .;; ......... Staff training has been a key of
..... .success in PLN's personnel development.

c , 0 ;; 0 Only 5% of PLN staff have university

5cc Ir~~~~~a25.1F1 degrees, which is lower than utility
FY83 l) - ."1* ^ standards. To address its training needs,

S FY83FY84 FY856 FY8 FY117 FY8 FYa8 g PLN has a separate training department

SOURCE: Electric Utilitits Data Booak ADB

that has been successfully upgrading the
C mTrainingCost per Employee skill of its technical and administrative

staff.

SOURCE. Data a. Tot iatatlabio
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5. ENERGY DEMAND PROJECTION & PLANS

Energy Demand Forecast
Indonesia 1990 - 2005

120 600
a.

100 ~~~~~~~~Energy Intensitv S 001 00 500 (D

0 80 _ 400 o

o 60 _ 300

40 _ 200 0

20 _ 1 00

0 0
1990 1991 1992 1993 1994 1993 1996 1997 1998 1999 2000 2001 2002 2003 2004 2005

SOURCE: AST Est,i,-G

Electricity Demand Projection
Indonesia 1990 - 2005 (including losses)

120 20

-180

90

so . Pea Demand,, ,MW , , , , 

- 990 1991 1992 1993 1994 1995 1996 1997 199S 1999 looo 2001 2002 2003 2004 0 105
o70 0

60 -

6 0

4 0 Generation Requirement, GWh

I19 90 I19 91 I9 92 I199 3 I9 94 I9 93 1 9 96 1 9 97 1 9 9 1 9 99 2 00 0 2 0 01 2 0 02 200 3 2 0 04 2 00 5

SO0RCE. AST Ev,ea,. I

forecast to be the fastest growing energy
During the 1980s, total energy type. Total modem energy in .2005 is

intensity (in GDP) increased. By 1990 forecast to be 113457 000toe compared to
Gas provided 34% of energy. The main the level of 59647 000toe in 1993,
fuel was petroleum with 56% of the total. implying a GDP elasticity of 1.00

compared to the recent historical rate of
Assuming a forecast economic 1.06.

growth of 5.6%/yr, petroleum demand is
expected to increase at 5.8%/yr and the The electricity demand forecast
requirement for electricity generation by implies the need for an additional 11100
8.0%/yr. Gas for power generation is MW of capacity by the year 2005. Most
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of this is expected to be about equally Investment Requirement
divided between coal and gas-fired.

Capital Requirerent
bly 9m FW*M

The estmted econonic cost of unseived demand
soo.

Power Capaciy Addiftons (Me) FYY0 FY FY FM FM FY1 FM FYN 

dExisting -AdIon FVx*0 *
f. :;4 :00. :t:4 1991119920i4 Addtion9J: m FW eicudi-9omASOW1191 tW199$ inUd 3W,YNE*

Hydro 2.255 1,885 s Z F_ciP_
Diesel 1,820 242
Steam Power Plant Capital Requirement

Oil 2,185 (625) Iby iais d F1
Natural Gas 25 400 11

Coal 1.730 5.735
Geothermal 140 468 IoDX
Gas Turbine 1,034 (367) 1
Combined Cycle 0 5,055 mm

Total 9,189 12,793
0

SOURCE PnN FYfS Ml FM FM F9 FM FYS7 FY9

50URCE. RWPLVFhiPte

PLNs schedule for power capacity
additions for Java-Bali and Outer Islands, The sizes of investment program
shown above, was determined through the are formulated in the context of
least cost expansion planning based on the REPELITA VI, the five-year national
demand projection and knowledge of development plan in order to be
feasible projects available for compatible with the country's overall
implementation. The expansion plan of economic plan. According to the PLN
12,793 MW is primarily based on the use investment projection, total capital
of coal-fired power plants (45% of total requirement, including debt service and
additional power capacity), combined- other expenses, will amount to 13.3 trillion
cycle (40%), and hydropower (14%). An Rp. in 1998. Total investment will also
introduction of combined cycle is expected increase at an average rate of 25% per
to play a major role in the coming annum and reach 9.3 trillion Rp. by the
expansion. A large number of combined year 1998.
cycle power plants is scheduled to be on
line in Java-Bali areas and Outer Islands, Funding structure is also an
with a capacity of 4178 MW and 877 MW important issue in the investment plan.
respectively, by the year 1998. PLN is Internal operation revenue has been, and
also proposing to exploit coal ,which is the continues to be, a major portion of funding
largest energy resources, for power sources, accounting for more than half of
generation. It is estimated that 5735 MW total amount required. This intemal cash
of coal-burned power plants will be on generation is forecast to increase by 26.2%
service by 1998, in addition to the existing annually. The government's contribution
1730 MW. has been a big share in PLNs capital

requirement (30% in 1991). The
investment program will gradually reduce
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and ultimately limit this contribution to
that required for supporting socially
directed programs such as rural
electrification. Based on the plan, by
1998, the government contribution will
account only 10% of total funding needs.

Another financial source that PLN
depends on is loans from local and foreign
banks, which contributes about 25% every
year. The plan also intends to pursue a
more active role from private investors.
Several generation projects (total capacity
of approximately 6000 MW) will be
characterized on a basis of Build, Own,
and Operate.

6. KEY ISSUES

Key elements of the government
strategy for energy sector development
can be summarized as follows:

- increasing private investment to take
advantage of additional resources and
implementation capacity;

- maintaining the average prices of
electricity and petroleum products at
efficiency pricing. (however, cross
subsidies towards a favor of small
residential consumers may still be
necessary for social and political
reasons);

* assisting the poor to have access and
be able to afford basic energy needs
(such as lighting, cooking);

. promoting a regionally balanced
development by a uniform price
structure; and

. incorporating environmental
consideration in energy development
planning.
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COUNTRY REPORT Energy and Electncity per Capita50
KOREA, REPUBLIC of 2000 :: 2134K N

1500~~~~~~~~~~~~~406 Is00 - Cl < 40

1. ENERGY AND THE ECONOMY a = 2 00

1 : : i: : 0 7 : : 2000
Basic Energy and Economic Indicators 500

1991 Growth e
Sue 1000 s 1W zl fP'". 90.i 198 1914 1950 1928 1990 oo

Population (ndmllion) 43.3 0.8%/ soC U dzE.. Pt,Ak TY. W.1id Bak
Urbanization (%) 73% 3.5% *GDP,in987can_rraw.v
GDP (milWion USS) 282.970 9.6%
Enery Consumppdon ('000 TOE) 91,363 7.9%
Electrical Generadon (GWth) Along with the econon growth
SOURCE. WidlD.wipewl Rtpon, no W<-B-w and structural changes, energy demand

*eg annulpw, ,,,, rs ,e of ,9 ,-991 pe
grew at a substantially high rate of 7.9%

Korea's economic development has p.a. during the past decade. Per capita
been remarkable for the last thirty years. commercial energy supply doubled from
The country has enjoyed an average GDP 1106 KgOE in 1980 to 2134 KgOE in
growth of 8% since 1960s which made it 1990. This fast growing demand has been
from one of the poorest into one of the largely met by imported energy (about
leaders of Newly Industrializing 80%).
Economies (NIEs). After the collapse of
oil prices in mid 1980s which enhanced Ee1gYElasticityandIntensity.
competitiveness against Japan in the world
market, Korea achieved a phenomenal Energyand Electnicity Intensity
economic growth during 1986-1988.
However, economic growth declined in 50 _

1989 and 1990 due to the rapid 7ncreas7e in c
private consumption creating excessive :o

imports and sluggish exports. The i
Government estimates for the short-term _______________

economic outlook are lower growth, sI=tc e. The 9 ,dB.a k '

higher inflation, and a larger current
account deficit. Energy intensity was very high in

Korea during the 1960s and 1970s when
Approximately 91% of Korea's industries such as steel, chemical and

energy requirements were imported in petrochemical were expanding. It declined
1991. The imported bill was $12.5 billion, in the early 1980s when some- industrial
representing over 15% of country's total activities shifted to higher-technology
imports and about 18% of its export manufacturing that was less energy
earnings. intensive. In addition to structural

changes, energy intensity declined due to
certain Government measures designed to
effectively control energy demand and
foster conservation. However, after 1987,
energy intensity rose again, reflecting the
erosion of energy conservation measures.
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The increase in energy intensity led the Thus, all the energy needs of this rapidly
Governrnent's to amend the Energy growing economy are met through import.
Utilization Act of 1979, preparing a much
stronger act for the next five-year Energy In 1991, the imports consisted of
Conservation Plan and Program. 59.2 mnillion TOE of crude oil, which were

processed in the country's five refineries,
Table 2. Energy Elasticity and 14.5 million TOE of finished products.

OIL GAS COAL ELEC MODERN
ENERGY Petroleum exports comprised fuel oil,

Eadcity 0.59 - 0.60 1.22 0.87 diesel oil and some jet fuel.

SOURCE: Cokulated frvm 19S0 so 1990 d4te 4sew EwV 1ofik, h VWd

Bak The country produces about 28%

The growth in energy consumption of the solid fuel it uses, mostly in form of
relative to growth in the country's GDP low quality coal (anthracite). For the
(energy-GDP elasticity) also shows balance of its coal needs, Korea imports
significant increase since 1987. The long- bituminous coal (56% coking coal and
term average elasticity during the period 46% steam coal), making the country the
1980-1990 is only 0.87, while the 1990 second world largest coal importer after
elasticity is well above one. The elasticity Japan.
is expected to remain above one, at least
until 1993-1994. Mix of Energy Supply

2. STRUCTURE OF ENERGY Pnmary Energy Supply
SECTOR

1X F

Energy Resources ca =
OD -

Resource Base

O8 81 22 83 84 85 86 87 M 88 ag 0

SOVRCE. Aj EVrPofil.e, Th Wo,idB

In 1991, the total domestic energy
supply requirements (including 617,000

0 C_& cm __ TOE of biomass) of Korea wefe 103.6
=a-" million TOE. Growth in coal consumption

Proved Reserves In Place Recoverable has been declining primarily because the
Coal, million tons 1,612 754
Hydro Potential, MW 2,300 residential and commercial sectors have
SOURCE K-o#.'1-ttFn#,fEn-ryR#w.ose, been substituting cleaner and more

conveniently-handled fuels such as LNG
Korea is almost totally devoid of and electricity for anthracite coal. The

indigenous commercial energy resources. rapid growth in petroleum consumption
Its energy endowments consist essentially (16% p.a. since 1986) stems from high
of limited hydroelectric power (2300 MW) gasoline consumption in the transport
and high-cost anthracite coal (about 750 sector as well as high kerosene
million tons of recoverable reserves). consumption in the residential sector (for

coal substitution).
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Sectoral Energy Demand Aerage Po Tar for Each Ox%Lvw Caleogdy

Modem Energy Consumption by Sector ca-a'
90 -

so

70 -~ ~ ~ ~ ~ so r, _ d ===iTcow0 

3 :0 0 0.0000t4000000t 

SOURCE: 1.9,,84 .. s 19 8 196 1987 1 19 190 1981 1l

~~ ~ Cwe~~~ SOLURC. EPCO

196D 19W 1964 1996 19 19W

EWMC Y "a E 1iI.A nw ff~kBwa The deregulation of petroleum

In 1991, the industrial sector had product prices began in February 1983,
the highest consumption (42 million TOE), when the Government lifted the price
followed by residential and commercial control on jet fuels and solvents.
sector (21.8 million TOE), power sector Deregulation of other prices has since been
(19.5 million TOE), transport sector (16.1 progressively implemented: asphalt in
million TOE) and public sector (2.8 million November 1988; premium gasoline and.
TOE). About 1.4 million TOE were lost naphtha in March 1989 and remaining
in transformation. More than any other gasoline grades and kerosene in September
sector, transport has been responsible for 1991. Price controls on all petroleum
the growth in energy consumption since products are expected to be lifted by the
1986, having both the highest average end of 1993 in order to stimulate
annual growth (16%) and the highest competition in the oil refining industry.

increase in the share of total energy
consumption (from 8% in 1981 to 16% in Electrification
1991). This is followed by the industrial
sector, with growth averaging 14.5% p.a. Rural Eiectdication
since 1986. 1 3 R" - EW ; S

60-

Energy Prices and Powver Tariffs 0

40-

Retail Prices
(July 1, 1993)

Petroleum Products 0
1960 1982 1984 1986 1986 1gg

Regular gasoline 75.9 cent/litre SO ACE. Eltmc Uil.Jt" DataBaoQ ADB

Kerosene 57.2 cent/litre
HSD 26.1 centAlitre The rapid expansion' in rural
Light Fuel Oil 31.6 cent/litre electrification in 1960s and 70s has

Natural Gas
Residential 6.73 SIMfvMBTU successfully covered most areas of the
Industrial 5.80 s/MMrBTU countries. Almost every household

SOURCE KoreeEn-r,Eco.oicO, Iw,N,., (99.9%) has access to electricity.
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3. SECTOR INSTITUTION frequently establishes a company, with
itself as the major shareholder, and then

Institutional Setting privatizes it once it is operating and
eaming revenues.

The main policy-making body
responsible for planning and guiding most Regulatory System on Tariffs

energy related activities (except for the
nuclear power safety program which The price of electricity is based on

remains the responsibility of the NMinistry long-run marginal cost which KEPCO

of Sciences and Technology --MOST), is introduced in 1977, including a time-of-
the Ministry of Energy and Resources use rates for the larger consumers. In

(MOER). Korea Electric Power 1989, KEPCO carried out a

Corporation (KEPCO) and Korea Electric comprehensive tariff study as part of the

Safety Corporation (KESC) dominate the agreement under SAL II. The study,

power sector. The Petroleum reconciling efficient objectives with

Development Corporation (PEDCO) deals financial and income-distribution
with oil exploration and development. considerations, resulted in improving the
Korea Gas Corporation (KGC) and Korea tariff structure by eliminating subsidies for

Gas Safety Corporation (KGSC) are the agriculture sector, mninimizing cross-
responsible for gas supply and safety subsidies, redefining consumer groups and

aspects of the gas industry. Dai Han Coal allowing KEPCO to eam a reasonable rate
Corporation (DHCC) and Korea mining of return on its capital investment.
Promotion Corporation (KMPC) deal with
coal and mineral resources. The Korea The Government continues to set
Energy Management Corporation the price of LNG - both the wholesale
(KEMCO) is involved in and provides price charged by the Korea Gas
most of the funds for energy conservation Corporation (KGC) to KEPCO and the
activities. The Korea Energy Economic City Gas Companies (CGCs), and the
Institute (KEEI) and Korea Institute for retail price charged by the CGCs to
Energy Research (KIER) are concerned individual consumers. The wholesale price
with energy economics, forecasting, is based on the import (CIF) price of LNG

research, and development. and an agreed margin designed to cover
KGC costs. The retail price is set, so as to

There are no major institutional provide sufficient return to the CGCs,

issues in Korea's energy sector. While the while taking into account the competitive

Board of Directors, and in some cases the position of gas vis-a-vis alternative fuels.

top management of these entities are The average retail price of LNG in 1991

appointed by the Government, the entities was US$ 5.85 per million btu to industry,

operate on a commercial basis without US$ 6.51 per million btu to the

impeding the functioning of a free energy commercial sector and US$ 8.77 per

market; they are largely independent of million btu to the residential sector. Gas

Govemment intervention and fully imports are subject to a 1% customs tariff

autonomous in day-to-day operations. A and a value added tax of 10%.
common practice in Korea with regard to
major investments is that the Government Private/Public Ratio in Power Industry
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economic development needs and evolving
Approximately 85% of country's consumer demands.

total installed generating capacity and
entire transmission and distribution
systems are owned and operated by
KEPCO, the government-owned,
vertically integrated utility. Currently the
Government holds about 79% of KEPCO's
share. With a policy to increase private
sector involvement in electricity industry,
however, the Government recently
announced that an additional 12% of the
KEPCO's share will be offered to the
public and up to 8% may be owned by
foreign investors.

DSM Activities

There have been Government
measures aiming to effectively control
demand and support conservation. These
include passing the Energy Utilization Act
(EUA) in 1979 and simultaneously
creating the Korea Energy Management
Corporation (KEMCO) in order to
improve the efficiency of energy use
through regulations, financial assistance
and incentives, national campaigns and
education, research and development in
energy utilization schemes such as co-
generation and district-heating.

Recently, the Government
accepted the Bank's recommendation to
set up a energy conservation steering
committee of three MOER representative
each from the Economic Planning Board
(EPB), KEPCO, KEMCO, KEEI, KGC,
and DHOPCO. The steering committee
has initiated, with the help of the Bank, a
major study, the objective of which is to
develop a plan setting forth policies and
actions that will promote the most efficient
use of energy in Korea given the country's
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4. SECTOR PERFORMANCES 4

To cope with the rapid demand
Technical Performance Indicators growth, KEPCO has successfully

expanded generating capacity to about
Gross Generation 24,120 MW in 1992. With efforts to

K-0 Io3 187 G diversify fuels used in electricit-;
generation, Korea's power capacity
consists of nuclear plants 36.1%, coal
plants 17.5%, oi 22.7%, LNG 12.1% and

40

hydro sources 11.6%. The gross
______________________generation grew from about 35,000 GWb,

o98 seo lse2 14 15U 1968 INC X in 1980 to 103,187 GWh in 1990 (almost
SOURCE. EI.cgnM UtiIttj8iData B*a& ADB tripled over the last ten years). The

System Losses growth rate can be calculated at 11.4% per
50 annum.

40 , 39.2%

30 OL (B _ / \/ KEPCO's operational
performances are very satisfactory.

( ,*) Despite the fast expansion in power
10 1_2_ system including transmission and

O distribution networks, total system losses
SOURCE. E UecsbU.IlizoeDeDwaBoot,ADB 198 19@ have declined considerably to 10.2%

which is comparable to developed
Load Factors countries. The high load factor of above

70% indicates a proficient performance in
7 K U4wl|fFFeS 71.24 load management which would maximize

.=, - - - - the use of existing capacity.

.7.n~~~~~ln .N" &

40

19Og 1982 1984 1965 1958 195S

SOURCE: Elw ncUtnlit Dal. Book .ADS

Reserve Margin
50

40-

2D-~~~~~~~~~~1.

10

0
19s0 1962 1954 1986 198 190

SOURCE: Elr,c Uullt,,, Data B-k 4DB
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Financial Performance Indicators

Average Tariff Self Financing Ratio
10 90

IrWr.1aUM SRI 810 Sir|r1 w r 1 4Ma

a 7.6IidMh 7

O 50 ::'

SOURCE: EletricUlilillcJDalaBo<A,AD8 SOURCE: 130cateUIllili JDWSB4O6AD0

1.1 The average retail price of

.~~~~~~A (CNr 21

09 electricity in Korea during 1991 was about
0.8z 7 US cent per kWh. The average power

0.7 <"t e7e ~~~~~~tariff has gradually declined for the past
06 X _ _ _few years. However, electricity rates are

as \ - / gn(yt} a ~~~expected to rise again in the near future in
.4 FY3 FY87 FY87 FY90 FY91 order to meet KEPCO's significant capital

SOURCE: £l.ctno Uhhditt Data Book. ADS SOUCInvestment requirements.

Opt-erating Ratio

.S Wth the effective pricing structure

,,., ; 1l. .15 reflecting the LRMC of supply, KEPCO's
\ ::_24 ;. elcfinancial performance has been sn a

2.9 - ~ t ; ;/// ;; . favorable range. The rate of return on
t<UN~~~-; V/0 average net fixed assets has been in a

0.7 -07tariffhasgraduallyrange of 9-15% over the past decade. The
0 . . yearsel Howeveratio indicates a hir

FY83 FYS85 FY87 FYS9 FY91 cah Kand c
SOURCE. El.c*UtilwUitie, Doam Bo AND inmternal ca igeneration

sufficiency. The ratio improved from 7%
Rie t Rehm on Aue Net ed Assets in 1983 to 82% in 1990. However, the

2s {tnttentttStt.8>12%l fM.ss ratio dropped back to 49% in 1991. Even
averathough KEPCO needs harge capital

IS maa,., investment to provide adequate power
10 K 8 capacity in these coming years, it is

hihexpected that the self-financing ratio will

-S ~~~~~tWtn ~~~still remain well above 40%.
FYS3 FYS5 FY87 FYag FY91

SOURCE: Elecbr- UnIut. Daa Book .ADB
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Commercial Performances Indicators

Total Employment Average Collection Period

250

20 . .- . ._ _ _ _ __.........__ .

FY83 FY84 FY85 FY6t FYn7
SOURCE: ElCtric Uuiita" Dais Book AbE SOURCE. Dtea m e'ahk.

Customers per Employee KEPCO's commercial
4co 

347 ........ .performances are excellent and, again,
303 inWnWa-lSL 152!iO comparable to those in developed

countries. Total employment increased
- - from about 17,000 in 1983 to 22,700 in

,x . 1987 (or at an annual growth rate of
Mn(__ _ _ _ _s_ _ 42 7.4%). With consumer per employee of

FY83 FY84 FY85 FY86 FY8 FYN Fyag FY8 347 and sale per employee of 2907 MWh,
SOURCE: El."tr,e U,jJsr Deja Bo* ADB KIEPCO has proved that the institutional

settings and personnel management are

Sales per Employee quite effective. The outstanding
performances are also attributable to the

3=- high quality of staffs and continuous
25M -: training which is provided to upgrade their

technical and administrative skills.

5cc
0

FY83 FY84 FY85 FYa6 FYS7 FYW8 FYB9 FY90

SOURCE. E-,ns Unhn.s Dwae Eoo ADB

Training Cost per Employee

SOURCE, Dta,e n,o-r avadabe
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5. ENERGY DEMAND PROJECTION & PLANS

Energy Demand Forecast
Korea 1990 - 2005
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Electricity Demand Projection
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40

- 35

1200 _2

Peak Demand
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SOURCE ASrs, euma.us

During the 1980s Korea experience Natural gas also came into the energy mix
very high economic growth but the energy since 1987.
intensities (in GDP) of both coal and
petroleum decreased, particularly in the Assuming a rate of economic
period before 1987. However, Since 1987 growth of 7.6%/yr to the year 2005,
the trends have reversed and intensities electricity generation is forecast to
have increased. The electricity intensity increase at 7.5%/yr, petroleum demand at
has increased gradually. On balance total 8.9%/yr and total modem energy at
modern energy intensity decreased until 7.7%/yr. Coal and hydro (plus nuclear)
1987 and has increased slowly thereafter. decrease slightly in intensity, but

petroleum and natural gas increase. Total
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modem energy in 2005 is forecast to be Investment Requirement
276720 OOOtoe compared to the level of
112714 OOOtoe in 1993, implying a GDP Investment Program
elasticity of 1.01 compared to the recent ' 101

historical rate of 0.87. ......

Electricity generation requirements J
are forecast to increase by about 27200
MW from 1993 to the year 2005. Much
of this increase is expected to be coal- mm m

fired, followed by additional nuclear and SOU /CC ,gTw,P1m 1992

hydro, and some natural gas PCO's total investment

The estbnmted economic cost oruerveed deman requirements during 1992-2001 are
is__ estimated at $71.3 billion, of which

Da*. ~ hkapproximately $45 billion will be used for
Power Capacity Additions construction generating facilities, and the

remaining will be need for transmission,
EXISTnNG ADDMON distribution, and other facilities. However,

Hydro (12991) (1992.201) it is estimated that the internally generated
Thermal funds will be limited to approximately $3

Cail 36700 12,440 billion per year. In another word, internal
Heavy Oil 6.212
Combined Cycle 1,153 5,230 operation revenues can provide only about
Nuclear 7,616 8.100 $19.2 billion during the next ten years,
Internal Combustion 10

Total, MW 21,021 27,805 which accounts for only 26.9% of the total
SOURCE: ICOLCO P~ DwWp-Piw 1991 investment requirements. The remaining

financial needs will, therefore, come
In order to alleviate oil import mostly from external borrowings

dependence, capacity expansion over the (domestic and foreign loans) and
next decade will rely mostly on coal-based contributions.
and nuclear generation. 25 coal-fired
power plants (12,440 MW) and 9 nuclear 6. KEY ISSUES
power plants (8,100 MW) which accounts
for about 44.7% and 29.1%, respectively, The outstanding growth in the
of total capacity additions are planned to country's economy -- hence, the need of
be on-line during 1992-2001. energy to fuel such growth-- together with

the lack of indigenous energy resources
and past global oil crises have a pivotal
role for energy in the country's economy
and in the Government's decision making
process. In early 1980s, the Government
developed a strategy that aimed to bring
about greater efficiency in the use of
energy and enhance the reliability of its
supply, while minimizing the
environmental impacts. The strategy
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targeted five areas: energy conservation,
energy sector deregulation, enviromnental
protection, energy type and source
diversification, and physical infrastructure
optimization.

Many of the results have been
satisfactory, particularly diversification and
deregulation. However, efforts to sustain
energy conservation have not been very
successful. The resolution of the
remaining issues leading to improvement
in sector efficiency and management is a
top Government priority.

The strategy targeted five key
areas:

i. fostering energy conservation;
ii. deregulating the energy sector;
iii. assessing, in a comprehensive manner,

the environmental impacts of energy
production and use and developing and
implementing environmental protection
and safety policies;

iv. diversifying both the type of the energy
utilized as well as the sources of
import; and,

v. optimizing, through expansion,
rehabilitation and new construction,
the development of physical
infrastructure needed to manufacture
and transport energy products.
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COUNTRY REPORT Over the last decade, commnercial
PHILIPPINES energy consumption in the Philippines

PHILIPPINES increased at an average rate of 2.3% per

annum from 83.4 rnillion TOE in 1980 to
1. ENERGY AND THE ECONOMY 104.5 million TOE in 1990, due to

substantial increase in industrialization,
The uneven growth of the energy reduced share of agriculture on GDP d

sector in Philippines reflects the political an overall growth in the economy of 1. ./o
and economic turbulence of the 1980's. per annum. Between 1986-1991, ene-gy
After growing faster than 6% per year and GDP growth accelerated to 6.8% and
during the last half of the 1970's, GDP 4% p.a. respectively. Primary modem
stagnated and then fell by more then 10% energy supply per capita reached 250.8
during 1984-85. Energy demand followed KgOE in 1990 which is comparable to
a similar pattern, but peaked in 1979, fell Indonesia, but significantly less than
by nearly a quarter by 1985 and then Thailand.
recovered strongly to surpass its 1979
peak in 1987. Energy Elasticity and Intensity.

Basic Energy and Economic Indicators
1991 Growth Energy and Electncty Intensity

Rate'
Population 62.9 2.4% c t01 Ei

Urbanization 43% 3.7%
GDP (million USS) 649.0 1.1% 3x .
Energy Consumption (O000 TOE) 15,086 1.9% 463
Electrical Generation (GWh) - -' yd. 40 

SOURCE: WaddDe-lapon*Repo.r, Tha Wodd -Bank 
* avenge annUal growth nt of 1910-1991 pmod

Since the new government took °i Is = ou 1 i4 u iu . i0o
office in 1986, the Philippine economy ESwV P~k ThierdB

recovered at a rate of 3.6% per annum, but
the world-wide recession damaged the ergitrensy earl s and so

.. . . ~~~~energy intensity in early 1980s and a slow
already weak Philippine economy in 1990-
91. This resulted in a decline of GDP irease in gy1984-1990. Cnsiring,
growth to 2.4% in 1990 and 1.0% growth in energy-intensive industries,
greceding 2.4% in 1991.and 1.0% there have been some gains made in

overall energy efficiency. How6ver, this

Energy and Electricity per Capita steady energy intensity was also, partially,
400 -oo a result of an increase in traditional energy

GDP ow Cpr t0k 700 consumption.
600

za ' 00KgCE 500 Energy Elasticity
IL "OIL GAS COAL ELEC MODERN

400 ENERGY
to 300 Elasdcity 2.04 - 1.91 1.55

Bectioty End-Lbe 223 K3.
O 1 200 SOURCE: CakIla;ed fr 1980 to 1990 data. Asia EnV Plrofile, The Word

190 1932 1984 1996 19lJ 1990 Ban
S0L,CE As,. En-yP Fmofile, The Wo -A
'CDP a,,1987 con, at dolls.,:

Unlike other countries in the same
region, the correlationships between
energy consumption and GDP in the
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Philippine economy are not as firm and the coal resource is estimated at about 1,500
standard errors from the regression are million tons, but most of it is low grade
considerably high. The elasticity and expensive to rnine. Hydro resources
coefficients are calculated as shown in the are quite substantial, with a theoretical
table above. power potential in excess of 10,000 MW,

but the better sites are too distant from
2. STRUCTURE OF ENERGY roads and transmission lines, and their
SECTOR development has become uncertain given

environmental concerns. No single hydro
Energy Resources project has been completed during the last

12 years except Mindanao. In conclusion,
Resource Base the most promising indigenous resource is

P." Fk&p- I M TM geothermal.

MxL of Energy Supply

Primary Energy Supply

<XL cm NATURA GM

SOURCE WS:E-.VoCo.C

Proved Reserves In Place Recoverable 10

Coal, billion tons 369.6 262.3 E-
Oil, billion barrels 24 19 5
Gas, million cu. m. - 17 _ ..-

Potential Capability 190 19i2 19u4 tB 1988 1"0

Geothermal, MW 6,000 SOURCE: AsiaEnergyProfiles. The WorldBank
Hydro Power, MW 10,000
SOURCE. Wor,d En C-,C

The total energy rrmix has been
Philippines is not well endowed slowly shifting to a greater reliance on

with indigenous energy resources. New imports. Most of the energy needs (75%)
resources being developed (in addition to was and is derived from oil, but domestic
coal and hydropower) are geothermal oil production is minimal (about 1.3% of
energy and oil which came into production total oil consumption). Philippines has to
in 1978 and 1979 respectively. rely almost entirely on oil imports. It is
Geothermal reserves are not yet fully expected that indigenous sources could
evaluated, but could exceed 6,000 MW, of provide an increasing share (from 9 to
which 900 MW are already produced and 15% for geothermal and 5.5% to 7.9% for
about 800 MW more are expected from coal) in the next decade. Nevertheless,
projects under preparation or construction. 70% of energy consumed will still be
Proven oil reserves amount of only 4 imported by 2000.
million tons and they have been declining
since 1983. A recent discovery of natural
gas offshore of Palawan may provide up to
8 trillion cubic feet (tcf). However,
substantial exploration is needed to
confirm the size of the deposit and its
economic viability. The total potential
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Sectoral Energy Demand Average Power Tanff for Each ConsLffter Category

15

Modem Energy Consumption by Sector S
12 10

10 - N - = B .L.n

a

2 . 19:4 1988 1986 1987 99 19t1 1992

O _____________________________ _ SOURCE: AME LCO
0

19W0 1992 1984 18 1988 190
SOURCE. A4a EnaV P,ofile, Tw W-oWB&-4

Power tariffs have been
Total modem energy end-use restructured to implement demand charges

amounted to about 11 million TOE in in line with its long-run marginal cost,
1990. Industrial sector represents a while providing a lifeline rate for utilities
largest sectoral demand which accounts that serve low-income consumers. It is
for around 51% of total modem energy also proposed to index the power tariffs
consumption, followed by transportation with fuel prices and other costs, including
sector with 32%. About 35% of total exchange rate variations. Implementation
energy produced was electricity , and of time of day rates for large consumers
about 76.8% of the 1991 consumption of and equalization of rates between
23,599 GWh was in Luzon. The historical industries and utilities are under
trends indicate a fast expansion in consideration.
transportation sector particularly after
1985. This has been propelling the rapid The retail price for each petroleum
increase in refined product demand, products is computed as the sum of the
primarily for diesel. direct company recovery costs, taxes,

contributions to the oil price stabilization
Energy Prices (effective July 1, 1993)5 fund (OPSF), and estimated hauling

Retail Price charge and dealer's markup for Metro
US currency Mala areas. Given this system of

Petroleum Products
Prem. Gasoline* 40.3 cents/litre pricing, the divergence of relative
Reg. Gasoline* 38.5 cents/litre domestic wholesale prices from Singapore
Kerosene* 25.7 cents/litre Import Parity (SIP) prices arises because
Diesel* 25.7 cents/litre of differences in duties and taxes.
Light Fuel Oil** 9.7 cents/litre Currently, the structure of these taxes

SOURCE E-M, ReX.law,ey Br*d
*P'i¢esa'eMeroMnialap.ppnces. favors fuel oil, diesel, LPG and kerosene at
-Pncej e Mtarmla_ .oe osaepne:. the expense of both grades of gasoline and

aviation fuel. These bias towards fuel oil
and diesel are of great concern since these
two products account for over 75% of
total consumption and are major pollution
contributors from mobile and stationary
sources.
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Electrification and OEA_ DOE has been given a
comprehensive mandate for policy

Rural Electification formulation, planning and supervision in
7N E the sector, will participate at the Cabinet

level in decisions to solve the present

40 Ft= = Hmjsd'Od EWCVMed energy crisis and expected to strengthen

30 30% private sector participation in power
20 D : supply.
10

.m gi 1%u 19s i. I= The DOE secretary is an ex-officio
SOURCE: EJ-&le UrihitJs Dwa Boa

0
4DB member of the National Economic and

The Philippine rural electrification Development Authority (NEDA), and is
program has been developed by the supported by four bureaus: (a) the Energy

Utilization Management Bureau, for
National Electrification Administration monitin anassstnt deand
(NEA), established in 1969. In 1971 mo,toring and assisting with demand
when the first Rural Electrification management, conservation, the efficient

whe th fistRurl Eecrifcaton use of energ resources, and the
Cooperative (REC) was energized, various uselopmenergy resouces, al e

invetorovved dstrbuton cmpaies development of nonconventional energy
investor owned distribution companies systems; (b) the Energy Resources Bureau,
were serving about 170,000 consumers for formulating policies and helping
located outside the major cities; by 1990 dop for g pources and helpng
the number of rural consumers had develop energy resources; (c) the Energy
surpassed 3 million, or more than 50% of Industry Administration Bureau, for
potential connections. About 21,300 out creating regulatory, financial and fiscal
of the total 34,800 villages have access to policies related to energy supply entities
electricity. The vast majority of and approving non-price regulatory
electficity (about vast mareoresidntil o matters; and (d) the Energy Planning and
connections (about 90%) are residential Monitoring Bureau, for developing and
users with low consumption. monitoring energy plans and demand

3. SECTOR INSTITUTION forecasts and incorporating national
environmental goals into energy programs.

The Energy Coordination Council A five-member Council of Advisers on
(Chaired by the President's Executive Energy Affairs from the private sector was
Secretary) and the Office of Energy Affairs also established to advise the President on
(OEA - which reported to the Office of the energy programs and private sector
President) were responsible for initiatives.
coordinating the energy sector from 1987-
1992. These institutional arrangements Practically all 140 companies and

did not succeed in this task nor in utilities in the energy sector are private
providing adequate sector investments and (investor or member-owned), including the
supervision. The recent establishment of largest, NPC and PNOC. Power
the Department of Energy (DOE), under distribution in particular, is managed
Republic Act 7638 of December 9, 1992, almost completely by investor-owned
is a major step to improve conditions; its entities which include the following: (a)
has been operational since February 1993, MERALCO (Manila Electricity
replacing the Energy Coordinating Council Company), a private utility that distributes
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about 60% of the total electricity to Metro through relatively high rates for industrial
Manila; (b) 12 private or municipal utilities and large commercial users. Under the
that distribute different cities and (c) about Rural Electrification Revitalization project,
120 member-owned rural electrification substantial tariff increases have been
cooperatives (RECs), which distribute and approved for RECs, many in the order of
manage retail power sales in rural areas. 40-50%. These tariffs are generally
There are, however, three very large uniform for all consumers, regardless of
government corporations in the sector; (a) voltage level, resulting in a cross
the National Power Corporation (NPC), subsidization to high voltage consumers.
which sells power in bulk to power utilities NEA is introducing new guidelines to
and is responsible for power generation improve the structure and level of REC
and transmission; (b) the Philippines tariffs.
National Oil Company (PNOC),
responsible for developing indigenous Private/Public Sector
hydrocarbon and geothermal resources and
refining and selling petroleum products; Investment in Power Sector
and (c) the National Electrification
Administration (NEA), responsible for
financing and providing related technical L

support to the RECs. i

Regulatory System on Tariffs
0 ~ m ... m ,Af

Currently, under DOE law, all 50 D .Ne

energy prices are approved by Energy Philippines is one of the developing
Regulatory Board. However, to avoid countries with large private sector
delays in adjusting tariffs for costs that are participation in the energy sector. With

beyond NPC control and to depoliticize the exception of a handful of municipal
such increase, an automatic monthly total
fuel cost may be applied by NPC's i nvte utiition and retailing

estimate, but pending with ERBts is done by private utilities or rural
estimate. bTh e ndeinwi Eith electrification cooperatives. Energy
approval.Ths wil index NPC iffs th exploration is private and oil refining and
fuel prices and oricosts incluing the distribution are carried out by t.Jo private
increase In loan principal resulting from copne. CLE n Phlpie
exchange rate variations. NPC's Board copais ..Xan hiipie
exchange arte variao. r Cst Bo Shell Petroleum Corporation) in addition

has~~~~~~ ~ als aproe a.aifrsrcuigt to Petron (the oil subsidiary of ~PNOC)
implement demand charges in line with its wi will be pivatidin 19 The
long-run marginal cost and achieve a privatiai of petrotwoud include The

betterprice or demnd andenerg privatization of Petron would Include the
bhargettersprice. fordemandandenery sale of one third of its shares to a foreign
charges. oil company, another third would be sold

Retail power tariffs in the Manila to PNOC's employees and the public and

area, which are indexed with NPC tariffs the Govemment expects would retain
and the exchange rate, subsidize about 40/ ofthe shares
consumption below 50 kWh per month
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With more than fifteen contracts than marginal cost. Future actions on
signed and several other under negotiation demand side management include: (a)
with the private sector for the DOE is mandated to create programs and
construction, financing and operation of incentives to conserve energy and its
power plants using Build, Operate and Energy Utilization Bureau will establish
Transfer systems, the Philippines is a policies for efficient energy use, monitor
pioneer in private sector participation in energy consumption and provide training
power generation. This involves a total and promotion in improved technologies;
capacity of about 2600 MW. The (b) power utility's losses will be reduced;
additional power generation already (c) a program is being developed to
contracted or under negotiation with the replace all public lighting with efficient
private sector amounts to more than 60% fluorescent lights and finance similar lights
of the present generating capacity. for residential consumers; (d) energy
Moreover, NPC's Board has approved a efficiency standards for all power intensive
policy to offer as BOT contracts appliances are being implemented and test
practically all the new power generation results will be used to label appliances by
plans (except multipurpose hydro plants). mid-1994; (e) an ongoing Technology
There are serious doubts, however, on Transfer Energy Management program
whether the private sector will be able to would continue to finance energy
raise the required funding. conservation programs, document energy

savings and disseminate related
DSM Activities information; (f) studies are being

completed by several donors and the Bank
Philippines is already implementing on further energy conservation and

programs for energy conservation and demand management and (g) demand
demand management. These include: (a) charges will be introduced to MERALCO
using DOE audits of energy-intensive and all other utilities by early 1994.
industries to demonstrate savings to
similar companies: (b) using industrial
loans to purchase more efficient motors;
(c) carrying out energy audits (by private
companies), financed by part of the cost
savings; (d) adopting strict conservation
measures at public offices. ESMAP is
currently studying further measures at to
be implemented, but given the Philippine's
very low per capita power demand and the
limited use of electricity, the power
demand reductions are expected to be
modest.

The key for conservation is pricing
power appropriately. Measures to achieve
this have already been implemented and
prices are now equal to or slightly higher
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4. SECTOR PERFORMANCES 6 NPC's losses (generation losses)
are 34%, but, after incorporating losses in

Technical Performance Indicators transmission and distribution (based on
NEA and MERALCO data), total system

Gross Generation losses are estimated at around 23% in
30 NPC 24.m1 GV 1988-1990 which reduced from 28% in

1985. The improvements in losses were
largely due to MERALCO and RECs'
distribution system upgrades and stricter

10 .-- metering and billing control. However,

s _ -- _losses are still quite high.
0

190 1982 1984 1985 1988 1E

SOURCE: El.cs,,c LIiIUtdo Duas Bo& ADS Other favorable indications of

System Losses technical performances include high load
factors and large reserve margins. Load

t0 \X .2S factors steadily remained around 70%. In
.,0 > ~ 1984, NPC had an excess capacity of 46%
aR 20 /231S due to the unexpected decline in demand

10 WrL (KAm) 10.?A growth caused by the serious economic
I 'nWrMW SM.X_ 6% shocks in early and mid 1980s. But by

a19EtO 19ttN2 1964 1ge5 19 1tStD 1990, the reserve margins had declined to
SOURCE El-mce Uuhd., D.. BooADD 34.2%. Currently, the power system is

Load Factors suffering a severe shortage due to
L Funderinvestment and poor operation and

70- maintenance. This shortage is causing
large losses to the economy in the order of

it billion US dollars.
50

M4n. iNp 4.3%

40

30
190 1#S2 1984 1985 1988 1il1

SOURCE: Elecm , UrilUr.s Drt. Book. ADB

Reserve Margin
50

40 -22%

20

10-

0t
190 1982 1984 1986 19,8 192

SOURCE. El-we ULhd1,*J D.t. BoA ADB
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Financial Performance Indicators7

Average Tariff Self Financing Ratio
10 iK=e"t XIrl st 8 10 J - r, 90
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SOURCE: AS#a E-r Prf,fle. The WordE BOA SOURCE: ZLeclk UisJti., Dat Beo ADD

Operating Ratio NPC's past financial performance

1I -1 (lrde has not been satisfactory. NPC depends
0,9 \." primarily on oil for its power generation,
O's 82 and a prolonged and unusual drought
0.7 \ Fipp- forced the Corporation to triple the
06' number of combustion turbines.
0.5 -- Consequently, fuel oil and diesel expenses

FY83 FY85 FY87 FY89 FY91 almost quadrupled between 1989-1991

UR: Beae Ut DataBoo ADD9 and represented about 60% of NPC's

Debt-Service Ratio direct operating expenses.

MiK (ln_|}:i 0 SW %.5t. 0 NPC's self-financing ratio dropped
3 - - - : :: - : - :: i. :..

drarnatically from 50% in 1987 to 37%,
2 - 29%, 15% in 1988-90 respectively. Its

-, 5 rate of return was only 6% in 1990 and

l An(Frda} ; 0 aT2 3.4% in 1991 which were lower than the
F 8% rate of return covenant.

FYaS3 FY8s FY67 FYad9 FY9_1

SOURCE. El.efc UrAifa., Dataa Bo&. ADD

NPC's financial position became
30 Raeo inonAwere FtedAssets critical in 1991 when the Supreme Court
25 LrMmM" S ,. 3 12%1 8% approved an injunction against a tariff
20 increase passed by the NPC B6ard. Under
at 1S _ f= = __19 this condition plus a large increase in oil
10 6 prices during the Gulf War, the
s Governrnent had to rescue NPC in 1991

0 ~ An (Irw with a contribution of 3.6 billion pesos
FY 83 FY86 FY87 FY89 FY91 which the Government converted into

SOURCE El,-,- U,bll., Dwr B-ook ADB equity in 1992.
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Commercial Performances Indicators

Total Employment Average Collection Period
50

30

f0

FY 83 FY84 FY85 FY8 FY8 7 FY88 FY8a FY90 - - - " - -

SOURCE ElZwcjc Upidnw Data Boo ADS SOURCE: Data are not avadable

Customers per Employee
40,

(Ka"} - -347

3C -Ir,al S tis .. The historical data of 1980-1990
show a slow increasing trend in total

200 ....... employment in the power sector at a rate

100 _- - . - . t2t ....... of 5% per annum. Comparing to the slow
mn , e:.... growth in electricity sales, personnel

0 
FYU3 FY84 FY85 FY86 FY87 FY88 FY88 FY9 0 efficiency decreased in the period.

SOURCE E2athm Uuhcst Data Book.~ ADB Consumer per employee and sales per

Sales per Employee employee was around 121 and 544 MWh,
S>ales per Employee respectively, in fiscal year 1990, which is

3'-xl_ , 3h 0 considerably lower than other countries in
g 2= - Asia.

wo .CX .Under a recent improvement

f00. PtlcQ J44 program, NPC increased its efficiency and
O8 i reduced its staff by 2,000 between 1991-

FYa FY84 FY85 FYN8 FY87 FY88 FY89 FY90 1992. Moreover, total staff expenditures
SOURCE EI.-:r.t Ur,l,.a, D.t. B.ok. ADB

now use less than 4% of its revenues.
Training Cost per Employee

P,, m y, P, rn. . m r..P, n n, r. P7

SOURCE. Dala a.. noi a-,I.hi.
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5. ENERGY DEMAND PROJECTION & PLANS

Energy Demand Forecast
Philippines 1990 - 2005
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During the 1 980s, total energy Assuming a forecast. econornic
intensity (in GDP) first declined but since growth of 4.3%/yr, petroleum demand is
1985 has been increasing to regain and expected to increase at 5.1%/yr and the
slightly surpass its level in 1980. In the requirement for electricity generation by
earlier period, significant reductions of fuel 6.4%/yr. Coal for power generation is
oil were made, and also some reductions in forecast to be the fastest growing energy
the use of gasoline and diesel. Since 1985 type. Partly because coal takes a greater
petroleum use has increased significantly share of the energy mix, the total energy
but electricity and coal have increased only intensity is forecast to increase at the
in step with GDP. relatively high rate of 1.7%/yr. Petroleum
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intensity increases only marginally. Total MW will be developed to serve electricity
energy intensity (in GDP) is forecast to demand.
increase at 1.3%/yr. Total modem energy
in 2005 is forecast to be 35291 OOOtoe To prevent transmission
compared to the level of 17812 OOOtoe in bottlenecks, NPC has conducted detailed
1993, implying a GDP elasticity of 1.32 studies to expand and reinforce its
compared to the recent historical rate of transmission system to go along with the
1.55. growing generation capacity. It is

expected that the primary part of the
The electricity demand forecast expansion will be at the 230 kV and 138

implies the need for an additional 5800 kV levels.
MW of capacity by the year 2005. The
majority is expected to be coal fired. Investment Requirement

Capital Requirement
The estimated economic cost of unserved demand __Xt by Sa o F
s SOcentsperkWh. 7a 5s.294

Power Capaciy Additions ( 309= 7388

Existing Addition loom
199111992 Uil 2000 0199111992 til 2000 0 ~~FYW9 FY90 FY91 FY92 FY93 FY94 FY95 FY96 FY97

Hydro 2,214 271 - te .pa rxma CM
Diesel 447 55 SOURCE. p0, Tr , _R.WFfi J.cL. J 1993
Steam Power Plant

Oil 1,925 0
coal 405 2,500

Geothermal 888 715 Capital Requirement
Gas Turbine 707 0 byw ik.daso FW,

Combined Cycle O 550 70M

Total 6,686 4,091 sa

SOUARCE. EAltcUhuwlXSDwe@B.eADBJ b3 L =1

Based on the electricity demand lo=i i
forecast, moderate expansion (only 4091 FYN F YM FY FM FM FYW FY96 F"r

MW) in power generation is required SOURCE: S P-,iRaarm"0.A993

during 1990s. Majority of the power
demand will be satisfied by coal-fired Total investment in power sector is
plants with total capacity of 2500 MW or expected to reach 36.9 billion pesos in
61%. In contrast, no oil-based steam 1997 which translates to an average rate of
power plants are scheduled to be built in 26% during the period 1991-1997. Total
this planning period, due to the amount of investment in power sector is
government policies to reduce oil import estimated at 179 billion pesos between
dependency. Fast track BOT projects, 1993-1997. The main investments as a
however, include many oil-fired plants. percentage of total capital expenditures are
The exploration and development of as follows: power generation 51.5%,
geothermal energy source for power transmission system 25.6%, and others,
generation is continue. It is estimated that, such as rehabilitation, 17.2%.
by 2000, new geothermal power of 750
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The major rise of investment level
will take place during the fiscal year 1993,
as a result of the decision to add large
blocks of generating capacity in 1993-
1994. According to the NPC financial
plan, 32.5 billion pesos will be required as
capital expenditure (excluding debt
service) in FY1993 which increases from
13.4 billion pesos in 1992. The size of
investment will remain in the same level
through 1997.

Majority of capital requirement
comes from NPC internal revenue which
accounts for around 55% of the total.
NPC still has to rely on foreign and local
loans, approximately 40% of its financial
needs.

6. KEY ISSUES

The Philippine economy relies
greatly on petroleum imports and requires
a substantial increase in its power capacity.
Regarding the need to conserve and use
energy optimally, the Government strategy
should concentrate on:
* sustainable development planning

which comprehensively and explicitly
incorporates environmental impacts;

* re-establish a normal power supply;
* increasing private participation in

energy projects;
* strengthening regulatory system

through its adaptation to a future
private/public power system;

* developing geothermal energy and
clean coal technologies for power
generation;

* improving supply and end-use energy
efficiencies.
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COUNTRY REPORT increased to 617 KgOE (almost double) in

THAILAND 1991.

Energy and Electricity per Capita
1. ENERGY AND THE ECONOMY 700 ----

600 /1400

Basic Energy and Economic Indicators -' 11200

1991 Growth 400 . low
Rate- 3yEo 1,00

Population 57.2 1.9% 52 0P CC 800gr

Urbanization 23% 4.6%
GDP (million USS) 93310 7.9% 100 fr XV4a Er

Energy Consumption ('000 TOE) 25053.6 7.4% o I *00
Electrical Generation (GWh) 45857 11.6% 190 In2 1984 19u 918 19to

SOURCE: 4a Enw_y Pbofie. rhe Wod Bk

SOURCE W.idD.i-op-.eRepoi, Th. WUBEk GDP L. 1987 eauv Aod"

'Vtcge anuil growth mte of 1980-1991 penod

Thailand has a population of 57.2
million people, of which 44 million (77%) Energy Elasticity and Intensity.
reside in rural areas. The growth and
development of Thailand's economy has Energy and Electricity Intensity
been very impressive over the past decade
in spite of adverse domestic and
intemational circumstances. Thai -
govemrnment has successfully reinforced the I a__ 40a

competitiveness of the economy toward 20

industrialization. The average annual
growth rate of GDP during 1980-1991 °1W i.2 14 198 8. I - 0

period was 7.7%. SOCURCE. Amia EV P"ofpk, 1t Wlbda

There is optimistic expectation for Due to the structural changes
toadmanufacturing and electrification in

the future prospects of the Thai economy. the ecnomy,ueng and has
the economy, energy demand has

The confidence comes from several increased rapidly. However, technological
reasons: a well-strategized economic

improvement of the power and petroleum
policy, favorable international economic sectors has considerably alleviated the
environment, accessibility to external increase in energy intensity. The energy

funds, and outstanding economic intensity increased at a reasonable rate of
performance in the past. The Bank's long 3.8%

term~~~~~~ ~ ~ ~ prjcin sfrThiads cnm per annum or from 389 KgOE perterm projection is for Thailand's economy US$ 1,000 in 1980 to 503.5 in 1990.
to grow at 6-8% over the next 10-15
years. Energy Elasticity

OIL GAS COAL ELEC MODERN

Along with economic growth, ElNEtIcit 0.65 2.4 26 . RCY

energy consumption has been increasing stcy 0 2.4 1. A.3 T 1.24
gy .. w SOUR).CE: Caklawleds f o 1.980 to 1990 &o, Asra Enerv Av7plk The7 Wond

rapidly, especially since 1986. The
modern primary energy supply (including The energy elasticity coefficients,
losses) per capita amounted to
approximately 320 KgOE in 1986 and shown in the table above, are relatively

greater than ADB and NIEs (New
Industrializing Economies) estimates
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which are 1.16 and 0.81, respectively, for Thailand is exploring an
modem energy. This is probably because opportunity of geothermal as an option for
this regression incorporated inflation rates power generation in the northern region.
and employed real GDP growth. The However, it is not likely to have any
elasticity for total energy consumption notable role for the next 10 years.
was, however, below 1 (about 0.87). Alx of Energ Supply

Primary Energy Supply
2. STRUCTURE OF ENERGY
SECTOR 30 -

Energy Resources E

10

Resource Base
19Et 1982 1984t 1988 1988 19g

-o - {0 iSiCE S -.il.fiiE-.:::. SOURCEI Aiad IEarroA"LU. w W&- Bank

It- __ Total modern primary energy
supply in 1990 amounted to 34.4 million

_- r - i_ TOE which were composed of oil (56%),
natural gas (16%), lignite (23%), and

R- W A-01"-s A hydropower (4%). Interestingly, natural
gas and coal consumption have been

L In Place Recoverable increasing more rapidly than oil
Lignde, million tons 1,200 890
Petroleum, million tons 180 30 consumption. The increasing number of
Natural Gas, billion cu. m 246 196 coaUgas fired industries and power plants
Hydropower, MW 10u60
SOU7RCE WoidErnrVCoumd in the late 1980s was the main driving

force of the coaUgas consumption. The
Thailand has a diversified energy confidences in investing in gas-driven

resource base, consisting of petroleum plants comes from several major
(228 million TOE), lignite (620 million discoveries of natural gas, particularly off
TOE), natural gas (213 rnillion TOE), shores, and the continued expansion of gas
hydropower, and biomass. These limnited production. Gas production was 605 mcf
energy resources, however, are not in 1990 and is projected to double by
sufficient to meet the projected energy 1996.
demand. Thailand will have to depend on Sectoral Energy Demand
energy imports, mainly crude oil,
petroleum products, coal, and natural gas. Modem Energy Consumption by Sector

Thailand has a substantial at

hydroelectric potential of 10,600 MW. c. <
Only 23% of this or 2,429 MW have been Ttla a-

exploited and only another 15% or 1572 210

MW are committed to be developed in the 5

next 15 years. The development of 0
remaining hydropower has been mainly SOURCE Ava E-soft1, Th. W. 5 B.e k

limited by environmental concerns.
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Total modem energy consumption Electrification
in 1990 amounted to 23.5 million TOE
which increased by 9.5% from the Rural Electrfication

PEA FYa3-FYS0

previous year. Transportation sector has
been, and continues to be, the largest m -
consumer and accounts for 48.4% in 1990
while industrial and residential/commercial
sector consumed only 25.7% and 12%
respectively. The consumption trends
indicate the significant growth of industrial ° m 1 19e5 i1 1 7 1% 6 19tS

consumption while that of residential and SCE EAcw'c Uti.,Da B,Eo- ADS

agricultural sector seems to remain steady. Considering that 77% of

Energy Prices and Electricity Tariffs population live in rural areas, Thailand has
US currency Retail Prices made considerable improvement in rural

July 1993 electrification. The proportion of villages
Petroleum Products electrified increased from 55.7% in 1980

Premium Gasoline 37.5 cent/liter to 92.7% by 1990 which translates to an
Regular Gasoline 34.3 cent/liter
Kerosene 35.5 centIliter
Diesel 31.3 cent/liter
Heavy Fuel Oil 12.6 centiliter 3. SECTOR INSTITUTION

SOURCE Nw-WE-.Policy Offco The key governmental organizations

Average Power Tarn for Each Crnsuer Category involved in energy affairs are: at the
15 highest level, the National Energy Policy

Council (NEPC), which is chaired by the
io .0 - Prime Minister, and whose members

include deputy prime ministers and those
5 . ,d ministers whose portfolios involve energy,

as well as representatives from the
1 National Economic and Social
1964 19BS 1s6 9 t 1987 I l91M 1993 1991 1%QB

SOURCE MEA Development Board (NESDB), the
secretary general of National Energy

The current prices for all energy Policy Office (NEPO), the director general
products except lignite reflect their actual of the Energy Development and
economic costs (exclude environmental or Promotion Department (EDPD) and the
other extemalities). In addition, average director of the Budget Bureau. The role
power tariff is set in the line of long-run and function of NEPC with respect to
marginal cost (LRMC). There are, energy related matters are pervasive. On
however, still some distortions such as behalf of the cabinet, it approves major
absence of demand charges for distribution policy changes, plans and projects in the
companies and cross subsidies among energy sector, as well as the definition of
consumer groups. roles, functions and priorities of the

various ministries and state enterprises in
the sector. Also, it oversees two
committees: the energy policy committee
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(which in turn is made up of petroleum DEDP is under the Ministry of Science,
policy, electnrcity policy, and energy Technology and Environment (MSTE).
conservation and alternate energy The NEA was responsible for developing
comnittees), and the energy conservation non-conventional energy sources, and it
promotion fund committee. In addition, shared policy formulation responsibilities
EGAT's chairman of the board reports to with NEPO. However, DEDP's
the NEPC. responsibilities are limited to conducting

research and development and also to
The National Energy Policy Office monitor energy sector activities (the policy

(NEPO) which is the secretariat to NEPC, forrnulation responsibility has been
acts as an operating arm to the Council. assigned to NEPO). This delineation of
NEPO functions primarily as a responsibilities was instituted with the
transformation center between NEPC and intent of focusing supervision and
the country's state energy enterprises and evaluation activities under one agency
has a three-pronged role. First, it (DEDP).
formulates NEPC directives and
dissemrinates them in formn of policy, The Energy Conservation Center
among the state energy enterprises and of Thailand (ECCT), and the recently
Government agencies (this function also created Department of Energy
includes a degree of ad hoc regulation). Development and Promotion (DEDP),
Second, it formulates commercial and both report to the Minister of Science and
operational requirements of the state Technology.
energy enterprises and the energy related
needs of other Government agencies, into Regulatory System on Tariffs
a policy-based framework for NEPC's
consideration. Last, it coordinates Average retail tariff is generally
activities among the state energy regulated at long-run marginal cost
enterprises as well as between the (LRMC). However, recently, the
enterprises and Government agencies. government has permitted utilities to take
NEPO plays a pivotal role in the energy account of equity, social and development
sector providing coordination and advice. consideration. Furthermore, EGAT is

concentrating on expansion of time-of-day
NESDB is the central planning tariffs for load management purpose.

agency that assesses the country's
economy and prepares the five-year plans. Pnivate/Public Sector Ratio
In the energy sector, it is responsible for
recommending to the council of ministers Investment in Power Sector

Ta 1988.- 1990

whether to approve or reject major energy
projects.

Development and Promotion (DEDP), _ _ _ _ _ _

which is a recent establishment, assumed 1

the responsibilities of the now-defunct Mm'

National Energy Administration (NEA). SOURCE. Eltcrc Uilit,iesD.na Book, DB
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Funding for power sector Another ongoing approach,
investment have mostly come from implicitly implementing demand-side
government, for instance in 1990, Thai management, is to improve the power
government funded 155.2 billion baths or tariff structure. Even though, power
79% of total investment while power tariffs are set according to LRMC, there
utilities provided only 40.1 billion baths or are still some pricing distortion that should
11%. In the past, private sector did not be minimized. The gradual correction of
have much involvement in power project tariff structure has been made over the
investment. However, in order to cope years. One good sample is the
with the rapid growth of power demand introduction of time of day tariffs to major
and the corresponding investment consumers.
requirement of power expansion, private
participation plans are being introduced.

EGAT has a leading role in
privatization and encouraging private
participation. The privatization plans
include the listing of EGAT's shares on the
Securities Exchange of Thailand, joint
ventures (public/private), and supporting
independent power producers. It is
expected that half of the stock of the
subsidiary would be sold on the Stock
Exchange in mid-1993.

DSM Activities

Thailand is one of a few active
countries in energy conservation. The
five-year Master Plan for DSM, purposed
and administrated by EGAT, is already
underway. The programs include
introducing energy conservation measures
to all consumer categories, providing
technical assistance, and providing
financial incentives for installing energy
efficient technologies. It is projected that
the plan will achieve energy savings of
about 1,427 GWh/year and a capacity
saving of 225 MW by the end of the fifth
year (only 4% of total expansion needs).
The program cost is estimated at US$ 188
million.
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4. SECTOR PERFORMANCES 8 Total power generation in Thailand
reached about 45,857 GWh (including

Technical Performance Indicators losses) in 1991, primarily from EGAT
(99.9%) and PEA (0.1%), with the

Gross Generation average annual growth rate of about 7.4%
ECAT 45,W0^ over 1980-1991 period.

40

S 30 .............. :.N The total system losses in 1990
20 .............. : were 13.6% of gross generation. This

figure combines losses of three electric
,0....0 0 ...........;.::-._ utilities (including generation, transmission

seo 19e 1%s l5 i 190 and distribution losses) for cross-country
SOUREEvc UitnDia oc ADB comparison purpose. Regarding to the

System Losses losses and efficiency of electric generation,
._ Thailand is ranked second in technical

40 \ /zX 3 performances among Asian developing
countries.

20

10 _av 1 Thailand has a very high plant load
I S } factor relative to other developing

o90 19284 19t5 t988 199 countries, in spite of the diversity of
SOURCE, EltiEcI Ulditiej Doi. Book A4DB consumer categories. The figures remain

Load Factors in the reasonably high level (68-70%) over
ao - : : the past decade.

70 
With the remarkable turn-around

of the economy in late 1980s, EGAT
50 _ = AArL (NVW) 48.could not expand generation capacity
.0 - adequately to cope with the rapid growth
3. 0 119,w 19C 1%4 19M igm 19of electricity demand. Reserve margin of

SOURCE.- Efectme Uhhile DralrSom BoiDB power plants dropped from 42.1% in 1985
to 11.2% in 1990.

Reserye Margin
50 zt

42 1%
40

30 I 1tzus j
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SOURCE. El ct,,e Urhid,w Dwat BooBk ADB
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Financial Performance Indicators

Average Tariff Self Financing Ratio

t 6 - Tht ' 4 6Ct : _/0~ / Tha9t
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SOURCE AI EAanrFofJk, WocddBx S SOURC. Ekc t c U,tit.s Data Book ADD

Operating Ratio Over the period of 1981-1991,

1 - *1 average electricity tariffs have gradually
0.9 - declined in the real terms. Although this
08 a decline is explained by the fall of fuel
07 -m> - prices, since 1992, power tariff have been
06 set at LRMC levels and, thus, are expected

0: F Il(9t L) 059 to remain at this level in the long term.
FYS3 FY85 FY87 FY89 FY91

SOURCE: Ekctic Uit Data Book ADB EGAT's financial position has

Debt-Service Ratio remained satisfactory since the major tariff
__________ adjustments during 1980-1981. The rate

of return on average fixed assets reached
20% in FY1989 which is the highest return

2 - among Asian developing countries. Also,
financial improvement has shown in the

t n (Inia) trend towards healthier self-financing
0 F7 F8ratios since FY1985.

FYS3 FY85 FY87 FYSQ FY9

SOURCE. Ek.trnc U,l1fitw Data Book ADB
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Commercial Performances Indicators

Total Employment , Average Collection Period
e0
70 -

-x~~~~~~~~~~-

t-0 LIt FY84 FY85 FY86 FY87 FYOS FYS9 FY90t - - - w ttttt

50URCE.- E10c90 Uti/ ws Data Bo.o ADB SOURCE: Data are not availabla

Customers per Employee Total staff in Thailand's power
400 _-_-_._t7 :::: : utilities reached 75 thousand employees in

300 I(K"} 0 0 ~~1990 consisting of EGAT 44%, MEA
19%, and PEA 35%. Considering the fast
growing demand, the increase in total

employment is quite small (only 3.2% per
_______________ 42Z annum). As a result, customers and sales

0a Y3 FYU FYt* FYN FY87 FY88 FY89 FY90 per employee increased at a favorable rate.
SOURCE. EIecoc Uidizw Dari Book A4DB Consumer per employee increased from 68

in 1983 to 105 in 1990 or averaging 6.5%
Sales per Emplyee _ annually during 1980s, and sales per

3_ -W WM0 ; ; ti - ; -7|employee increased from 293 to 524 MWh
3 2f ' (Kaaa or 8.7% annually in the same period. This

$ 2000 i j j - .;: reflects the improvement of personnel
efficiency in power sector.

- 000 -

5C Shw*W4 524 2

0
FY83 FY84 FY85 FY86 FY87 FY 88 FY89 FY90

SOURCE. Elcfrnc Unhiw Data Bok ADB

Training Cost per Employee

SOURCE: Data are nor available
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5. ENERGY DEMAND PROJECTION & PLANS

Energy Demand Forecast
Thailand 1990 - 2005
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Electricity Demand Projection
Thaiiand 1990 - 2005 (including ossca)
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By far the largest component of trend will turn around dramatically,
modern energy in Thailand is petroleum. although it is expected to be modified.
Up to 1985 the petroleum intensity in
GDP decreased partly as a result of Assuming a forecast economic
savings in the use of fuel oil. But since growth of 7. 1%/yr, total modem energy is
1985 petroleum intensity has increased forecast to increase at 7.6%/yr. Total
every year. In fact since 1985, all energy demand in relation to GDP -- i.e.
components of modern energy have energy intensity -- is forecast the
increased in relation to GDP, as has been continue increasing at the modest rate of
the case for many of the rapidly growing 0.5% to the year 2005. However, coal
economies in Asia. It is unlikely that this and hydro intensity decline slightly, but

petroleum and natural gas continue
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increasing. Total modern energy in 2005 is
forecast to be 103,405 OOOtoe compared Investment Requirements
to the level of 44,550 OOOtoe in 1993, M

implying a GDP elasticity of 1.07 3_

compared to the recent historical rate of I m
1.24.

By 2005, electricity generation
increases to 152370 GWh implying a need ° *2 19a3 19iu 1a 1a I917 19r 1.a MM M01

for an additional 15,900 MW of generation SOLRC2 Fm..ICWijo.Sh* TAW Fw0d R.,

capacity. This expansion of the power sector

is quite capital intensive: additional
The esdmatedeniooervedd* .ad financial requirements are estimated at
Is 1.9 USSper kWh. 24.2 billion US$ (1992 constant) for the
SOt)RCE. EG.4

period 1992-2001.9 Investments in power
sector are expected to increase at an

Power Capacity Additions in MW average annual rate of 10%, while GDP
Existingl0 Addition Addition growth would be only 7-8%.

1991 19921996 1997-2001
Steam Plants

Natural Gas / Oil 2848 1200 0 6. KEY ISSUES
Lignite 2059 750 450
Coal (Imported) 0 0 4100

Combine Cycle 2037 2689 2300 Due to the rapid growth of energy
Gas Turbine 238 600 0
Nuclear 0 o o and electricity demand, investment for
Hydro 2429 65 W6 additional generation and transmission
Total 9611 6896 7536 capacity in power industry, indigenous

SOoCE MUM rDPf PwYCOpt,FIm. Two;*,W3Bnk energy production capacity, and refinery
capacity in petroleum industry are

EGAT's Power Development Plan necessary. The Bank's effort is to avoid
(PDP), outlined in September 1992, demand-supply imbalance and to ensure
projected capacity expansion requirement sustainability of the development.
of 5,895 MW by 1996 and the addition of
7,536 MW during 1997 to 2001. In the The main issues in the development
first period (present-1996), the plan of the energy sector are:
consists of a number of continuing or
already-approved projects which are . to improve energy end-use efficiency,
mostly combined cycle power plants with special regard to industrial and
(2,689 MW or 45.6%). In the second transportation sector;
period, the expansion of power generation . to develop domestic energy resources
continues with a high number of combined and to ensure that energy sector
cycled plants (2,300 MW) and the investments are planned on a least cost
introduction of imported-coal power basis;
plants with a capacity of 4,100 MW during . to open and encourage private
1997-2001. financing of energy sector investment,

aimed at increasing the mobilization of
Investment Requirement financial sources;
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* to correct energy price levels through
more efficient pricing structures and 6 i and mun indicators are

contractual arrangements reflecting determined by comparing the average figures of
actual economic cost; 12 Asian main borrowing countries for the four

* to take environmental impacts into latest years which data are available.
account of energy development as International standards are estimated by Industry
regard to sustainable development; and and Energy Department, The World Bank

• to play a key role in promoting 7 Nominal effective exchange rate (period
efficient transnational cooperation at averge) from Interational Financial Statistics,
the regional level. IMF

sMinimum and maximum indicators are
determined by comparing the average figures of
12 Asian main borrowing countries for the four
latest years which data are available.
International standards are estimated by Industry
and Energy Department, The World Bank

9EGAT's PDP 92-01, including projects of Sixth
lThere are many discrepancies in the data in and Seventh and Eighth Plans.
energy resources and reserves. According to the
WEC's survey in 1991, the coal reserves are
estimated at 400 billion tons compared to the
Bank's estimates of 900 billion tons. Also, in the
WEC's study, the proved reserves of crude oil and
natural gas are estimated at 9.6 billion tons and
8.4 trillion cu. m. while the Bank's corresponding
data indicate 80 billion tons for crude oil and 33
trillion cu. m. for natural gas.

2 Minimum and maximum indicators are
determined by comparing the average figures of
12 Asian main borrowing countries for the four
latest years which data are available.
International standards are estimated by Industry
and Energy Department, The World Bank

3 Minimum and maximum indicators are
determined by comparing the average figures of
12 Asian main borrowing countries for the four
latest years which data are available.
International standards are estimated by Industry
and Energy Department, The World Bank

4' Minimum and maximum indicators are
determined by comparing the average figures of
12 Asian main borrowing countries for the four
latest years which data are available.
International standards are estimated by Industry
and Energy Department, The World Bank

5July 1993 Exchange Rate of 27.27 pesos per
US$, from International Financial Statistics, IMF
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COUNTRY REPORT M Energy and Electricity per Capita

BANGLADESH so MP 0 ic

1. ENERGY AND THE ECONOMY 0 IL

Bangladesh, one of the poorest 20 -120

countries in the world, has a large 0 i E it1 ;.u.-- -
population size of 110.6 million and a WuxcA ,.P r,,W,r ,a k

population density of 800 persons per GDP a 197e tUS do

square kilometers. The country's economy Bangladesh's per capita commercial
has been dominated by agricultural sector. primary energy supply of about 63.4
However, due to the limitation of land and KgOE is among the lowest in the world
high population density, the sector's (about one-ninth of the average for low-
contribution has been inadequate to raise income countries). During the period
incomes and absorb the rapid growth of 1980-1990, per capita primary energy
labor force. During 1988-89, the average supply increased rapidly at an average
annual GDP growth was under 3%, largely annual rate of 5.1%, compared with annual
due to the rice and crop damage from the real GDP growth rate of about 4.3%.
floods. Losses in employment and About 60% oftotal energy supply is from
incomes also contributed to weak traditional futels in the formy of crop
domestic demand for other sectors of the residues, anml dn and wood.residues, armmal dung, and wood.
economy.

Basic Energy and Economic Indicators Energ Elasticity and Intensity.
1991 Growte h Energy and Electricity Intensity

Population 110.6 2.2% W 3C OE
Urbanization 17% 6.1% _ 406

GDP (million USS) 23,394 4.3%
Energy Consumption ('000 TOE) 6,304 8.0% 2 30

Electrical Generation (GWh) MO :

SOURCE: Wcold D.-lop.-m R.p-, Th. W/ord Be.,k1
avenmge annuai growth mte of 198001991 penod 100 _l

Bangladesh's economic growth 0 E*c""

declined again in 1991, with the growth of SOURCE: AaEswzyPqfiL,The Wd Bmk

3.3%, after the strong performance of
6.6% in 1990. The average annual growth Energy intensity rose from 0.264
of GDP during 1980-1991 is estimated at KgOE per $GDP in 1980 to 0.342 KgOE
4.3%. It is expected that, with favorable per $GDP in 1990 while electricity
climate conditions, Bangladesh's GDP intensity increased from 113 kWh per
growth rate could be around 5% for the $GDP to about 290 kWh per $GDP in the
next few years. same period.

Energy Elasticity
OIL GAS COAL ELEC MODERN

ENERGY
Elasticity - - 1.68 1.12

SOURCE: Cak-daxedfjro. 1980 lo 1990 data Asia Ee,rp Profile. The Word
Ba.k
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The relationship between final area; however, it is too early to estimate
energy consumption and electricity the find's full significance.
consumption with real GDP for the period
1980-1990 is shown in the table above. Several thick coal seams at depths
These numbers are comparable to other of less than 200 meters have recently been
south Asian countries. located in the Barapukaria area of

Dinajpur District in the west zone. The
2. STRUCTURE OF ENERGY WEC's study estimates total proved coal
SECTOR reserves of 1,054 nillion tons (or about

516 million TOE). With the assistance of
Energy Resources Overseas Development Administration

Resource Base (ODA), UK, the Bangladesh Government
_.%d IV (II M_ TOO

is assessing the technological and
economical feasibility of mining and
processing this coal.

AlxM of Enery Supply

ODL AL SInAL GM

6 = Pnmary Energy Supply

In Place Recoverable
Coal (mill Tons) 1054 0 6

Oil (mill Tons) 0 0.1 5 Clow

Natural Gas (bill cu.m.) 0 360
Hydro Power (GWKlyear) - 1,500 -

SOURCE Wc4ldE,wr' Cneld 2

Bangladesh's principal commercial 0 _
exploitable energy resources consist of URC >"a2

substantial reserves of relatively low-cost
natural gas and limited hydropower In FY1990, gross commercial
potential, estimated at 1,500 GWh/year. energy consumption was about 6.76

There are also potential oil, coal, and peat million TOE, of which natural gas
resources for which the economic accounted for 58.5%, oil 33.0%, hydro
feasibility has yet to be determined. power 3.3%, and coal 5.2% (imported).

The bulk of gas consumption was in power

According to the recent survey by generation and fertilizer production. With
World Energy Council, the country has the accelerated development of gas
natural gas proved reserves of 360 billion supplies, the consumption of commercial
cubic meters (or about 300 million TOE). energy increased rapidly at 9% p.a. during
All recoverable reserves are located in the 1983-1990, compared with annual real
east zone, and are sufficient to meet GDP growth rate of about 4.2%.
incremental demand for another 15 years.
Further exploration and development of With increased gas availability and
natural gas reserves could increase the the Governmrent's policy of substituting
reserves to at least 400 billion cubic meter. gas for imported petroleum products, the
Oil was discovered in the Sylhet gas field country's dependence on imported energy

was significantly reduced during 1980-
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1987 from 60% to 40% of the total Aeoege Pow Tarj¶ for Each oxuw Cateor
A- Per -air for -anue Ct

commercial energy needs. The share of 15 B PD 8BdV

crude oil and petroleum products in
commercial energy supply declined from § 'o
55% in 1980 to 38% in 1987. However, __i:_____:_____ V

petroleum products are still a dominant , 5I To. 

source of energy in the transportation g .= 
sector. 0 

19C4 19 IU 1 1X 19 W 190 191 1992
SOUJRCE: BR&dsAP Dewkp. b

Sectoral Energy Demand

Modem Energy Consumption by Sector 3. SECTOR INSTITUTION
7

s - The principle institutions

M. ... . ........... . ....responsible for energy sector policy are:
E3 -(a) the Planning Commission, which is
2 -E, responsible for macroeconomic planning,
, 1 0040 -ii-i0- -|-.'-0-l m including the Five-Year Plans and the

1990 1982 19e 19W 1m 19W x Annual Development Plans (ADPs), and
SOURCEAil. En&Pmoljk,7T.W-dJB for approving all capital investments

Total commercial energy end-use costing more than US$ 152,000; and (b)
in 1990 amounted to about 5.84 million the Ministry of Energy and Mineral
TOE which increased by 12.1% from Resources (MEMR), which is responsible
1989. The largest consumer was the for overseeing the operations of the four
industrial sector, demanding 27.7% of the principal publicly-owned energy sector
total, followed by residential and entities which produce, transport and
commercial sector (25.5%), and deliver most of Bangladesh's commercial
agricultural sector (16%). Interestingly energy. The entities are Bangladesh
the final energy consumption of the Power Development Board (BPDB), the

agricultural sector has been increasing at Rural Electrification Board (REB)
an average growth rate of 16%, in the Petrobangla, and the Bangladesh
period 1980-1991. This is mainly because Petroleum Corporation (BPC). BPDB is
of traditional fuel substitution and responsible for electricity generation,
technological improvement in land transmission, and distribution', except in
preparation and irrigation, areas served by REB. REB is responsible

for the construction of rural electrification
Energy Prices and Electricity Tariffs schemes and organizing prospective

consumers into semi-autonomous
Retail Price cooperatives called Palli Bidyut Samities
July 1992 (PBSs) which buy electricity from BPDB

Premium Gasoline 36.6 centsitre and distribute it to their consumers.
Regular Gasoline 34.2 centsllitre Petrobangla is responsible for the
Kerosene 34.3 cents/litre exploration, production and delivery of
Diesel 34.3 cents/litre natural gas and the exploration and
HFO (industry) 18.2 cents/litre development of oil and solid minerals,

SOURCE MWnf ny of Evg M lAP-
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including coal. Under the Energy Sector Based on the new simplified power tariff
Adjustment Credit (ESAC), the structure introduced in August 1987, the
Government of Bangladesh reorganized number of tariff category was reduced
Petrobangla as a holding company, holding from 19 to 10; new two-rate time of day
equity in a new set of operationally tariffs for 33 kV and 11 kV consumers and
independent operating companies an optional time of day tariff for large low-
established along functional lines for voltage consumers were introduced; and
exploration and drilling, production, the sizes of the subsidized blocks of energy
transmission and distribution of gas. BPC for residential consumers were greatly
is responsible for purchasing and refining reduced. In the PBSs, tariffs for
crude oil and marketing petroleum residential consumers were changed from
products. The refining operation is carried a constant rate to three block increasing
out at Bangladesh's only refinery by rates to limit electricity consumption at
Eastern Refinery Limited (ERL), a BPC heavily subsidized rates. The new tariff
subsidiary. Four other BPC subsidiaries structures greatly improved the signals
(Liquefied Petroleum Gas Limited, which electricity prices give to consumers
Jamuna, Megha, and Padma oil about the costs to Bangladesh of meeting
companies) market petroleum products. their consumption requirements.

The exceptions to public sector Private/Public Sector
ownership are in the distribution of
commercial biomass and petroleum Investment in Power Sector
products, which rely primarily on
privately-owned road and river tankers for
transport and on private dealers for local .
retailing. Private sector involvement in *
LPG distribution is being promoted.
Although the petroleum distribution , I
system is operation satisfactory, the = - -
expected future growth in commercial SOURCE 1M-IDcUtil'ti"Dwe'DB

energy requirements may stretch the Investments in power sector has
system's capability to meet demand been dominated by utilities, particularly
efficiently. Consequently, there is further BPDB with some assistance' of the
scope for increasing private sector
participation. The Government is also Gvrnment contnion. Pnvate
seeking to increase private oil exploration parion has been miial ingethe
through a promotional campaign under the period 191190 ta bionvesmenamounted to Tk. 99 billilon which
Petroleum Exploration Promotion Project. consisted of funds from utility 83% and

Regulatory System on Tariffs government 17%. Of this amount, about
70% (Tk. 68 billion) were invested during

BPDB' tariff rates for each 1986-1990.
consumer class are uniform throughout
the country, while each PBS sets its own
tariff rates with the approval of REB.
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4. SECTOR PERFORMANCES'
Gross power generation reached

Technical Performance Indicators 7,732 GWh in 1990 which increased at a
significantly high rate of 12.58% during

Gross Generation the period 1981-1990. The high increase
ttOR>3 773Nh m in electricity consumption was partially to

7 ..... X substitute traditional fuel consumption for
agricultural and rural consumers through
the rapid expansion of rural electrification

o . ....................2 . ..... ~~~~~~and technology transfer.

1961 I= t t'1-7t 1BPDB's technical performances are
solJRcE: EeCwSC UgIjfIC Do, B44DB

not satisfactory. System losses, largely as
a result of poor transmission and

System Losses distribution system, are the highest among
Asian countries. In 1990, the losses

.0 Rw 9di2e increased to almost 40%. However, due
30- to a quantitative improvement in system
2D-1, loss reduction which has been made since
o0 10. 2% 1991, the historical trend of poor

o Gn~n~ads~ performances may not continue.
1996 19W 1964 19J5 1966 1=

SOUR~CE. E1ec&rc Utdm:ue, Data Bock ADB BPDB's load factor and reserve

Load Factors margin are comparable to other countries
in the south Asia region. The load factor

70. . f: 4 ;0j00t3~~; remained steadily around 55-60% (India
71,2%

55% and Pakistan 61%) while the reserve
margin seemed to fluctuate more. The

MA 4Nsoj ,capacity expansion in late 1980s increased
40 D 0 i: the reserve margins to 39% in 1989,
30 . however the derating of old generating

199 19W 1964 196 196 I9

SOURCE., EcCUI;li:IosDa.raBookADB units and long outage degrade the reserve
margin to 21% in 1990.

Reserve Margin

30'

10 

0-
1X2 1964 196 1968 190

SOURCE Elcmc Uilit,. DaraB S ADS
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Financial Performance Indicators

Average Tariff Self Financing Ratio
10 980

2 tO

0 .1~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~0

FY88 FY87 FY88 FY89t FY90 FY91 .FY83 FY85 FY87 FY89 FY91

SOURCE: Ma E,,.,EnProJ.tl. The 9/od Bw SOwURCE: FkoblcUflhlia,t D.ejaBoh,ADE

Operating Ratio Electricity tariffs have been raised
1.11

t. I ,(Ida) frequently in the recent years. During

I. M9x(X =s FY80-90, BPDB's average tariff rates
08a 8 082 were increased at an annual average rate
07 \ of about 12.5% in nominal terms, and
06 about 2.5% in real terms, with a total
OS X / A4n(SrtLFa- 059 increase of about 28% in real terms, while
0.4 FY83 FY85 FY87 FY89 FYg9 rates for energized PBSs were increased at

SOURCE: ElIc,rjo Utahitte.; Date Bok ADB average annual rate of 13% in nominal

Debt-Service Ratio terms (4% in real terms) during FY84-90.
Currently, BPDB's tariff rate is about 70%
of LRMC, and that for PBSs is about 56%
of LRMC.

2-

High system losses, inadequate
Mt Un(lrdi;- - t.2-tariff, foreign exchange risk and high

O FY interest rate contributed to inadequate
FYEt3 FY85 FY87 FY89 FY91

SOVRCE Elw, Ur,IIt-r,, D., Book. ADB revenue of BPDB which resulted in poor
internal fund generation. The rate of

Rate of Ret in on Average Net FDed Assets return dropped from 7.1% in 1983 to
25 1lntlStt.812%. &I MM 3.5% in 1990. Self-financial ratio also
a0 .indicated financial deterioration.' In fiscal
tS _19 tg.7% year 1983, BPDB's self-financing ratio was
~R 10 30%, which has come down to 11% in
5 3= %. 1990.
0

5 4n tIrol)

FY83 FY85 FY87 FY89 FY91

SOURCE Eke,t,, Ui,l,... Dat, Book ADB
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Commercial Performances Indicators

Total Employment Average Collection Period35 

30 BP3 27,.

25
,:. . -. . . , #. E T.-. . .- .2 ,-., ,. ,.iD:.#

2 --0 - 0 ; .................:: -....... ..._

0
FY83 FY84 FY85 FY86 FY87 FY8 FY89 FY0 Ma M rr l -0 MU PM mI rm r fl ur

SOURCE. Electnc Utiru: Data Bo ADB SOURCE: Data are not available

Customers per Employee
__ _____ 47 Even though there have been some

300 <K) 0; 0 tIflTl->luist 1!o-Zimprovements in personnel and
institutional setting over the years, BPDB's
commercial performances is still ranked

100 . 00 i;0 00 0 4-000- 0 00 - ; i- i 0among the worst among Asian developing
....1 Mn .. countries. At the end of fiscal year 1990,

FY83 FY8 FYf Yt FY87 PY "i9s BPDB had about 28,000 employees,
SOURCE.Ebrecir.UtllxtlrDaaBD ADB including 3,000 graduate and diploma

engineers and about 700 non-engineering
Sales per Employee officers. The BPDB's customers per

3= - Z0 7 Wm 70 0000 r lX 0;0employee of 42.2 and sale per employee of
3 25W (KaJ 169 MWh are the lowest in Asia. The

i2XO MO, ::: : 0 ; 0 0 ;00 0 distribution function in particular is
1 ,:co z ;E0 :; 0 ;;:t -- f fi 0 f overstaffed, accounting for about half of
.c00 0 X i 0 BPDB's employees.

O Ba1gdeM(Mn) 189A1 W
0 

FY83 FY84 FY85 FY86 FY87 FY88 FY89 FY90

SOURCEs EJcir ic Uui,u.u Darna Boak. ADB

Training Cost per Employee

SOURCE: Data are not available
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5. ENERGY DEMAND PROJECTION & PLANS

Energy Demand Forecast
Bangladesh 1990 - 2005

20 500
a.
0

Energy Intensity j_ 400 (
wL 15Hyr

~' 1 0 _ iil l | | 11 -- 300"

o 10
._ e n = 2 = | a | s | | @ 11 | S 2 I ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~- 200 uj

0 0
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SOURCE. ASrEsJ*uwa

E lectricity Demand Projection
Bangladesh 1990 - 2005 (including lsosc.)

25 S 
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10 L Generation Requirement, GWh

10 1
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SOURCE- ASr E&:tc w

electricity generation is forecast to
During the 1980s, the intensity of increase at 7.6%/yr, petroleum demand at

total modem energy increased, particularly 4.5% and coal demand at 4.3%/yr. The
since 1983. The most notable change was relatively slow growth of petroleum is
in the use of natural gas. By 1990, gas partly a result of the preponderance of
was 61% of total energy, followed by kerosene in the product mnix in 1990 and
petroleum with 31%. The remaining 8% its assumed slow rate of growth related to
was coal and hydro. rural population growth. Natural gas-to-

electricity is forecast to increase at
Assuming a rate of economic 9.7%/yr. Total energy intensity continues

growth of 5.0% to the year 2005, to increase at 1.1%/yr. Total modem
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energy in 2005 is forecast to be 16826 development units under its Zonal Chief
OOOtoe compared to the level of 8302 Engineers, and prepared a medium-term
OOOtoe in 1993, implying a GDP elasticity plan for development of its distribution
of 1.22 compared to the recent historical system centered around 57 secondary
rate of 1.12. towns and 4 metropolitan areas. With

assistance from IDA, ADB, and bilateral
Electricity generation requirements donors, expansion of the existing

are forecast to increase by about 2600 distribution system and reinforcement to
MW from 1993 to the year 2005. This improve system operation and reduce
capacity will be made up mostly of gas- losses is now underway in most targeted
fired plant. areas.

Investment Requirement
The estimated oa,a: tc .- l -eof . unered
Is ...

-x ".ot .,wiLaMeCapital Requirement
by Sam d Frdz

Power Capacity Additions (M)m

Existing Addition: __,am

1990 1tit2000 rE r
Hydro 230 2

Diesel 56 El El 3wSteam Power Plant °
Gas 1 248 1650 R4fmwlM1a4 arAl

Oil 170 SOq BPDE'zAndafPf,

coal 300
Gas Turbine

Gas 340 200 Capital Requirement
Oil 218 171 __by "__ _ _ dpin

Combined Cycle 90 529 .AM

Total 2352 2850

SOURCEI Ebecne Ut:i,t,Data EBook ADS 3B

Majority of the new capacity 1am
additions are expected to be gas based ° Y8i FYa8 FYa8 FY90 FY91 FYM FY93 FY FY

power plants with total capacity of 2,379 S:OJsFi B i&

MW which is about 83% of the total
capacity additions. Others are coal (300 Total investment required in the
MW) and oil (171 MW). Most of them period 1990-1995 is estimated at Tk 122
are scheduled to be on-line between 1993- billion (about 3,300 million US dollars),
2000. more than double the level for the past five

years. Although the size and mix of the
Distribution proposed investment program is

technically justified to meet the projected
The initial phase of distribution growth in electricity sales, there is

expansion in Dhaka Chittagong, Khulna, uncertainty regarding the financing plan,
Rajshahi and other major towns has been particularly the availability of Taka funds
completed. To minimize losses, BPDB and feasibility of meeting 23% of the
created distribution planning and
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financing requirements through
government allocation (loans and equity).

6. KEY ISSUES

Recognizing the importance of
improving energy supplies to meet
forecast demand, the Government
accorded high priority to the energy sector
in the Third Five-Year Plan. The Plan's
principal energy objectives are to:
. accelerate the development of

domestic natural gas resources to
reduce the country's dependence on
imported oil;

* improve the reliability and quality of
power supply and reduce power
system losses;

* improve energy use and efficiency
through conservation measures and
appropriate pricing policies; and

* encourage the private sector's
participation in the energy sector.
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COUNTRY REPORT the past decade. Per capita electricity end-

INDIA use increased in a slower rate of 5.9%during the same period. The consumption

1. ENERGY AND TE{E ECONOMY growth was mainly caused by the growing
industrial sector. In 1990, electricity
consumption reached 17 KgOE per capita

During the past decade, India (only 202 kWh) or the total of 14.8 million
achieved an average annual growth rate of TOE (about 175,000 GWh) and of which
5.4% which increased from about 3.5% in 47% wasoumed bthe indusr sect
1960s and 1970s. Over the past decade, 47% was consumed by the industry sector.
energy consumption increased at an Ovrte ps dca,eltiiy
eneragy consumpration increou d at a consumption increased at average rate of

9% p.a. In 1992, power shortages were

Basic Energy and Economic Indicators equivalent to about 9% of total energy and
1991 Growth 18% of peak capacity requirements.

Rate
Population 866.5 2t1%
Urbanization 27% 3.7% Energy Elasticity and Intensity.
GDP (million USS) 221,925 5.4%
Energy Consumption (X000 TOE) 292.010 7.2%E
Electrical Generation (GWh) ' Energy and Electrcity Intensity
SOUWCE: W'adD.f.kpwApn rh* Th -rid3ink 4- _ Kg

agem wuuim go rae of 19U01991 ped a&

The GDP growth rate in 1990 was 0 
5.6%, and then severely fell to 2% in R Eic*ldtr

1991. The policy reforn package, 2 A

introduced in mid 1991, aimed at regain .X-
macroeconormc stabilization and structural ° ie i9 l . i.

reform. Optimistic expectation is that, 5O9Q AMeR- FV.ovftk rho FodBw

with the success of policy reforrns and Energy and electricity intensity
political stability, economic growth could ineand eltocty ixed
increase to 4.3-4.8% for the next few gradually increased due to the mixed
years. effects between the maturation of energy-

intensive industry and technological

Energy and Electncity per Capita efficiency improvements. In early and mid
40o 40X 1980s, energy intensity grew at a rate of

,00 a)pwc%,,m about 1.5% per annum. However, in late
6 2G89 a 1 980s, the stagnant agricultural

i2oo _- - 200 t productivity and the structural changes
100 , led to the increasing shares of high energy-

00o 100 intensive industries in India's economy. As

0 + ' f"dtt Erd- a result, in spite of the slow economic

SOURCE AnaEPrfile.k iB growth in 1989 and 1990, the growth rate
'GDP m 1987 mnnawt.dodn, of energy requirement still remained high.

Per capita primary energy supply
per capita amounted to 242.8 KgOE (only
commercial energy) in 1990 which
increased at an average rate of 7.2% for
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Energy Elasticity 47.7% are recoverable. However, the
OIL GAS COAL ELEC MODERN

ENERGY large proportion (about 16%) of the
Elsdtcty 1.22 - - 1.52 1. reserves are of low-quality coking coal and

SOURCE C.koatMdf. 1980 to l990 io. A usa , n k.Y7. w r lignite.
s.k

The strong relationship between The total proved reserves of crude
GDP and energy consumption was found oil were estimated at 3,357 million tons
in the regression analysis, especially for which mainly are contained in three basins
electricity consumption. The elasticity of Upper Assarn, Bombay High and
coefficients, shown in the table above, are Cambay, and the oil production rate of 33
comparable to the figures estimated by million tons in 1990. This implies a R/P
Asian Development Bank (e.g. energy ratio of approximately 100:1.
elasticity 0.99 and electricity elasticity
1.53). Natural gas has emerged as an

important supplementary source of energy,
2. STRUCTURE OF ENERGY and 730 billion cubic meters of natural gas
SECTOR were estimated to be recoverable reserves

in 1990 which increased from 410 billion
Energy Resources cubic meters in 1981. Almost 70% of the

total proved reserves are located in
Resource Base Bombay High and Gujarat.

r h_ 1 _=

India power system had an
installed capacity of over 70,000 MW and,

.-- iiti_iiin 1992, it generated 283,500 GWh, about
70% from coal-fired power stations, 25%

__________________________ _ from hydro and 5% from gas, oil and
co c X>ATtL OMS

w ... nuclear stations.

Coal,emillion tons In Place Recoverabl. Miv of Energy Supply
Crude Oil, million tons 3,357 810
Natural Gas, billion cu m. - 730 Primary Energy Supply
Hydropower, TWhJyear MO
SOURCE: 9WiEwCewd

.. . . . ~~~~~~~~~~~~~150 
India is endowed with diversified

energy resources including fossil fuels,
biomass, hydropower, and nuclear. Total ==
reserves in 1990 are estimated at 83,574 0
million TOE, and annual production was SaiC V. i W8-k

157 million TOE. Coal constitutes the
largest part of fossil fuel resources. Primary comnmercial energy supply
According to a WEC's study, about 131 amounted to 217 million TOE in 1990
billion tons of coal (equivalent to 64 billion which came from coal (60%), followed by
TOE) are proved reserves, of which oil (26%), gas (5%), and hydropower

(8%). During the past decade, the
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percentage shares of natural gas in primary Enea Prices (Jan 1993)

energy supply increased from 1.5% to 5%, Retail Price
US currencywhile oil and coal shares remained roughly PdtOIEUm Produas

the same. Premium Gasoline

Regular Gasoline 64.5 centllitre
Sectoral Energy Demand Kerosene 9.4 cent/litre

Diesel 21.9 cent/litre

Modem Energy Consumption by Sector Fuel Oil

1am as cwu Awae P.er Tarf fo Ea,CQarsw CaVtegiy
,gica U............. , :s U. hag

15

0

SOCACE A. Ewyqi., _h V :.:d t5

Modern energy consumption in 0 
9~~~~~~~~~~~~o 108 19Q t9U 19" tse5 tS0 X90 I= 

1990 amounted to about 129 billion TOE. , am

Industrial consumers represent the largest
share of energy demand (52.5%), followed Average retail tariff rates for
by transportation sector (22.3%), and electricity have increased only slightly
residential and commercial sector (11.7%). since 1982 in real terms and remain at
The large increase in energy consumption about 50% of LRMC of supply. Tariff
in industry sector occurred in 1989, mainly differential among consumer groups have
due to the economy's structural changes widened: industrial consumer tariffs are
towards energy-intensive industries. now close to LRMC, but agricultural

tariffs have fallen to an average of Rs. 0.16
The trend of agricultural shares in per kWh and cover less than 10% of

energy consumption (especially in LRMC.
electricity consumption) reflects a gradual
modernization and technological changes Electrification
in India's agriculture. Energy consumption
in the sector increased about triple for the Rural Electrification
period 1980-1990. This is also partly m

attributed to the imperfect tariff structure i01
which provides heavy subsidization to the 5:

sector. 40:

20.
10

0
19U 19V 19U 136 jg 1W

SOVRCg: 1Sh -Pt.., P1 it. CC1oMm

The total number of villages having
access to electricity in 1985 (at the
beginning of the Seventh Plan) was
370,322 which accounted for nearly 77%
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of rural population. During the Seventh Conventional Energy Sources administers
Plan, about 100,000 villages were the renewable energy program. CEA's
electrified. The cumulative number of tasks are to develop a national power
villages electrified increased to 81% of the policy and coordinate sector development.
total number of villages. REC plans and finances most investments

in rural electrification.
However, the performances and

quality of electricity services in the rural The states controls the SEBs and
areas have deteriorated. An increase in the SGCs, which generate about 75% of
T&D losses in the rural electrification electricity supplies and provide most of the
distribution network, accounting for about distribution to final consumers. Although
50% of total loss, indicates the poor they are supposed to be autonomous, in
technical performances and non-technical practice the SEBs and SGCs must obtain
losses. A substantial load, particularly by state approval for decisions on
agricultural consumers, on the existing investments, tariffs, borrowings, salary and
weak electricity distribution network personnel policies. The SEBs are grouped
resulted in low voltage and low power into five regional interconnected systems.
which adversely affects the electricity The activities coordinated regionally
supplied to the rural consumers. The through the REBs include generation
technical improvements in rural schedules, overhaul and maintenance
distribution networks are increasingly program and power transfers.
necessary along with the expansion of
electrified areas. Private Utilities. At Independence,

private utilities and licensed local
3. SECTOR INSTITUTION authorities together provided about 80%

of public electricity supply. The Electricity
Public Utilities. Responsibility for Act of 1948 created the SEBs and
electricity supply is shared constitutionally entrusted the Boards with primary
between GOI and the States. Through the responsibility for public power supply.
Department of Power (DOP) of the The Act also made the SEBs responsible
Ministry of Power and Non-Conventional for regulating private utilities. The
Energy Sources, GOI controls (a) several Industrial Policy Resolution of 1956
generating companies selling bulk selling subsequently defined aspects of generation
power to the SEBs, including the National and distribution which were to be the
Thermal Power Corporation (NTPC), the exclusive responsibility of the states. Most
National Hydroelectric Power Corporation licensees were taken over by the SEBs
(NHPC), Nuclear Power Corporation when their licenses expired, and no new
(NPC), Neyveli Lignite Corporation licenses have been granted since 1956.
(NLC) and North-Eastern Electric Power Only five private utilities remain: Bombay
Corporation (NEEPCO); (b) Powergrid Suburban Electric Supply Limited, Tata
(which owns and operates 16,600 km Electric Companies, Ahmedabad
transmission system); and (c) two power Electricity Company, Surat Electric
sector financial intermediaries, PFC and Company, and CESC Ltd. (formerly
the Rural Electrification Corporation Calcutta Electric Supply Corporation)
(REC). The Ministry of Non- with a generating capacity of 2,800 MW.
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In addition, an estimated 6,250 MW of Private/Public Sector Ratio
"captive" generating facilities are operated
by industries. India, unlike most developing

countries, has few large private utilities
Regulatory System on Tariffs already in operation. Facing a growing

power gap and diminishing public
Tariff setting principles for the resources available for the sector, the

centrally-owned entities are approved by Government has opened the power sector
MOP, actual tariff proposals are reviewed to private sector participation in
by CEA as the regulatory authority and generation, transmnission and distribution in
notified for implementation by MOP. 1991. Increased reliance on the private
Tariffs are determined on a cost plus basis sector is also expected to contribute to
and provided the utilities collect tariff irnproving financial discipline among the
revenues, their financial viability is ensured SEBs since private investment would only
to the extent that would be able to fully go to states with an attractive policy
cover their operation cost including debt environment and a financially sound SEB.
service. Following the amendments of the Act, a

High Powered Board chaired by the
All central sector utilities (with the Cabinet Secretary was established in

exception of NTPC from November 1992, October 1991 to promote private
for some of its power stations) charge for investment and accelerate the clearance of
their electricity supply using a simple one- projects. The policy changed and high-
part tariff structure, without separating level promotional efforts have been
fixed and variable costs. This has resulted successful in encouraging in power
in the reluctance of SEBs to back down projects. About 43 proposals are currently
their own units in off-peak periods. under active consideration. However, to
However, two-part tariffs have been date, none have yet been implemented.
implemented in some NTPC's power
stations. With the new tariff structure and DSM Activities
recent increase to 16% in return on equity
on NTPC's new investments, NTPC's tariff There has been a number of energy
for incremental supply to SEBs (sales from conservation activities taken in the past
new power stations) will be well in line few years. However, the impact of these
with its long-run marginal cost. efforts has been far too inadequate to

make any substantial savings because of
For the SEB's tariffs to consumers, their sporadic and ad-hoc nature, the

the Electricity Act mandates the SEBs to present uncoordinated approach, lack of
adjust their own tariffs so as to achieve a incentive for SEBs, and inefficient pricing
minimum return after interest of 3% on policies. In order to avoid shortages of
average fixed assets (historical cost) in commercial energy and continuing
operation. problems of oil availability, the Eighth Plan

proposed to implement a comprehensive
National Energy Efficiency Program. The
program would organize and coordinate
existing and new DSM efforts and
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activities in the different sectors of the
economy. The program aims to achieve
energy savings of about 5000 MW in the
power sector and 6 million TOE in the
petroleum sector during the Plan period.
However, the ways to achieve the
objective are still uncertain.
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4. SECTOR PERFORMANCES 2

There has been a rapid capacity
Technical Performance Indicators expansion in the power system during the

past decade. NTPC operates about 18%
Gross Generation of India's total installed capacity and 26%

MO - =7WQ7 of thermal capacity, and produces 22% of
MO - total power supply. The capacity

increased from 30,000 MW in 1980/81 to
64,000 MW in 1989/90 and energy
availabilty increased from 110,000 GWh

..... 2 0 -- f to 245,000 GWh over the same period.
seo I t9Q 19s4 t9m t98F 1S K However, electricity demand increase at a

SOUWE Bsevic U1 Book ADB higher rate which lead to the supply

System Losses shortage of 22% in power demand and 9%
A ( in total energy persist. The supply

40 31,2% _,,,,,31deficiency is mainly due to the inefficiency
0 _- 2___ in both supply and demand side. Even
20 Ind& though the reserve margins, calculated

from capacity installed, were well above
1 l }_____ S____ 30%, the actual capacity available is

ot I= 1914 190S t9 1SD insufficient to meet the peak demand.
SOURCE. Elwc e Uti,atf Dwa Book ADB

Load Factors Total system losses, including
-t .S_Est awmv aT&D losses, own use and non-technical

losses, increased from 25% in 1980 to
28.6% in 1990. The increase was mainly

_-d. : -t 1from transmission and distribution system
50 ________________ caused by low quality construction and
40 inadequate maintenance as well as poor
30 load management, creating the system

t980 t9Q I%14 t99 t9C 19SO

SO{JRCE EJemcUti"Dat.BooADB overload and unmetered supply.

Reserve Margin Moreover, the quality of power
la sm supply has also deteriorated. Most areas
40 experience wide fluctuations in voltage
30 .and frequency as well as frequent

interruptions.

10

01
1980 1902 1984 1988 1988 1950

SOURCE E1woe Uglijis D.r. Book ADB
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Financial Performance Indicators

Average Tariff Self Financing Ratio
tO 90

:u__ 3 Ewnt aoremm t a-lo so 4Ml Max (KOMI \

St ~~~~~~~~~ ,~~~7.61 dAN, 70 ~\ 

2 .... 10 i 4> 
0

o -10

FYN FY87 FY88 FYN6 FY6 FY11 FY8; FY86 FY87 FY86 FY91

SOORCE: AM.eE,VP-oJ.k ThuWwrdBE, SOURCX Daled wt atadk

Operating Ratio Average tariffs, which remained at
t_ tEBs 1 about 50% of the long-run marginal cost,

0.9 - have increased slightly in constant price
08 terms. Increases in real costs (particularly
0.7 for fuel and wages) have largely
0.6 neutralized the increases in efficiency and
0.5 _n(S1 OXt real tariffs. The poor electricity pricing

FY83 FY85 FY87 FYN F and the scanty collection from agricultural
SOURCE. EJ*coic Utilhtias Data Book ADB users has caused a large financial burden

Debt-Service Ratio imposed by the sector on the power
system.

.~~~~~I~'a .W .1.8

3 - 23\. The combined financial losses of
2 - the SEBs have been steadily increasing.

The SEBs had a negative internal cash
1 SEBa(MIn) generation equivalent to US$ 4.1 billion

_ from FY86 to FY90. Moreover, SEB's
FYa3 Fft5 FYg Fya9 FY91

SOURCE. EleticUstinle " DaisBoatFADB rate of return on average fixed assets
downed to a negative rate of 9% in FY90

3 ae of rnonAAwage Ne FmedAst and debt-service ratios remained at 0.3-
2 n,an SU 0.35 which are well below the Bank's
20 - requirements. Deficits of this magnitude
t5 - -- _ -(t,inid)t materially affect public finances and,

A 10 - because of late payments to suppliers,
0 create major problems for NTPC,.NHPC,
X5 . Indian Railways, Coal India, etc.

-10 FY83 FY86 FY87 FYa6 FY91 Consequently, the Government was forced
SOURCE. ElstnccUtaiLliusData Book ADB to embark central transfer assistance to

these entities, funds which otherwise
would has been located to the budgets of
the delinquent states.
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Commercial Performances Indicators

Total Employment Average Collection Period
1100

rrJ5 ne~~Y8 IIgrO SCIM r, .. ot e|m e n- mx n- I.. m* m 

SOUrRCEs kw.tl Repr of th rw*ang of sEB mi EZor¢ci Dqws.
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Customers per Employee There have been some significant

-;;G;_2ff XiVS ff -T-; institutional gains in the power sector
: ~~during the past decade. As a result,

-A13 7 : ~~~~~manpower growth has slowed down over
:; f 0 :; the past few years with improvement in

70 D . .. ........~. 7 

M lt Ida 75 staff quality and management skills. Sale
{3~ ~ ~ ~ F5 FYn8) -FY86 per employee enhanced from 139 MWh in

FY5t or4 FY r8r6rr ,l8 tS e 1985 to 189 MWh in 1990 (a growth rate
P>wngCdof th sego EtD~ww f 6.3% p.a.). Many of the efficiency and

institutional imnprovements are attributable
__n Sales per Employee to the rapid expanding shares of NTPC

. 3- ;ji :;; ~~~and the private utilities in the power
. . - ,(,,, S 0 : f X fiS system since 1983.

30 .rn ......

co .Z. 

FY85 FY54 NF8 FY8F FYNFY8 FY5O FY9D
SOURCE: Aai Repwtr of Ar fw*ing of SE _d EIecageiy D _pwv..v
PIa,eu,g Cor_ide.

Training Cost per Employee
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Comparisons of SEBs Performances3

System Losses Average Power Tariff
SES C4TTJW9M SEBs Cavtwtt

Xt (JUIW,U&I(TYt) 40% 104 p1X peW.A
40 I,

20 .- :- : -- - 40.2 pow pe W*i

10 A My)1 

0 0
1XtO 19t2 1Xw4 1X 19)t 1fUt 195t tS@ t9Ut 19i0

SOURCE. Einerr U,itilu Daia Boo AVDB SOURC: EA,c*e Ut,tiu., Dw BEo& AVDB

Load Factors Maharashtra State Electricity
SEBs C,twun

a . Board (MSEB) operate the largest state
7Ct ( t_D{TN" rn power system in India, with an installed

sot / #LO generating capacity of 6,934 MW as of
250 . tnX : March 1992 (10% of all India), followed
40 ___ by Uttar Pradesh 5,082 MW, Gujarat

33 IEN(81W) ~~~3,878 MW, and Andhra Pradesh 3,825

2i 19tO tXQ t l is 19#'D MW. Of the MSEB's total generating
SOUJRCE: E,cot*cUudiusDama EcaktADB capacity, 1,296 MW is hydro, 4,966 MW

Sales per Employee is coal-fired, and 672 MW is gas-fired.
ES8 capMui MSEB compares favorably with other

SEBs according to most productivity
3M- indicators. Most of performance
MO-rX~ I SO mm indicators are well above the national

average, especially labor productivity and
1X0 ~ SiAMn (Awn) financial position. This is attributable to

O the comprehensive program of managerial
1Xa0 1982 1Jlt 19Xf 18 tX9

SOURCE. Eleccc Ulata Boe ADB development, launched in 1990, and the
tariff adjustments, which increased by

Consumers per Employee about 7.4% p.a., in real terms, during
t50 SEBs Carptsm 1985-1991. Currently, MSEB's average

tariff revenue is about Rs 1.09 per kWh,
10a t - ICS equivalent to about 63% of LRMC.

Uttar Pradesh State Electricity
4nf*-- _ 17 Board (UPSEB) owns and operates about

0ea 1s2 84 tse 196 i 1 I= 5,200 MfW, comprised of coal-based
SOURCE. El.g, ctUnJiu. Dis Sa AVE^o

power plants 71.7%, and hydro 28%.
Even though UPSEB's tariff level is
relatively high, and its operating cost is
about average, with the inefficient
management and high non-technical losses,
its overall performance is slightly under
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the average: in 1990, consumer/employee With the annual generation of
ratio was 34 (average 53) and operating about 455 GWh in 1990, Meghalya State
ratio was 107.5 (average 0.98). Electricity Board (MEB) had only 11.5%

total losses which was the least among
Gujarat Electricity Board (GEB) SEBs, followed by Maharashtra 15.5%

has a total generating capacity of about and limachal Pradesh 16%. Despite the
4,100 MW, of which 90% is coal-fired. outstanding technical performance,
GEB's overall performance is satisfactory however, MEB is seriously overstaffed. In
with the low system losses of 19.3% and 1990/1991, MEB's consumer/employee
high sales per employee of 333 MWh, the and sales (MWh)/employee ratios were
highest among SEBs. This indicates a fine only 17 and 92.6, respectively, while the
technical practices and an effective corresponding numbers in national average
personnel administration. were 53 and 189.

5. ENERGY DEMAND PROJECTION & PLANS

Energy Demand Forecast
India 1990 - 2005
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During the 1980s, the intensity of Power Capacity Additions (MR)
each modem energy increased, including Existing Additio Additlo
coal as it was used more in industry and n 1995 2000

the power sector. The total energy Hydro 18695 N/A NIA
Diesa 153 N/A N/Aintensity increased by about 30% over the Steam Power Plant

decade. Coal used in electricity generation Oa - - -
Natural Gas - -is the single largest category followed by Coal 44174 N/A N/A

coal used in industry: all coal uses Geowrmal -
Gas Turbine 2820 N/A N/Aaccounted for 60% of primary energy. In Nucl0w 1565 N/A N/A

1990 petroleum was about 26% of total 67407 36,64 48.733
energy and natural gas about 5%. SOURcNZ PLWIAPIPJngC oC

Assuming a rate of economic Investment Requirement
growth of 4.5% to the year 2005,
electricity generation is forecast to Power investment estimates for the
increase at 6.9%/yr, petroleum demand at Eight Five-Year Plan (1993-1997) are,
5.4% and coal demand at 4.10/olyr. The very much, still under discussion. A figure
intensity of the use of coal is forecast to of Rs. 500 billion is being indicated.
continue increasing up until 1996 but then Central Electricity Authority estimates that
to start decreasing slowly. Natural gas-to- 60% of the power sector investment
electricity is forecast to increase at during the Eight Plan could go to the State
8.0%/yr. Total energy intensity continues sector and the rest to the Center. The
to increase slowly. Total modem energy estimated amount of Rs. 300 billion for the
in 2005 is forecast to be 444267 OOOtoe State sector would represent an increase of
compared to the level of 252435 OOOtoe in 30% over the Rs. 230 billion under the
1993, implying a GDP elasticity of 1.09 Seven Plan.
compared to the recent historical rate of
1.1. Power Finance Corporation

Electricity generation requirements It appears that the Government of
are forecast to increase by about 59900 India expects PFC funding of the states'
MW from 1993 to the year 2005. This requirements in the power sector to
capacity will be made up of coal-fired gradually grow to be able to meet about
plant, gas-fired and additional hydro. 25% to 30% by the end of the Eight Plan.

There is consensus within GOI on the need
for PFC to reach a volume of operations

The estimaed ecowinoc cost of unerved demand large enough to provide it with the
is reurd efetvl

leverage required to effectively promote
improvements in the states' power utilities.
The volume of lending operations
translates into between Rs 75 billion and
Rs, 90 billion, in addition to the budget
funds allocated to the states through the
Gadgil formula.
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PFC's CaptalLRequirement National Thermal Power Corporation
Dyaas d Fwd

25

mm .:NTPC operates 13,054 MW, out

& _ r W . of which 10,820 MW is coal and 2,234
! .. . - = . M 1._1 MW gas-based combined cycle. There are

six ongoing power projects which will be
°m M FM FMw FM completed by 1997. NTPC's total installed

soURcB sAk Po~ Utibrim I.Wrol"-sw mal. IM capacity in operation would reach 16,625
MW (13,450 MW coal and 3,175 MW

PFC's Capital Requirement gas). NTPC's current investment program,
25000 b sed Fwvb expected to be initiated during the Eight

Plan, includes nine coal-fired power plants
,. _- with a total installed capacity of 8,260

5= . - - -MW and one 400 MW gas-based
o ___ combined cycle plant. In addition, NTPC

FMs FMN FM " FM is planning to develop several projects as a
amd EM *MOin minority partner in joint ventures with

SOCmcZ- SARAnUUtWiilri'wJPrJ.cwA 1992 private companies. During the Ninth Plan,

PFC has three major sources of NTPC expects to start construction of
financing available: domestic market and seven projects (six coal-fired, and one gas-
external borrowings (50%); equity based combined cycle) for a total capacity
contribution (10%); and operation of 8,400 MW
earnings (40%). PFC is expected to rely
heavily on domestic borrowing (42% of NTPCWCadfuirement
total capital requirement in 1995). The
government maintains close control over 10 H
public enterprise borrowings, establishing 6 o m
the allocation for each specific enterprise, ,i ii i
the type of instrument to be used, and the o ___ r F F_

tirning of the bond issue. Most of the kEmsa o

issues of bonds which, in 1991, has a total sOU?cZ HmcPrG*c"ll .c.

of about Rs. 16 billion are held by
commercial banks and other financial ty RAIduir

institutions. 112,0

PFC also intends to enhance a iI.;iiiIi=
portion of the loans from multilateral 0 i
institutions and bilateral sources. In order ° o 2 FYM FYS3 FYN5 FM FYN7 F- FY Ff0

to do so, Corporation may attempt to o, Sa*

access the international capital market. SOORCB S

The Bank then should be able to play a
catalytic role with respect to the NTPC finances about half of its
Corporation's borrowings from the foreign rapid growth by borrowing. Over the last
private sources. 10 years, GO financed a total of Rs. 63
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billion, or about 33% of NTPC's total the current allocation process (not only in
capital requirements through equity power sector but also in coal and natural
contributions. This denotes a heavy gas), the planning process, the operational
reliance on GOI support, which during efficiency of the power system, the
NTPC's initial period of growth was a institutional set up of the state utilities and
sound policy. The Bank including IDA financing needs of the power sector will be
provided almost US$ 3 billion equivalent explored. In addition, issues affecting
towards NTPC's total financing energy conservation and socio-
requirements over the same period. NTPC environmental aspects of power
also floated bonds in the domestic market, development will be taken up. The
mostly through private placements, and strategy for energy sector development
received financing assistance directly from would focus on:
OPEC funds and European countries. . promoting domestic and foreign

private investments, including joint
NTPC plans to invest a total of ventures between the private sector

398.3 billion Rs. ($11,145 million) during and well managed public utilities;
fiscal year 1993-2000. The size of the . improving tariff structure to regain
NTPC's investment is expected to drop positive returns and credit trustworthy
during 1993-1995 due to lack of fresh . developing innovative, small-scale
financial assistance from the multilateral power projects such as mini-hydro,
and bilateral donors. However, during cogeneration, and non-conventional
1995-2000, the investment level will energy schemes which are
increase at a rapid rate of 17%. economically and environmentally

sound.
According to the NTPC's financial . promoting energy conservation and

plan, its capital structure will be improved demand-side management.
considerably. Government contribution
will be reduced gradually. NTPC's self
financing ratio will improve from 37% in
1991 to 50% in 2000. This optimistic plan
is based on the improvement in billing
collection and the progress of SEBs'
financial position.

6. KEY ISSUES

The Government's strategy would
continue to provide capacity additions
through the private sector and efficient
public utilities while at the same time
giving increased attention to improvements
in the utilization of existing operating
assets. It would seek and support actions
by GOI to address the longer-term issues
in the power sector such as problems in
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COUNTRY REPORT (improving budgetary policy, controlling
NEPAL net credit expansion and non-concessional

external borrowing, maintaining a realistic
exchange rate, etc.) complemented by a

1. ENERGY AND THE ECONOMY package of broad macroeconomic and

sectoral initiatives. Nepalese authorities
Nepal is one of the poorest expect a higher per capita growth of 2.5%

countnies in the world, with a per capita over the next few years.
income of US$ 155 in 1991. The
country's population is only 19.7 million, Energy and Electricity per Capita
of which 90% live in rural areas. Only 3° ---

2.5% of rural households have access to 2 Cql
electricity. Consequently, fuel wood has 2
been the basic source of energy for E" Sp 100

cooking and heating in rural areas, -
accounting for 80% of total energy 30E

supplies. low n9n 19" lt 19"

SOURCE oi Ew Alk, rh ^ a

I GDP Li 198mwau dd.a

Basic Energy and Economic Indicators
D n19 Growth

i:- :Rate'- Per capita commercial energy
Population 19.4 2.6% consumption in 1990 was 23.9 KgOE,
Urbanization 10% 7.3%
GDP (million USS) 3,063 4.5% which is the lowest among Asian
Energy Consumption ('000 TOE) 433.4 8.0% countries. Per capita primary energy
Electncal Generation (GWh) requirement increased gradually at an
SOURCE. W6.4d Do.4p-uRqpo, r7 rate pe

a-erw mowt rum of 1i9o.i,9 p,od average rate of 6.4% p.a. while per capita
GDP growth rate was only 1.5%.

Over the last decade, GDP has However, there was a decrease in energy
grown at 4.5% annually in real terms, but use in 1989, when energy consumption
with population growth averaging 2.6%, dropped by 7.1% from the previous year,
per capita GDP has grown only 1.5% a mostly from a reduction of the use of
year. The country's economy is still petroleum products in transportation
dominated by the agricultural sector with a sector. Electricity consumption, however,
59% share of GDP which diminished from grew at an average annual rate of 12.3%
70% in 1975. The decline has limited food over the period 1980 to 1990.
production, resulting in dwindling food
exports with a consequent deterioration in Energy Elasticity and Intensity.
the balance of trade. This has been
accompanied by heavy Government Energy and Electricity Intensity
budgetary reliance on domestic and
financing, which led to a serious drain on 1 aQCr
the country's foreign exchange reserves. so

To address these issues while III Kt I=
facilitating continued economic growth, _ _ _ _ ,_O
the Government has embarked on a 1sW 19112 14 i9S 19iEs I9

. . . ~~~~~SOURCE aE, hnv%rho p>, Bah0t

program of financial stabilization measures h-et to GDP O F1987 - USS
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The rapid growth in energy area and are fairly evenly distributed.
consumption with respect to GDP led Nevertheless, fuel wood consumption
energy intensity increase from 0.98 KgOE exceeds the sustainable annual yield of the
per $GDP to 1.43 KgOE per $GDP. forests. With the present trends, the
Electricity intensity rose even more rapidly forests will be largely exhausted by the
at an average rate of 7.4% per annum, year 2000. Government policy to prevent
compared to 4.2% in energy intensity. deforestation is necessary to alleviate the

depletion of forests.
Energy Elaticity

OEL GAS COAL ELEC MODERN
ENERGY The economically exploitable

Elnddty 1.56 - 2.11 1.81 hydropower is estimated to be around

SOtJRCE: CLakaAedn IMw to ,o de" Ask Ez. 1oft. me rW 25,000 MW, according to Ministry of
Be4 Water Resources. At present, only 237

The relationship between final MW have been developed, and a further
energy, oil, and electricity consumption 12 MW are under construction. Even
and real GDP is shown in the table above. though, at present, there are still some
The link between GDP and electricity technical difficulties including geographical
consumption is reasonably firm. The conditions and underdeveloped
standard error of the electricity-GDP infrastructure, hydroelectric is the most
coefficient is estimated at 0.18, promising energy resource for the
significantly less than that of commercial country's development.
energy-GDP elasticity.

MfLx of Energy Supply
2. STRUCTURE OF ENERGY
SECTOR Primary Energy Supply

Energy Resources . -

Resource Base 2,

0
r~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~3 t~ 18at 198 ¶986 1990

i 54t,RCg: . MSE AmPe E i, The Wo,d Bmk

Nepal's energy supply contains a
__OOAL I cm I _AT__ _ _ _ large share of fuel wood (80%), followed

SOURCE Dwe. -u - i by agricultural waste (9%). The. relative
share of commercial energy is only about

Hydropower Potential 25,000 MW 9%, but is continually rising. The majority
of commercial energy supply comes from

Nepal is not well endowed with imports: Petroleum products and coal,
fossil fuel energy resources. No oil or accounting for 49.3% and 11.8% of total
natural gas reserves have been discovered. commercial energy requirements
However, the country has abundant of fuel respectively, were purchased through
wood and hydroelectric resources. India. In 1990, energy imports accounted
Forests cover some 38% of the total land
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for 64.7% of total commercial energy Pricing proposals for petroleum
supply or for 6.2% of net energy supply. products and electricity are prepared by

Nepal Oil Corporation and NEA,
Sectoral Energy Demand respectively: these must then be approved

by the Cabinet. The pricing of commercial
Modem Energy Consumption by Sector fuelwood, sold by the Fuel Corporation of

3Xt _ _ Nepal, is based on its proposals and
3m orm C' A >ta approved by the Cabinet.

8 2xt / r | v ,..,',....,,..'..,Trnt..p. .. ........

. ... .. .. Prices of all forms of energy have
,cx, . _ risen substantially in real terms since 1973,

but much more so for imported energy
s sct " 154 inst 1Sz 1 = (petroleum and coal) than for indigenous

SOURCE "sEwv mflk Y17,. hwA sources (fuelwood and electricity). For

Residential sector is Nepal's largest petroleum products, the policy has been to
energy consumer, accounting for about adjust domestic prices to reflect the trend
81% of gross energy consumption in international prices.
(including fuel woods) and 39% of total
commercial energy consumption. The Electrification
residential consumption growth rate can be
calculated at 11.8% p.a. during 1980- Electrification
1990, compared to 10.0% in industry and '-
7.4% in transportation. 40 [
Energy Prices (effedcive July 1992) i [

RetailPrce 8.

0 ~~US currency '° _ __ ___ __ __ ___ __ __

Petroleum Products USccurmcy
Regular Gasoline S 0.648 / litre S EkUMtYrDA.EyDaoaADE

Reg. Gasoline
Kerosene S 0.2 16 / litre 
Diesel S 0.262 l litre The vast majority (90%) of Nepal's
Fuel Oil S 0.2761 litre population live in rural areas but only

SOL'RCEHi JfMaJ..fr:G~-t0fp.id 2.5% of the rural population has access to
electricity. In fact, only 8.6% of total

Averae Power Tarn for Eaich Cmner,category households (urban and rural) have been
t5 N electrified. The Government does not

I have a master plan for rural electrification
g 10 that should form part of a wider strategy

TGW rof meeting rural energy needs at least cost.
This has been compounded by poor

coordination among the parties involved in
194 IM IM 117 IM IM 19C 191 1911 rural electrification schemes. Further,

OMC-r: NE4there is an inaccurate perception that rural
electrification schemes, especially for
isolated sites, cannot match supply and
demand, and are inherently uneconomic
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because of their high costs and low other public enterprises in the energy
returns. sector are the Fuelwood Corporation; the

NOC (import and distribution of
3. SECTOR INSTITUTION petroleum products); the NCL (import and

distribution of coal). The Research Center
Institutional Settings for applied Science and Technology

(RECAST) at Tribhuvan University, under
Institutional responsibility for the the aegis of the Ministry of Forestry,

energy sector is spread over many entities carries out research related to renewable
including overseeing ministries, line energy resources (improved gasification
ministries, sector entities and subsector and briquetting).
entities. The Ministry of Finance is
responsible for coordinating and securing Within the electricity subsector,
external sources of finance for MWR has general responsibility for all
development assistance in the energy and public sector activities related to electricity
other sectors. The National Planning supply, with jurisdiction over NEA. The
Commission, which is responsible for Minister of MWR is also Chairman of
national economic planning, reviews the NEA and Chairman of the Water and
energy sector programs and projects, Energy Commission (WEC), which
particularly in connection with the includes representatives of all the main
preparation of the national five-year ministries. WEC's responsibilities include
development plans. The Public Service investigation of national water and energy
Commission (PSC) provides the guidelines resources, studies of national water and
governing conditions of service energy requirements, conservation,
(recruitment, promotion, discipline, etc.) in development and utilization of water and
government departments and public energy resources, and the preparation and
enterprises. coordination of short- and long-term plans

for water and energy development.
The line ministries with specific

energy responsibilities are the Ministry of Regulatory System on Tariffs
Water Resources MWR (electricity
supplies); the Ministry of Forestry NEA is authorized by its Act to
(fuelwood); the Ministry of Agriculture recommend electricity charges for
(through its jurisdiction over the Government approval . After review by
Agricultural Development Bank, whose the NEA Board, the proposals are
activities include the provision of finance submitted to the Ministry of Water
for mini-hydro schemes and biogas plants Resources, then they proceed to the
in rural areas); the Ministry of Industry, Ministry of Finance, the Cabinet and,
MOI (which has jurisdiction over Nepal finally, His Majesty the King.
Coal Limited NCL and whose Department
of Mines and Geology is responsible for oil For private sector schemes, which
and gas exploration); and Ministry of are limited to isolated micro-hydro plants
Supply, which has jurisdiction over Nepal of up to 100 kW capacity, there seems to
Oil Corporation, NOC. Apart from the be no regulation of tariffs. Rather, tariffs
Nepal Electricity Authority (NEA), the seem to be established by the private
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sector on an ad hoc basis and vary from efficiency and encourage the substitution
scheme to scheme. of imported fossil fuels, primarily for the

industrial sector. The proposed program
Private/Public Sector activities include

Investment in Power Sector i) workshop to increase awareness of and
t,SM disseminate information on energy

efficiency matters;
& ,000 | * * ii) energy audit services to identify and
X 500 * | | * * evaluate specific efficiency

MO _ * | *-improvement measures and
O _- , 9,, _ ~ investment.

=3Oo..nn mP.MaK mufiy iii) training and certification of local
SOURCE: Eke,o* UtUiry De Bloo

manager, technical staff on energy

The Government is committed to management procedures;
facilitating private sector investment in the iv) specialized engineering design specific

services to assist industries topower sector to increase the resource imnplement energ efficienc retrofit
available to meet its large investment schemes; and
needs and to improve the sector's schemes; andneceds and Privately-owned generation v) supply project appraisal services to
efficiency. Privately-ouded generation assist industries to secure financing for
plants in Nepal include captive generation schemes.
linked to industrial plants and micro
hydroelectric plants. Available statistics The HMG also approached the
indicate that the total installed capacity for Bank for financial and technical assistance
captive generation is about 18 MW; the to fign andiland technical afte>, . . ~~~~~to design and launch the programn. After
capacity of known operating privately agreed to embark on a program of energy
owned micro-hydro plants is assistance, the Bank has conducted a study
approximately 250 kW. on "Energy Efficiency and Fuel

DSM Activities Substitution Options" which focuses
primarily on issues and options for the
industrial sector. The study concludesIn 1985, as a part of the Regional with the proposed MOI Action Plan to

Energy Development Project (REDP), implement NIEp and provides several
H-11MG ha inoled n pogamsto recommendations including boiler
promote greater efficiency of energy use in efficeny tiovement,u industil
the economy. The Ministry of Industry, efficiency improvement, industrial
designated as a lead implementing agency, cogenention, bric pratic
organized an Energy Conservation improvement, and NIEM, strategic
Workshop to provide orientation and agenda.
training to managers and engineer
personnel on energy audit techniques and
procedures. In 1989, the HMG has
endorsed the WECS' proposal to establish
a National Industrial Energy Management
Program (NIEMP) to improve energy
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4. SECTOR PERFORMANCES 4 NEA's power generation increased
at an average anneal rate of 12.3% from

Technical Performance Indicators about 195 GWh in 1980 to 710 GWh in
1990.

Gross Generaton
7X 710 'saf The system losses in Nepal were
am... extremely high. There seems to be

...... substantial regional variation in losses.
The highest level of losses was recorded in

2x ......... M .-:the Bangnati Zone, which accounts for
loc~~~~~~~~ ~56% of all electricity billings in Nepal.

S 9C ,c 2 Mt4 su 1ma 1ix Nationwide, technical losses and non-

technical losses are about equal. The
System Losses principal cause of the technical losses is

(B ) the under-investment in medium- and low-
,,0 //Xz ^2% voltage distribution lines, resulting in
30 < _ _ __^1% overloading and poor voltage condition.

_D .The non-technical losses are due to

10 ut() 102 pilferage, meter reading errors and billing
.0 UrL (Ka inwrmav Si } 6% 10.2% errors. Although some minor steps have

0O mao mao ~194 1m m 1 ma been taken, the loss reduction program has
sOURCE. EJechl UidMti., Doe B&A ADBnot met its targets, partly because of

Load Factors staffing instability due to the pending
so - i . reorganization of the power subsector and
70 financial constraints.

71.2%

NEA's load characteristics are not
m0 - ,w3*favorable. Daily maximum demand occurs

40 in the evening hours, reflecting the heavy
30 . . domestic load, which is mainly for lighting

SOUlRCE. ,,CxcwUttitLtuD,ta B,*ADB cooking, and heating, and accounts for
system load factor of about 48-50%.

Reserve Margin
Even though NEA has a high

reserve margin of 32.4% for capacity
.0 __ 3 installed, the effective hydro capacity was

0 30 1jir|cwwst 1 just sufficient to meet the peak demand.
20 . There have been several major load
10 sheddings during 1988 and 1989. This is

o~~~~~~~~~~~~
19 IM2 19i4 is 1ma 1m0 primarily due to the system losses,

SOURCE EJctrUa"Data Bo .AADB drought, and variation of water flows.
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Financial Performance Indicators

Average Tariff Self Financing Ratio

7.61 ,W ao -x
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SOURCE: Auid EmrN.p.oAke The WaidAm,k

SOLRCZL m.* U, l tic Dow B& ADS

Operating Ratio
1.1 The financial performance of NEA
I was unsatisfactory. NEA's rate of return

0e9 on historically valued average net fixed

0.7 assets in service varied from 0.1% in 1981
0.6 \ to a bottom of -1.2% in 1985. The low
0.5 . N RORs were caused primarily by
0.4 FYt3 FY8M FY87 FYa0 FY91 inadequate tariff increases and high system

SOURCE EIeev Utftlt" Dite Book ADB losses. However, in 1986, NEA's financial

Debt-Service Ratio performance improved with the
4 introduction of major tariff increases.

3 .0:: h&(Inda) 0 -0 5:; These movements raised the average
revenue per kWh from NRs 0.52 in 1981

2 - \ \, \ / 0 0 :0: .: 01 to NRs 1.16 in 1986, improving the
t __ _ 1S operating ratio from 96% to 60% and the

1 nEwi ___;_i;_-__________ ROR from 0. 1% to 5.9%.

FY8 FY86 FY87 FYa0 FY91

SOURCE FJeere U,i1i4 Dat Booi.4DB During 1987-1988, NEA's financial
situation was down again. The ROR

30 Renedf lrnonA%waae Nt FnedAMet dropped to 3.6%, and the operating ratio
25 llvmdessnSt2>8 increased to 76%. The deterioration is
3 . mainly due to a slight decline in average
Is .9 o '?% power tariff in real terms and the increase
.o . in domestic demand with inadequate

supply, forcing NEA to increasingly
o _ o p e rt ( operate thermal power plants and purchase

FY&3 FY86 FY708 FY91 power from India.
SOURCE Eln,trc Utulish. Data Booh ADE
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Commercial Performances Indicators

Total Employment Average Collection Period

FY83 FY4 FY8 FYN8 F"Y8 FYN6 FYa6 FYU '

SOURCE Date aot abSOU D 

Customers per Employee NEA is seriously overstaffed.
r __ - 3s . - -However, it is still deficient in key

pers.onnel in virtually every key functional
..--. area. With total staff of around 7,000,

MvO -- - - . - -.. NEA has easily the lowest annual sales and

generation per employee of any Asian
:___-__a___________ country for which data are available (61

FY83t FY84 FY85 FY8t FY87 FY86 FY6 FYSt MWh sales per staff, compared to 169 for
SOURCE. Daia -nat evedaMe Bangladesh). Despite the overall excess of

manpower, there are serious staff
Sales per Employee shortages in certain departments,

Mu (Komi 2ZU WM especially Finance, O&M, and Planning.
At present, there is no effective manpower

MO . . planning in NEA.

j4 _ -: tG 
*m _. - NEA's staff quality and service

FY83 NWt GI1h conditions are unacceptably weak. This is
FY83 FY84 FY85 FYag FY87 FYht FYN6 FYX mainly due to inadequate training and poor

management. The only training program

Training Cost per Employee under implementation is for financial and
accounting staff, with the assistance of
Coopers & Lybrand Associ'ates Ltd.
However, NEA agrees that its most urgent

j~ . needs relate to training for management
staff, O&M personnel (particularly in
generation and transmission), and
technicians and skilled workers throughout

SOURCE Date anot avadabja the organization.
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5. ENERGY DEMAND PROJECTION & PLANS

Energy Demand Forecast
Nepal 1990 - 2005
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Electricity Demand Projection
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Nepal has a rather low level of forecast to increase rapidly at about 8.7%
modem energy intensity in GDP, as would and petroleum at 5.8%/yr. In this country,
be expected. Hydro power contributes the unlike most of the others reviewed in this
largest share of primary energy, followed report, the residential sector is expected to
closely by Petroleum products. Some coal lead the growth in electricity demand. In
is used. Modem energy intensity during most countries the industrial demand for
the 1980s increased significantly mainly as power is expected to grow faster than
a result of increased hydro power. residential.
Petroleum use was erratic but tended to
increase. Assuming a forecast GDP The forecast of rapid growth in
growth of 4.0%/yr, electricity demand is hydro power and moderate growth of
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petroleum demand leads to an increase of relatively isolated, requiring the
total energy intensity at the high rate of construction of an access road of
3.0%/yr. approximately 125 km.
Total modern energy in 2005 is forecast to
be 1053 OOOtoe compared to the level of Transmission
460 OOOtoe in 1993, implying a GDP
elasticity of 1.78 compared to the recent Excluding the 220 kV transmission
historical rate of 1.81. associated with the Arun-3 project, NEA

estimates that during 1991-1997 it will
Electricity generation requirements need to increase its transmission line route

are forecast to increase by about 380 MW length by 90% by commissioning an
from 1993 to the year 2005. Most of this additional 553 km of 132 kV transmission
increase is hydro. lines and its total transformer capacity by

148% by constructing 7 new 132/33 kV
Theesfnuedecononceetof wurveddemind substations and 4 new 66/11 substations
is 20-50 cents per kWh.
A'EvsLCow EW&v.,Ffww with a total transformer capacity of 282

MVA and reinforcing existing 132 kV

Po.ver Capacity Addiions (M) substations to a total transformer capacity
PoxserCapacsyAtdmos (MW)of 356 MVA.

Existing Addition
199111992 tfl 2002

Hydro 323.4 40 Distribution
Diesel 51.0
Steam Power Plant
Oil In addition to the six grid rural
Coail 

Geothermal electrification schemes already being
Gas Turbine - 50 financed under the ADB Sixth Power
Combined Cycle - -

Loan, the Government has proposed that
Total 374.4 462 the forthcoming ADB Seventh Power
S0URC E: 4NUCapwdry1Ev0Ifl Project include an additional seven RE

schemes, together with distribution and
The capacity expansion plan is still rehabilitation at a number of provincial

very much under discussion and the figures N at a nurnber fincial
presented here are from the initial tows NA has also identified five 33 kV
proposented herea are from NEA. initi reinforcement activities that need to be
proposed plan from NEA. commissioned by the early 19,90s for

Generation Plan which no feasibility studies have been
prepared nor funding committed.

According to the Least Cost
Generation Expansion Planning, an initial
sequence to meet the forecast load
consists of: (a) 50 MW of peaking gas-
turbine plant, commissioned over the
period 1993-1994; and (b) the 402 MW
Arun-3 hydroelectric project, that would
be commissioned in 2 stages of 201 MW
each, in 1995 and 2002, respectively. The
project is located in eastern Nepal,
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Investment Requirement NEA's financing requirements will
be met from a combination of intemal and

Capital Requirement external sources. The total financial
by SfSm d Fvurs requirement amounts to 30.6 billion, of

5-Ilt z _ 1l which the internal funding component is
E3m : z E | NRs 11.2 billion and the borrowing

component is 13.6 billion. The financing
plan calls for the foreign exchange funds to

o "9 9 Y3 NF be secured by the Government from
M , ft.Xwakn m Banp *E multilateral and bilateral aid donors on

highly concessional terms and to be passed
on to NEA either as equity or long-term

Capital Requirement debt on commercial terms. NEA expects
mm)Ct by McWd to maintain its self-financing ratio to be
5c0D am7 !i1 around 35%-40% during this planning

penod.

iom 6. KEY ISSUES
**0

_ Y91 FY92 FYS4 FY94 FY95 FY96 Y9 Nepal's energy sector needs to
.OsCP NEA13F~11dft" focus on the following issues in order to

strengthen and improve overall country's
NEA's investment program was development:

constructed based on the Least Cost
Generation Expansion Planning and load . Improving institutional performance
flow studies for the interconnected system. including sector's coordination and
The distribution investment program reorganization and staff training;
(including a loss reduction component) . Improving the energy pricing structure
was designed to be compatible with the to reflect the real economic cost of
base case load forecast. Annual cash flow supply;
disbursements for foreign and local costs . Expanding rural electrification for rural
were assessed for all principal projects on development which is a keystone of
a simple proportion basis. the Government's development

strategy.
Capita investment including

physical and price contingencies and taxes
and duties would amount to 22.8 NRs
billion. Expenditure to increase generation
capacity would account for 60% of the
planned investment (which would change
from 65% historically), about 20% for
extension and reinforcement of the
transmission system and about 20% for
distribution.
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COUNTRY RIEPORT lowest, 2.3 KgOE in Nepal, and the
PAC NSTAN highest, 193.9 KgOE in Korea, in Asia)

which account around 15.1% of end-use
consumption. Electricity consumption in

1. ENERGY AND THE ECONOMY 1992 reached 34,296 GWh which is more
than triple the consumption in 1980. The

Pakistan has a population of 115.8 average annual growth rate of energy
million people with the average growth consumption was 6.5% for the 1980-
rate of 3.1% per annum. Approximately 1992 period while that of electricity
70% of the population reside in rural areas consumption was 10.5% as a result of
and depend largely on traditional energy rapid economic and population growth and
sources in the forrn of fuelwood and high electrification rate. Energy and
agricultural waste. The annual GDP electricity consumption have been
growth rate averaging 6.1% from 1980 increased rapidly during 1980s and are
through 1991 was quite favorable expected to grow at about the same rate
primarily due to the high growth rate of for the next ten years.
the industrial and service sectors and y
major improvements in agricultural sector. Energy and Electricity per Capita
Economic development in Pakistan for the 400 353400

last ten years has remained in a 
satisfactory range in spite of some negative . .
circumstances including high population j20 200

growth rate, underdeveloped -
infrastructure, and market distortions.

* ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~0
iS lofl2 nlO 19" iN MOo

Basic Energy and Economnic Indicators SOURC: AA mf, lk Thwe Wor'Bank

I 99 Gnrowt I GDP in 19f7 C~UnS daIws

Populaton (million) 115.2 3.10% E E
Urbanizadon (%) 30% 4.60% Ener Elasticity and Intensity.
GDP (mililon USS) 40244 6.10ffo
Energy Consumpdon (MTOE) 28139 6.50 /.
Electrical Generation (GWh) 40727 11.04% Energy and Electricity Intensity

Pswt lgw- 1990
SOURCE: World DevelopmentReport. The WorldBank am 1x

average annual growth rate of 1980-1991 period 700

The per capita energy and ;f 
electricity consumption have been steadily 9 3 

increasing at the rate of about 4 and 8% 92o .X
respectively. Per capita modem energy 00.

0 
consumption in 1991 amounted to 243 'l I= 1>4 18 1" '8
KgOE (as compared to 19.9 KgOE in SOURCE:AsraEnergyProfile. nTe World Bank

Nepal, and 2134 KgOE in Korea) which Energy intensity slightly increased
increased about 4.2% from 1990. The per during 1980s (from 665 to 746 KgOE per
capita energy consumption in Pakistan is $1000 GDP) while electricity intensity was
slightly less than the average in the Asian rapidly growing at a considerably higher
developing countries. Electricity end-use rate (from 40.8 to 62 KgOE per $1000
per capita in 1992 was 22.8 KgOE or GDP) due to a number of reasons
about 288 kWh (as compared to the including f.el switching to electricity,
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rapid electrification and structural changes About 30% of energy requirement has to
in the economy. depend on energy imports, mostly are

crude oil and petroleum products.
Energy E MODEN Hydropower source is estimated at 27,000

iENERGY MW of which 2,897 MW is installed.
Elgsdity 1. 1 0.5 1.6 2.4 1.1

SoUCIRC ca.dw# m8 s. 6te dJ,a sa i r Aw. 7m Wm" MLx of Energy Supply

The elasticity coefficients in each Primary EnerV Supply
energy types, shown in the table above,
indicate a high correlation with GDP. The N

electricity elasticity of 2.4 describes the
rapid increase of electricity consumption
which corresponds to the growth of GDP
for the last ten years.

2. STRUCTURE OF ENERGY a0crwx nu.
SECTOR

Total modern primary energy
Energy Resources supply in 1992 amounted to 30.25 million

TOE which were composed of oil
Resource Base (40.1%), natural gas (39.2%), coal

i:=100 Paideon 1901 rm TCE (5.4%), and hydro&nuclear power (15%).

The country also consumed, especially in
rural areas, substantial amount of

EW O t.: N ..... :N ;traditional fuels (13 million TOE). The
2= 0 0 0400 _ S _ z pattern of energy mix has not changed

0 much for the last ten years. Oil
COL CRU aL NAMPAL G^S

_ E= consumption has tended to increase at a
relatively higher rate but hydro and nuclear

coal, mlIn Place fRecoverable power have remained at the same level for
Coal, million tons - 524
Crude Oil, million tons - 28 the last few years.
Natural Gas, billion cu m. - 728
Hydropower, MW 27,000
SOURCE W-E,C Sectoral Eney Demand

Pakistan's indigenous energy Modem Energy Consumption by Sector
resources are composed of coal (8,620 25

rnillion TOE), crude oil (7,081 million 20

TOE), and natural gas (2,692 million 5

TOE). Although the possible energy r

resources of fossil fuels are quite large, the
proven reserves are considerably lower.
Domestic crude oil reserves of 21 million ° lgo 19" . , . g

TOE which implies a reserve/production StIAJovE,wzyPl,0. nThfo 4dB.,,

ratio of 7 years. Oil production and
refinery capacity are not self-sufficient.
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Total modern energy end-use in Electrification
1991 amounted to about 21.9 million TOE
which increased by 7% per annum from Electnfication
1986. The largest consumer was the 50 PWt tOat

industrial sector, demanding 34.4% of the 40 .
total, followed by transportation sector 30 3

(23.3%), residential (23.4%) and 211 PA Etlct

commercial sector (3.7%). Interestingly, 10
the final consumption of residential sector
increased at a substantially higher rate of 0 e m ins Ins i

11.3% pa., in the period of 1980-1991. SOURkUtUrUDatacBookAD

This corresponded to the high growth rate
of population and urbanization and the . Pakistan has made considerable
remarkable expansion of the service sector improvement in household electrification:
during the past decade. the proportion of households having

access to electricity of 2.9 million

Energy Prices and Electricity Tari75 households or 23.2% in 1980, increased to
7.0 million households or 46.1%

Retail Price (approximately double) by 1992.
(July 1, 1993) Electrification increased at an average of

Petroleum Products 9.2% over the 1980-1992 period.
Regular gasoline 44.0 cent / litre
Kerosene 20.0 cent/litre
HSD 20.5 cent/ litre 3. SECTOR INSTITUTION
Heavy Fuel Oil 9.0 cent / litre

Natural Gas Institutional Setting
Domestic S 1.55 /MMBTU
General Industry S 2.19 /MNMTU The responsibility for the energy
Power Generation S 2.19 /MMBTU

SOURCE M.myqolPeo. N mdNWR. sector is shared by four ministries: the
Ministry of Petroleum and Natural

A'fage *erTaP! for EadiC rP,Ser C9t6y Resources (MPNR), the Ministry of
i5 Planning and Development, the Ministry of

Water and Power (MWP), and the
10 Ministry of Production (MOP). A high-

level Cabinet Committee on' Energy
[ 5 (CCE), chaired by the Prime Minister, is

0 1 _84 _e i_. i957 ins inA responsible for the review and approval of
1%4t tB5 19t 17 19e 19S 19t0 t991,t I2 all plans, policies and projects in the

SOCE. WAPOA energy sector, while the implementation of
the approved projects is under the control
of the respective ministries and entities.
An Energy Review Group provides
coordination among the entities and
ministries and monitors the progress of
ongoing projects, programs, policy actions
and issues. In addition, the Environment
and Urban Affairs Division (EUAD),
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Ministry of Housing and Works, is companies; two refineries and five oil and
responsible for formulating and monitoring gas development companies. All
the implementation of GOP's operational entities (public and semi-
environmental policies, including those for autonomous) are under the jurisdiction of
the energy sector. MPNR, except for WAPDA, KESC, NRL

and Pakistan Refineries Limited (PRL).
The management of day-to-day MfWP has jurisdiction over WAPDA and

operations in the energy sector is vested in KESC, and MOP over NRL and PRL.
a number of public and private sector
entities. The public sector entities are: (a) Regulatory System on Tariffs
the Water and Power Development
Authority (WAPDA), which is responsible In general, power tariffs are set by
for developing Pakistan's water resources WAPDA under the approval of the
and for the construction, operation and government. The structure of current tariff
maintenance of power generation, differentiates corresponding to consumer
transmission and distribution facilities categories: domestic, commercial,
throughout the country, except the agriculture, industrial, bulk consumers,
Karachi area: (b) the Oil and Gas and others. The tariffs are basically
Development Corporation (OGDC) for composed of three components: energy
exploration and development of oil and charge, demand charge, and fuel
gas; (c) the Pakistan Mineral Development adjustment surcharge (FAS). Demand
Corporation, for the exploration and charge is applied to only industrial, some
development of mineral resources; (d) the bulk and some agricultural users while
State Petroleum Refining and energy charge and FAS are applicable to
Petrochemical Corporation which owns all consumers but in various degree. FAS
the National Refinery Limited (NRL), for is calculated on the basis of the average
processing crude oil. Also involved in the fuel cost incurred in the twelve-month
energy sector are a number of semi- period ending two month prior to the
autonomous entities in which GOP has a month of billing. WAPDA is allowed to
controlling interest either directly or redeem at least 95% of its fuel cost
through public institutions. These are: (a) through FAS.
Karachi Electric Supply Corporation
(KESC), which is responsible for the In 1991, the New Petroleum Policy
construction, operation and maintenance increased the wellhead price for natural
of power generation, transmission and gas.
distribution facilities in the Karachi area;
(b) Sui Northern Gas Pipeline Limited
(SNGPL) and Sui Southern Gas
Corporation (SSGC) which is responsible
for the transmission and distribution of
natural gas; and (c) Pakistan State Oil
Limited (PSO) responsible for marketing
and distribution of petroleum products.
Private sector entities include a large
number of Pakistani coal rnining
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Private/Public Sector Ratio There are several proposals for
power generation projects financed from

Investment in Power Sector the private sector including: HUJB River
Project (1292 MW); the Fauji Power
project (350 MW); Imported Coal Plant
(1200 MW); and Kabirwala Combined

_I _I _I _ .Cycle Project (110 MW). In addition,
II | --- : : : GOP has conmitted to introduce a more

I _ :I - _.. : comprehensive and aggressive plan for
* C further achievement in privatization. The

SOURCE.Ece Utl"Data iBookADB plan covers a new regulatory framework,
substantial incentive programs, and power

Government capital resources have infrastructure improvement program.
been a primary share of power sector
investment (about 85-88%). In 1990, DSM Activities
GOP spent more than 131 Rs. billion
which increased by approximately 40% Pakistan is one of the few
from 1989 while utility share was only 18 developing countries which intensively
Rs. billion. Private sector has not had a pursues demand side management
notable role in power sector investment in measures. In the next five-year energy
the last decade. plan, demand side management is

emphasized with the objective to alleviate
Financial constraints have been, the growth of energy demand. The energy

and continue to be, a serious problem that conservation measures include: improve
obstructs the expansion of the power efficiency; non-pricing policy; and promote
sector. Being aware of the problern, GOP interfuel substitution.
has been proceeding on a program to
encourage investment and participation in The followings are some on-going
generating capacity from the private activities being introduced by the National
sector. With supports from the World Energy Conservation Center
Bank, a Private Sector Energy (ENERCON): Power Factor
Development Fund (PSEDF) was Improvement Program with the expected
constituted in 1990 to provide loans to the saving of 1,343 GWh/year; Cqommercial
private sector for participating in power Building Lighting Efficiency Improvement
projects. An organizational framework program with the expected saving of 110
recently established for implementing the GWh/year; Industrial Stream System
private participation program comprises of Efficiency Improvement Program;
three institutions: Private Power Cell Municipal Pumpsets Efficiency
(PPC) to deal with private sector power Improvement Program with the expected
generation projects; WAPDA Private saving of 60 GWh/year; Agricultural
Power Organization (WPPO) to arrange Tubewells Efficiency Improvement
power purchase contracts; and Private Program with the expected saving of 200
Energy Division to manage the PSEDF. GWh/year; Road Transport Fuel

Efficiency Improvement Program with the
expected fuel saving of 11%. In addition,
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GOP intends to promote energy
conservation among producers and Total power generation in Pakistan
consumers and to concede preferential reached about 45 thousand GWh
taxes for energy efficient equipment. (including losses) in 1992, primarily from

WAPDA (84.5%) and KESC (15%), with
4. SECTOR PERFORMANCES 6 the average annual growth rate of about

10% over 1980-1992 period.
Technical Performance Indicators

The success of the efforts of loss
Grss Generation reduction ilustrates improvement in

40 XES. WAPDA!s operational efficiency. The total
S ~~~system losses in 1992 was 23. 1% of gross

30 m . ;generation (transmission losses 9.2%,
distribution losses 11.5%, and own use

10 ~~~~~~~~~2.4%) which reduced from 32.7% in 1980
tO ' ..f.' ..' ...,...'.'.. '. "' ' 'j' ''

1-- i-4 S-W-Wi --- E- -X ; -- t in spite of the high growth rate of
19t0 1912 19U 19t 196t I=s 

SOURCE. Elaca-ic Udllit#uDtS Ba& ADS electricity generation. The major
contribution to loss reduction is the

System Losses achievement of well planned distribution

40 .- (8-0~) 2% system expansion and rehabilitation.

30 The plant load factor of WAPDA,
implying load management performances

10 IOi2 and power market structure, is in a
c]___n___o_n_l_S_____% E i favorable range, considering the size of

19RE 1982r9"Data Eoo ADI population and the diversity of consumers.
The figure is above 60% for the last five

Load Factors year and continues to improve.

70~~~~~~~~~~~~~~6

40 _

20
19t0 192 13 135 138 190D

SOU8RCE. Elktwic Utduin Data Boot ADB

Reserve Margin

25 M27

20

1te 1se 134 195 138 1s

SOURCE: Elrnc Utdi*f Data Book ADB
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Financial Performance Indicators

Average Tariffs Self Financing Ratio
10 .

8 _,~~~~_ : S0 > =18 AN

3~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~a _0 anO SnSti \ /02%

2 -10
FY86 FYUG FYN FYN9 FYOD FY91 8Y3 FYS5 FY87 Frss FY91

SouRCE: Ekla tdium Da BookADB SOUI-S EOrbUtUtld Dw Boo SiWB

Operating Ratio WAPDA's average power tariff per
, ~~~~~~~~~~kWh increased at the average annual rate

0.9 Mm n / \ of 8.4% (5.1% in real term) during 1980-
o7 .4 8cA1991 or from 48 paisas in 1980 to 127.2

O's \WAPDA to cover about 80% of the long
0.5 . g / i/H S run marginal cost and, internally finance
0 FY83 FYS5 FY87 FYS9 el about 40% of its investment.

SOE,RCE E.cne UtWilm De Auo ADD

Debt-Service Ratio The moderate scale of WAPDA's
O R _ operating ratio (60% in FY92) reflects the

I.' m

.~~ ~ ~~~~~~W increasoned fiatca thecaveragynna rateofo

v \ < tJ~~~~o favo4bl winh rhea term)spoduing 1980-he
.5~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~~ ~4 pasa in 198 toia 127.2ies

a;_ WAPDAt s rat e of return on
FY83 FYa5 FYV7 FYa9 FY91

SOURCE Ecre UI Det B ADA average net fixed assets mcreased from
11.5% in 1987 to 20.8% in 1990 and

30 eoftDebtonASerie RFdAstio dropped back slightly to 20.5% in 1992.
25 These figures are quite substantial and
20 very close to the highest rate of return
15- s'>_ / 19.7 f (24% in Thailand in 1990) in other Asian
20 l 1Ai utilities.
5

O Since the mid 1 980s, WAPDA's

FY83 FY5 FY87 FY89 FY91 self financing ratio has been in a range of
SOURCE. Ekc Utliut, Data Bo ADB averg3e5 to 40% whfch ss considerably

reasonable. However, in FY93, the
expected self-financing ratio will be below
30% because of a build-up arrears.
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Commercial Performances Indicators Average Collection Perod

Total Employment

SOUMMI DMdta 'MN

2aa

FfYD FY84 FY86 FY86 FY87 FY88F FY89 rPsa FY91 FY 9
SOURCE; 'IAPMl4, Po_r S,M S1Ln1CAt SU M w1.

Iwdudwg WuaDp WAPDA's consumer-employee

ratio of 49 is quite low compared to 99 in
40 Customers per Employee Thailand and 181 in Indonesia. This

implies inefficiency of organizational
Jaa ~ ~~~~~~~ lrnna A;: l :I L "O2WI

management which is seen mainly in the
MOa T - - 0 0 ;t X4 distribution department. However, the

overstaffng problem is expected to be
solved by the restructuring and

O 0 tr<h . ' : 422. privatization programs.
.Y83 FY84 FY6 FY86 FY87 FY88 FY89 FYVs" FY91 FYs2

SOURCE WAPDM, PoSyte"Stajui,. s~. uul&w

Sales per Emplyee

i20clo : :- L

15X,0

0
FY8 FY84 FY85 FY86 FY8 FY89 FY89 FY90 FY91 FY92

SOURCE WAPDA, Po.SynSlw,tgcs, Su...uh1 w

Training Cost per Employee

SOURCE Data rv wo awdable
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5. ENERGY DEMAND PROJECTION & PLANS

Energy Demand Forecast
Pakistan 1990 - 2005
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Electricity Demand Projection
Pakmtan 1990 - 2005 (including looses)
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During the 1980s, each type of and natural gas at 6.5%/yr. Total energy
primary energy increased relative to GDP demand grows at 6.7%/yr, implying a
except for natural gas which remained at GDP elasticity of about 1.08, slightly
about the same intensity. By 1990 gas was lower than the relationship during the
still the single largest source of modern 1980s. The energy intensity of coal in
energy in the economy, slightly larger than GDP decreases slightly but its level was
petroleum. Assuming an economic growth never very high. Petroleum intensity
rate of 6.2%/yr to the year 2000, remains about level, and the total energy
electricity generation is forecast to intensity increases slowly at the rate of
increase at about 8.7%/yr, petroleum 0.5%/yr. Total energy intensity (in GDP)
products at about 6.4%/yr, coal at 5.3%/yr is forecast to increase at 1.3%/yr. Total
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modem energy in 2005 is forecast to be 600 combined-cycle power plant (2 blocks
78631 000toe compared to the level of of 300 MW each).
36271 000toe in 1993, implying a GDP
elasticity of 1.08, compared to the recent The implementation of the
historical rate of 1.1. generation expansion program for the

period FY92-98 is expected to reduce and
Electricity generation increases at possibly eliminate load shedding provided

8.7%/yr, supported principally by growth that no implementation delays occur. In
of gas-to-electricity increasing at 9.40/olyr, particular, the supply deficit is expected to
and additional hydro increasing at 8.70/olyr. be reduced by more than 50% by FY96

reaching the level of about 5% of peak
demand, and likely to be offset by FY98.

The cstImat~4 econondc costofnrddnd 02 tHowever, in FY2000 the deficit could
Dao:. -.... bk surge again, as the additional capacity in

the system is not sufficient to meet the
projected increased demand. This is a

Power Capacity Additions reflection of the assumption used in the

EXlSnNG ADDMlON formulation of the program that no further
(1992): (1993-2000) thermal power plants, except the

WAPDA, MW Combined Cycle Power Plant at Sahiwal,

Thyra 2,597 3,57 would be initiated by the public sector
Gas 20S4 2,348 during the period. As additional thermal
Steam 2,049 1,967

Sub Total 7,000 14,342 power projects, presently under
consideration by the private sector to

.YESC, MW 1,723 196
KANUPP, MW 137 0 which the government has given priority,
Private Sector, MW 0 1,292 will come to fruition, they could close the

Total, MW 8,860 18,t19 supply gap.
SOURCE, W'APDA

Generation Expansion. Transmission and Distribution

WAPDA's future transmnission and
On the basis of its load forecast, distributiouprogramscllsiforath

WAPDA has prepared a least-cost expansion and rehabilitation of the
generation plan covering the period FY92 exaso an rhbitton fte
generation plan00 coveri the period FY2 t network to connect future load centers at
through FY2000. For the period up to least cost and enhance WAPDA's efforts in
FY98, it calls for e83%incrasin improving the operating efficiency of the
WAPDA's installed generating capacity poe susc*r Ths rgrm ol
from 7000 MW to 12817 MW of which power subsector. These programs would

4737MW elae toongingprojcts Of allow for increased investments in loss4737 MW relate to ongoing projects. Of reduction, load management, expansion
the new capacity to be brought on stream r dredionforementgfte network.
by FY98, about 1292 MNW would be
implemented by the private sector (namely
the HUB Power Complex), 630 MW by
KESC, and about 5807 MW by WAPDA.
Of the latter, 2112 MW would include a
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Investment Requirement rehabilitation and retrofitting; (d)
strengthening operation and management

Capital Requirement of sector institutions including
bym Saito d Fwdsenvironmental management capability;

_= 1l a n and (e) accelerating the process of
restructuring and privatization of the

E4axm. 3tN 894 1 11

3=M xx E E * E fl * *energy sector.

FY92 FY93 FY14 FYSt FY90 FY97 FY9S
M msa fta Opn * Inp w

SOURCE. W/APfDA 'JFL,cdfl

Capital Requirement
by AMcas d FvKU

20o

FY2 FYt FY94 FY95 FY98 FYI? FY96
M lrmwenwt m DoW S'cAM 8W C,u1

SOURCE: WAPDAEIsFici,jPLw

WAPDA's development program
for the period 1992-98 which involves
expansion in generating capacity along
with a parallel expansion of the
transmission and distribution network is
estimated to cost about US$ 8.4 billion, of
which US$ 4.8 billion would be in foreign
costs.

6. KEY ISSUES

The country's energy strategy focuses on
(a) restraining energy demand growth by
further developing demand side measures
through pricing and non pricing policy
changes, investments to improve energy
efficiency and conservation; (b)
accelerating the development of domestic
energy resources including large and small
hydro sites, oil and gas, and coal; (c)
rationalizing investments in the sector
while reducing losses in the production
and transportation of energy through
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COUNTRY REPORT 75% of total energy consumptionSRI LANKA is supplied by traditional energy sources,
SRI LANKA . mainly fuelwood for cooking. Per capita

consumption of commercial energy grew
1. ENERGY AND THE ECONOMY at a slow rate of 1.5% p.a. during 1980-

1990 and reached 88 KgOE in 1990.
Sri Lanka has a population of 17.2 Total annual per capita energy

nillions with a modest growth rate of consumption is about 350 KgOE. During
1.5%. Of the total population, 13.4 1980-1990, total energy consumption
million live in rural areas and largely grew at 2.3% p.a. compared to an annual
consume fgelwood and kerosene for real GDP growth rate of 4.3%. During the
cooking and lighting. The countrbs same period, growth in electricity
economy, prima sly domrinated by consumption averaged 6.4% whereas
agricultural sector, was strugglng during annual consumption of petroleum
1985-1989 with high infiation and serious products has declined from 1.2 million
deficit problems. However, the economy tons in 1983 to 1.0 million tons in 1990 as
recovered strongly in 1990-1991 with the a result of the increase in hydro-electricity
GDP growth rates of 6.2% and 5%, substitution in power generation.
respectively. The average annual GDP
growth rate for the period 1980-1991 was Energy Elasticity and Intensity.
4.0%. Energy and Electricity Intensity

Basic Enery and Economic Indicators
1991 Growthw SD

Rarte
Population 17.2 1.4%63
Urbanization 22% 1.5%
GDP (million USS) 8,195 4.0%
Energy Consumption ('000 TOE) 3,044 % _1_0_0___i_______.__

Electrical Generation (GWh) -
SOURCE: WoMD*,v&p-dWR#pw, Thewok 0 0

*vaw .Jm2lgrowthraZof eo(9801991 pa.d 190 1S2 194 1986 1986 9g
SOURC: A.wa E.FProVffi.lk, The WiiBank

With the Government's efforts at
economic reforrn, particularly in the Commercial energy consumption
private sector, the future outlook of Sri with respect to GDP gradually decreased
Lanka's economy is quite promising. It is from 0.316 to 0.274 KgOE per $GDP.
projected that GDP growth would be well This trend implies a slow 'growth of
above 5% p.a. for the next few years. commercial consumption through a large

substitution with traditional fuels. In
Energy and Electricity per Capita additions, in the low-tech agricultural-

54a pw 00 dominated economy which is labor-
110 -400

- 5t*intensive, energy demand would be less

s. Xoo W = ,00 } dependent on economic growth.
However, electricity intensity increased at

so 20 a higher rate of 2.2% p.a. during the same
1992 1- -> t00 period. This reflects a higher standard of

1980 19A 2 19U 19U 19 19S0 living and a rapid expansion in commercial
SOtbTCE. Uiv E-V Avfii., .7he WZodlan*
'GOP sr1987 conwd0o- sector.
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Energy Elasticity systems: Mahaweli Ganga, Kelani Ganga,
OIL CGAS COAL ICLEC MODERN

PNIGRGY Kalu Ganga, and Walawe Ganga. The
ElasUcIty - - - 1.7 0.28 country's hydropower potential is
SOURCE: C&kwei.d fr 1980 to 1990 d&A Au.d EiwV Pm4Uk, Th W estimated to be about 7,600 GWh a year,

with an aggregate capacity of about 2,300
Commercial energy and electricity MW, of which 1,l15 MW has already

elasticity with respect to GDP are shown been developed. The centerpiece of
in the table above. Nevertheless, a high hydropower development has been the
standard error of 0.15 was found in the Accelerated Mahaweli Program (AMP)
energy consumption-GDP regression. which contributed 582 MW capacity to the
This indicates a weak relationship between National grid during 1984-1990. Given
commercial energy requirement and the country's poor energy resource base,
economic growth. optimum development of the remaining

hydropower potential to meet increasing
demand for electricity is critical.

2. STRUCTURE OF ENERGY
SECTOR Mibx of Energy Supply

Energy Resources Primary Energy Supply

Resource Base
NM 19W .t Pa, TM

0L
1Y0 1#62 1964 13m 19 190

SO(mC Ajt. ae'VPfikvje.. ThwwdB.sk

SOUXJRCE. Data mm avedabk rThe majority of energy supply
comes from traditional energy sources,

Hydropower Potential 2,300 MW accounting for 70% of the total energy
requirements. For commercial energy

Sri Lanka has a few indigenous supply, oil, entirely imported, is a major
energy resources, the most important of fuel for Sri Lanka's economy accounting
which are hydropower and fuelwood. for 61.8% of total commercial energy
There are no known hydrocarbon reserves, demand, mostly used for transport.
and the prospects for discovering fossil Hydropower has been a primary source for
fuels remain poor. Domestic energy use is electricity generation, providing 95.5% of
based on fuel wood which accounted for total GWh consumed.
70% of primary energy supply in 1990,
with the balance being met by imported
oil and hydroelectricity. Net oil imports
accounted for 13% of non-petroleum
export earning in 1990.

Sri Lanka 's major hydropower
resources are concentrated in four river
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Sectoral Energy Demand the upward movement of intemational oil
prices during the second half of 1990,

Myn0 domestic petroleum product prices were
adjusted, with resultant increase in real

xoM cow terms ranging from 9°/O for furnace oil and

low srm P= . :23% for super gasoline, as compared with
the price levels prevailing in September
1989.

0
INS I9= 1984 INS lS t The present average tariffs for

SOUWCEA0Em.wFPmAk. D7W'avid5..h

commercial and industrial consumers are
For commercial energy, transport about 90% of LRMC whereas about two

(55%) and industry (18.6%) are the main thirds of electricity sales to domestic
consuming sectors, with the domestic consumers are charged at 15-50% of
sector accounting for 17.5%. These LRMC. The average revenue per kWh in
shares change dramatically when fuelwood 1991 was about 75% of LRMC.
is included; domestic consumption then
accounts for 68.6%, industry 5.1%, and Elect nfication
transport 12.4%.

Rural Electrfication
Energy Prices and Electricity Tariffs7

RetafliPrice ,0
US&currency :

Petroleum Products (July 1, 1993) TOM IbA ct"-d-

Prem. Gasoline 73.2 cents/liter 0

Reg. Gasoline 68.1 cents/liter 0X
Kerosene 24.3 cents/liter
Diesel 24.1 cents/liter ° . - .
HFO (Industry) 13.4 cents/liter SO(J7KX REicUibti.*D.iaBaockADB

SOURCE Mi& o/Pof. wdE_=

Presently, about 30% of the
Average Power Tarf for Each Corsuer Category households have access to electricity. This

E ,, electrification rate and service quality have
been improved considerably through the

1 0 establishment of LECO (Lanka Electricity

inir Company Limited) in 1983 with a mandate
t 5 ^ to gradually take over the distribution
0 C.0J.c..Efr~owgryB ~N systems of local authorities. By mid 1991,
OSIA 1984 1986 1987 I BgZ about 130 licensees' systems serving more

SOURCE CyoEIcsryB.o& than 100,000 consumers had been

transferred to CEB.
Since 1978, petroleum product

prices have been generally set at or above 3. SECTOR INSTITUTION
border price levels to effectively reflect
economic costs of supply. In late 1989, Institutional Settings
the weighted price of petroleum products The Ministry of Power and Energy
was 85% above the CIF level. Following (NBE) and the Ministry of Lands,
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Irrigation, and Mahaweli Development employ CEB's tariff structure with higher
(MLIMD) are the two principle ministries rates.
involved in the energy sector in Sri Lanka.
The MPE oversees three entities: the Prvate/Public Sector
Ceylon Petroleum Corporation (a state-
owned company responsible for import, Investment in Power Sector
refining, distribution and re-export of 1am
petroleum products), the Ceylon ,
Electricity Board (CEB), and the Lanka a:

Electricity Company (private) Limited :l
(LECO). The MLRIMD is responsible for 2

land administration and land use planning 0 1 L L L L I L L
through its Land Comrnissioner's o iwu,., wPt.minSa
Development, forestry and environmental 5OO' cLiUrlhgeJDjDwi oo ADB

development through the Forest The accumulated amount of
Development, wood industries through the i poe sectorlover theuperod
State Timber Corporation, and tnvestment in power sector over the period
Statevepmber Comulti-purpor e andro 1986-1990 was 32.2 billion SL Rs. The
development of multi-purpose hydro majority of financial requirement comes
projects in the Mahaweli basin through the maoiyffnnclreuemtcms
Mahaweli Deaartment. from CEB, accounting for 95.5% over the

same period. CEB's funding for power

Sri Lanka's power subsector is projects increased significantly at an
don-iinated by CEB, a statutory average rate of 19. 1% and reached 9.3

corporation established in 1969 billion SL Rs. in 1990. The Government

responsible for electricity generation and strategy to take over local power
transmission throughout the country and investent fotherivte hsector.Ted
for distribution except in areas served by ivestment from the ser sector. The
LECO and local authorities (licensees), ihare of psn vate sector in power
CE ismngdb.asvnmme investment has declined from 7.4% inCEB is managed by a seven-member 1986 to 3.1% in 1990.
Board appointed by the Minister of Power

and Energy. DSM Activities

Regulatory System on Tariffs Besides improving CEB's, financial

situation, the tariff revisions in 1982, 1985,
Power tariff proposals, prepared by 1988, and 1990 have effectively reduced

CEB, are under the supervision and y
certificatio of NfPE and Mnistry of and managed electricity -demand,

Finceriatnd ofaMiPE. and Minist of particularly in the commercial sector. The

hFwevera effective until obtained tariff structure includes separate energy
authowvr,zatefnfecmtie uabinetil obta and demand charges for hotel, industrial
authorization fro the Cabinet's.. Fr .and commercial consumers with contract
LECO's and local authorities' tariffs, any
chne utb prvdb h demands exceeding 50 kVA, and optionalchangesmmuste apoed the time-of-day energy rates. To further

engoveernm .Prappinted chie lical rationalize tariff structure and identify
engineer. Practically, most licensees

measures for load management, CEB has
committed to carry out a tariff and load
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management study and implement the In 1990, CEB's power generation
agreed recomnmendations thereafter. amounted to 3,150 G'Wh, with a peak

demand of 640 MW. During 1981-1986,
4. SECTOR PERFORMANCES 8 gross energy generation increased at about

8% p.a. However, growth during 1987-
Technical Performance Indicators 1989 averaged only 2.5% as a result of

the supply restrictions imposed in 1987 on
Gross Generation account of an exceptionally dry year and

3~W_CM 3a15 Mh the occurrence of civil disturbances which
2a _ S 7 _ seriously curtailed the level or economic

2., .......,.,';. ....... activity in the troubled areas of theS ,s . ................................................ ..... ....
15 X......... ~~~~country.

SO. :$.. ... . g . g ................Y
...... ........ ............... ... During the past decade, total

0 S0 iZ t 1in tStlS t 00 system losses remained relatively constant
SOUCa:C BwbeLIit&tjs Data Bo4 ADDin a favorable range of 15-18%, compared

.System Losses to other countries in the same regions
W- (Fl g (India 28.6%, Nepal 29.1%, Pakistan

.0 .L7A ,,, > z~22.8%). Most of the losses were
30 contributed from distribution networks,

@ =17.2t1D accounting for about 65% of total losses.

10 - 1f1 (Ka 0% IE2% After the introduction of time-of-

0 19 i2 1ie4 im im I day tariffs and demand charges for
SOURCE: Ek*cgi UUIitici Data Book ADB commercial and industrial consumers in

Load Factors 1985, the growth of peak demand has
declined considerably. Load factor,

70 consequently, improved from 52% in 1980
eo r1.2xto 56% in 1990 and reserve margin

so -= ==== ss increased from 12.6% to 49.5% in the

kin (N") 4&3*same period.
40

30
1960 19M 1964 19 196 1gO

SOURCE kctrwUe VUith D&e Book ADB

Reserve Margin
70

49 ,%

20 -
40

30 ~~~~~~~~IWTd~Su. 2m%]

20

10

0
19W0 1982 1964 1966 1968 1990

SOURCE Ekcm,r Ubltries Da,a Book ADB
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Financial Performance Indicators9

Average Tariff Self Financing Rabo
10 9

MI (Kmt3 -IfWY5a0 Stl 810CiWi S0

8 '781-t f70 9 

&ILM1S 6 t 40 _ % lttI 40

2 10

0
O- -tO

FYa8 FY67 FY88 FYf FY0 FY91 FY83 FY8S FY7 FYr FM9t

SOURCE. AoieRwv'PAk, Th IrVUBdBt SOURCLEl Mecb* Utlitte De Book ADB

Operating Rabo CEB's electricity tariffs have been
,, I~(Iflda)raised several times in recent years.

0.9 >\g/ \During 1980-1990 average revenue per
0.8 kWh, excluding the fuel adjustment
0.7 charge, increased at an average rate of
0.6 \ LW (Mn) about 19% representing an average annual
0.5 increase in real terms of about 6%. The
0.4 t83 FY86 FY87 FYO FY91 increase in tariff rates were accompanied

SOURCE. wtri esData Bok ADS by significant changes in the tariff

Debt-Service Ratio structure.
4

-Iti;th S. $6+ Because of the Government's

support for CEB's tariff reforms, CEB was
2 . \ s:: o8- able to meet 30% of its investment

,4II~a~a) - __ 1.5 financing requirements with internally

generated funds during 1986-90. At
oF . . present CEB's financing practice is to self

SOURCE:EW&icUtdlA Data Boo ADS finance the entire local costs of the
investment program from internal cash

30 Fe Raef Retirn on Avee NO Fod Asets generation with the exception of rural
25 InZaStt &I 2aa% electrification schemes financed by
2c //~\ government equity and consumer
Is 19. connection expenditures financed by
10 7C % consumer contributions.
5

0
C n (Irda)

-5
FY83 FY85 FY87 FYag FY91

SOURCE. icor,c Utoisrj" Deat BoAo ADS
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Commercial Performances Indicators

Total Employment Average Collection Period

is ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~146

10 1i * * 1c

0
FY83 FY84 FY46 FY46 FY8 FY88 FY8 FY,O ml m .ml ml m ml mt m

SOURCE: Eltnc Unlitle Dalt BA ADB SOURCZ

Customers per Employee As of December 31, 1990, CEB
4cc . . __ , -: :. ;00: had about 13,900 employees serving
_ . ia|st sa, about 702,900 consumers, yielding a

consumer/employee ratio of 63. This ratio
is low compared with other utilities in the

ic: region such as Malaysia (84) and Thailand
0 FY83 - +: + 5 1 '2 (92). There are serious staff imbalances,
Y FY8 FYa4 FY6 FY8Y FY8F FYN FYM particularly reflected in the shortage of

SOURCE: EJwaic UUJifzi. Data o ADB experienced engineers and financial staff.
Sales per Employee The shortage is becoming increasingly
Sales per Employee serious in view of the planned expansion

of CEB's operations and the exodus of
experienced middle-aged engineers in
recent years to take higher paid jobs

overseas.

0
FY83 FY84 FY85 FY86 FY87 FY88 FYa8 FY90

SOURCE: EJ.,i, UuiAuw Data Book ADB

Training Cost per Employee

SOURCE: Data mi am l me ml m ml ml m ml
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5. ENERGY DEMAND PROJECTION & PLANS

Energy Demand Forecast
Sri Lanka 1990 - 2005
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Electricity Demand Projection
Sri Lanka 1990 - 2005 (including losses)
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During the 1980s the use of Assuming a forecast GDP growth
petroleum products declined in relation to rate of 4.2%/O/yr, the consumption of
GDP: diesel, gasoline and fuel oil petroleum products is expected to increase
decreased. However, provided that the at about 4.8%/yr. Primary energy for
political economy is stable this is not electricity is forecast to increase at
expected to continue: a turnaround in the 6.7%/yr. Total energy intensity (in GDP)
energy situation is expected. The demand is forecast to increase at 1.3%/yr. Total
for petroleum products is expected to modern energy in 2005 is forecast to be
recover: in 1990 petroleum provided 62% 4685 000toe compared to the level of
of the country's energy needs. 2444 000toe in 1993, implying a GDP
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elasticity of 1.33 compared to the recent requirements except in dry years. During
historical rate of 0.28. 1996-2000, the generation expansion plan

calls for the commnissioning of about 200
By the year 2005, the estimated MW hydro capacity and a total of 252

requirement for electricity generation MW diesel/gas turbine units, 120 MW of
capacity is about 1700 MW. This implies which would be for replacing the 6
an increase of about 910 MW between existing gas turbine units at Kelanitissa.
1993 and the year 2000. Further The generation expansion plan in its
investment in hydro leads to it being the present form is indicative and CEB is
fastest growing primary energy. conducting further studies with respect of

a number of factors, including the timing
of commissioning coal-fired base load

The estimated economic cotd of uewed desn-ln units.

Doe. msoe .,.iLSd. ~~~ ~ .

Transmission

Power Capacity Additions (MCpt

Existing Addition CEB has prepared a transmission
1991 til 2001 system development plan for the period

Hydro 1,015 296 1990-2000. Based on the existing system

Steam Power Plant configuration and load flow studies,
Oil - investments during the next ten years are
Coal -

Gas Turbine 108 176 directed towards reinforcing the 220/132-
Combined Cycle - - kV transmission system and upgrading the

Total 1.24 652 related substations with a purpose to
SOURCE. C0EB'alwt Ca*G.W.svaP. _ reduce transmission losses and improve

reliability of supply. Also, to transmit
In 1991, CEB's total installed more hydro power from the central region

generating capacity amounted to 1,245 to supply the northern part of the island, a
MW, comprising of 995 MW hydro power new 220-kV line from Victoria grid
plants and 250 MW thermal power plants. substation to Anuradhapura would be
CEB's annual average hydroelectricity needed as the existing 132-kV line would
generation capacity was about 3,790 be fully loaded by 1994.
GWh, compared to gross generation of
3,150 GWh in 1990. Most thermal power
plants, therefore, were to only meet the
capacity shortage, especially in dry
seasons.

Generation

With the scheduled commissioning
of the 120 MW Samanalawewa hydro
plant in 1992, CEB's hydro capacity would
be sufficient to supply demand up to 1995,
with minimum thermal ,. generation
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Investment Requirement development is to enhance energy security
by reducing dependence of oil imports.

Capital Requirement The policy in energy sector shoulu
35= by^0 SONM d FWXconcentrate on:

!M 2XCC0 i | * supply energy at the least cost option

6 1o°o .20 =| * expand indi-enous hydro resource
5= I' development to reduce oil imports

0 .911 FY92 FY93 FYWFY95FY9 FMFY9FYWFYpromote energy conservation and
Fa h0qcn - 8ar_w :3ctn waste-to-energy projects

i Cmprove quality and reliability of

electricity services

Capital Requirement * adjust energy prices reflecting the
_______________ _p____t __d __social cost to promote efficient use and

2X00 g51C to optimize energy allocation
___ 200-_ 1

FY9t FY92 FY9U FY9rt FfS5 FY94 FY97 FY9Et FY99 FYX
MIn l E3 DM> Sw4 M C?N in QOMA

SOUlRCE. CFB's Fin,wisaPIa,

To meet the projected demand,
CEB's total investment for the period
1991-2000 is estimated at Rs 85.5 billion
in 1991 prices, including Rs 10.9 billion of
expenditure on projects to be
commissioned after the year 2001 but
started beforehand. About 60% of the NMinimum and maximum indicators are
planned investment would be for the deternined by comparing the average figures of
plann inn t of CEB's generation capacity 12 Asian main borrowing countries for the four

expansion of CEB's generation capac'ltyl latest years which data are available.
10% for extension and reinforcement of International standards are estimated by Industry
the transmission of the transmission and Energy Department, The World Bank
system, and 30% for distribution.

2 Minimum and maximum indicators are

6. KEY ISSUES determined by comparing the average figures of
12 Asian main borrowing countries for the four
latest years which data are available.

The management of the energy Intemational standards are estimated by Industry
sector is very critical in view of the and Energy Department, The World Bank
implication of oil imports for the balance
of payments, the power subsector's large 3Minimum and maximum indicators are
investment requirement, and the determined by comparing the 1990/19991 figuresamong the SEBs which data are available. Please
environmental consequences associated note that the figures in,this section reflect SEBs'
with deforestation and fuelwood use. The capacity, not State's capacity (SEB and private
primary strategy for the country power producers).
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4 Minimum and maximum indicators are
determined by comparing the average figures of
12 Asian main borrowing countries for the four
latest years which data are available.
International standards are estimated by Industiy
and Energy Department, The World Bank

5July exchange rate of 27.16 Rs. per USS from
IMF International Financial Statistics Yearbook

6 Minimum and maximum indicators are
determined by comparing the average figures of
12 Asian main borrowing countries for the four
latest years which data are available.
Intemational standards are estimated by Industry
and Energy Department, The World Bank

7July 1993 exchange rate of 48.45 Rs. per USS
from International Financial Statistics, IMF

7 Minimum and maximum indicators are
determined bv comparing the average figures of
12 Asian main borrowing countries for the four
latest years which data are available.
International standards are estimated by Industry
and Energy Department, The World Bank

9 Nominal effective exchange rate (period
average) from International Financial Statistics,
IMF
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POWER SECTOR INVESTMENT

Investrnent In Power Sector as % of GOP
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DEFINITIONS AND EXPLANATORY NOTES

The following is a list of definitions and explanatory notes for the
information used in the report. This list is not intended to be all-
inclusive.

Growth rates - All growth rates are in real terms and have been
calculated using the least squares method, as per
World Development Report (WDR) practice.

Population - Mid-year estimates for 1992. These figures are
taken from the 1992 WDR published by the World Bank.

GDP - Gross Domestic Product measures the total final
output of all goods and services produced in an
economy. They are shown at market prices in current
1990 US dollars. These figures are taken from WDR.

GDP per capita - Obtained by dividing GDP at market prices in US
dollars by the population in mid - 1992.

Official exchange - Yearly averages sourced from the 1990 International
rates Financial Statistics (IFS), published by the

International Monetary Fund.

Electricity produced - Computed by dividing the country's total available
per capita electricity output (public plus self-produced plus

net imports) by the population. Units are measured
in kilowatthours (kWh).

Commercial energy - Obtained by dividing total commercial energy
consumption per consumption by population; measured in kilograms of
capita oil equivalent (kgoe).

System losses - These losses are of a combined technical and non-
technical nature. Technical losses are due to the
electrical characteristics of the power system.
They consist mainly of resistance losses which occur
during the transmission and distribution process.
Non-technical losses consist mainly of unmetered
consumption in the distribution process. In many
developing countries, up to 60-80% of the losses
occur in the distribution phase. These data are
calculated according to the formula: Net Generation
minus Total Sales (or Billings), divid,ed by Net
Generation.

Consumers per - The ratio of consumers to utility employees which is
employee also measure of utility efficiency.

Installed capacity - Refers to the rated capacity as stated on the
nameplate of the equipment in the power plant.

Capacity factor - This ratio indicates the extent to which plant
installed capacity is used in generating
electricity. It is computed according to the
formula: Gross Output (GWh) times 1000, divided by
Installed Capacity (MW), divided by 8760 hours;
expressed as a percentage.
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Electricity sales - These data refer to the actual metered amount of
electricity billed in GWh to consumers. They do noc.
include unmetered consumption.

Utility tariffs - Tariffs are measured as unit prices per kWh of
electricity using the average official exchange rat;
for the year in which the tariffs are quoted.

Average revenue - It is defined as the total sales revenue of a given
utility divided by total sales in GWh of that
utility.

Rate of return - The ratio of net revenues for the year (gross
revenues minus operating expenses including
depreciation) to the value of average net fixed
assets in service, expressed as a percentage.

Debtiservice - The ratio of net cash generation to the maximum
coverage future debt service.

Accounts receivables - The ratio of accounts receivables to total sales for
the year, time 12 (months). This ratio indicates
the degree to which consumer payments are delayed,
as expressed in months of sales.

Primary energy - Gross energy supply (oil, gas, coal, hydro, nuclear
supply et., plus woodfuels and biomass if traditional

energy included) available to country after imports
and exports and before conversion and losses,
measured in 000 TOE.

Energy intensity - Primary energy supply per US$000 of GPD (1990 $);
expressed as Kgoe per $000 GDP.

Electricity end-use - Same as electricity sales.

Electricity intensity - End-use electricity per US$000 of GDP (1990 $);
expressed as Kgoe per $000 GDP.

Electrical generation - Gross generation, before losses, expressed in GWh.

Energy Elasticity, - The relative growth of energy compared to growth
with respect to GDP of GDP.

Energy consumption - End-use energy (net of losses) by economic sector;
by sector residential/commercial, industry, transport, other,

non-energy uses, expressed as 000 TOE.

Modern energy - Sometimes referred to as "commercial" energy is oil
and petroleum products, natural gas, LNG etc., coal,
hydro, nuclear, et. and electricity.

Traditional energy - Woodfuels, charcoal, biomass, etc.
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